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Abstract
The global crude oil distribution network mainly comprises of ocean shipping links that
make usc of massive and cxceedingly expensive oil tankers. Oil companics rely on these
tankers to exploit the economies of scale. However, it also means stern planning and
managerial challenges in the presence of uncertain oil demand, freight rates volatilities,
high operating costs, long delivery lead times and the associated environmental risks.
These challenges vary from long term or strategic issues such as distribution network
design, to medium-short term tactical planning issues such as order delivery scheduling
and vessel chartering, besides some other day-to-day operational issues
On a thematic level, this work presents an integrated approach, through a compatible sct
of frameworks, to thc key tactical planning problems faced by an oil supplier. More
spec ifically, there arc alleast four major contributions. In the first contribution, we
present a cost-of-spill approach for selecting tanker routes for maritime transportation of
crude oil. The proposed method is in line with the Formal Safety Assessmcnt (FSA)
guidclines proposed by the International Maritime Organization. In the sceond
contribution, we prescnt a time dependent periodic scheduling approach that exploits the
crude oil demand structure and resource characteristics. In the third contribution, we
present a simulation-optimi7..3tion based fleet management framework that overarches the
proposed scheduling model. Finall y, our last contribution integrates and extcnds thc
earlier approaches into a single bi-objeetive risk-cost based tanker routing and delivery

scheduling model, which would cater to a manager's risk-cost preference by generating a
Pareto frontier of non-dominated solutions.
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I

Introduction

Oil, one: of the primary resources, serves approximately 36% ofthc total world energy
needs [I]. Its consumption occurs far from its production sources, which arc limited and
geographically dispersed around the world. Furthennorc, as oil in its natural fom} is not
directly consumable, it is brought to refineries to derive various petroleum products,
which arc then distributed to the end customers. This end to end delivery and distribution
is managed through a global supply-chain where the oil passes through production,
refining, distribution and consumption stages as it moves down the supply chain 121. Each
of these stages may be managed or owned by different players. Within this supply chain,
the refining and the consumption stages arc located mostly in close vicinity; while thc
longest and the most cost intensive segment i.e. of crude oil transportation, lies between
the production and the refining stages.
Ntt Ex rters
Saudi Arabia
Russian Federation
Islamic Re . of Iran
Ni tria
United Arab l: mirates

'ro

An ola
Norwa
Venezuela
Kuwait
TotM I S h~re

World Sha re
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6.00/0
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'"'
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76.0 ~.
Table I 1. Worlds Top Ten Net Exporters (Left) and Jmporters (Right) of Crude Ot!
(2010 Energy Statistics, International Energy Agency)

Figure I-I: Major Global Crude Oil Trade Flows

rhe geographicall y dispersed nature orthe crudc oil transportation segment is reflected in
the world import/export statistics, which sho ws thc bulk of the crude oil volume moving
mainly amongst a few countries that arc located on difTerent continents. Table I-I shows
the world's top ten crude oil exporters and importers, with Saudi Arabia being the biggest
exporter (world share: 16.5%) and United States the biggest importer (world share:
25.5%) in 20 10. The majorcrudc oil global trade links arc shown in Figure 1-1 (the
th ickncss of an arc reflects typical oil flow volume). This global crude oil transportation
network is made up of land and marine sub-networks. Although land networks (through
pipelines) can be used most economically to deliver crude oil L3], due to limited land
accesses, pol itical j urisdictions ctc. the bulk of it is handled through a global maritime
shipping nctwork, which carries over 62% of the global oil trade each ycar l4J. OvcralL
this maritime network is comprised of inland waterways to deep-sea shipping links that
makes use of over nine thousand vessels (~

500

Gross Tonnage) [5J. On global routcs, the

bulk of this trade is carried through the long-haul and exceedingly expensive Vcry Large
and Ultra Largc Crudc Carricrs (i.e. VLCC and ULCC), having a deadweight tonnage
(carrying capacity in tonnes) of200,000 to 550,000 DWT. The cost incurred by this
VLCC/ULCC segment is estimated to be in a range of 10 to 22 U.S. dollars per tonne l6J.

The general focus of our research is on this crude oil transportation segment. Efficient
planning in this segment is by no means trivial due to the presence of complex and
interacting issues sueh as uncertain and pervasive demand, complex logistic and supply
network constraints, frcight rates volatilities, high operating costs, long delivery lead
times, and the financial and environmental risks associated with such supply operations.
Despite a clear economic significance of the problem, the literature review shows an
overall limited anention (compared to other modes of transportation), wherein the general
locus seems to remain on a few discrete issues being treated in isolation. For example, in
the oil-spill ri sk assessment area, only locally applicable model s exist such as the works
of Douligeris et al. [181 and Yudhbir & lakovou 17,8J, both focusing on the Gulf of
Mexico area. This causes deficiencies and incompatibi lities in the overall planning
proccss, leaving much inefficiency as a result. Note that, in the gcneral shipping
literature, transportation planning is dealt with at three different planning levels Le.
strategic. tactical and operational19J. At the strategic level, long tenn planning issues
such as owned fleet development, network and transportation system design, and market
and trade selection arc addressed [101. Tactical level planning mainly includes medium to
short term issues such as ship rou ting and scheduling, vessel chartering, fleet adjustments
and deployment [101. Day to day mailers arc considered as operational level problems.

In this context, our research specifically focuses at the tactical level of the crude oil
transportation planning problem described above. Particularly, there are four major
contributions made through this work; these are: I) a eost-of-spill approach for selecting

tanker routes for maritime transportation of crude oil, 2) a new crude oil delivery
scheduling approach, 3) a medium-short tenn fieet management model that is compatible
with the scheduling framework , and 4) an integrated cost-risk (environmental) tanker
rou ting and scheduling framework. Detai led accounts of the first three works arc
presented as standalone chapters (Chapters 2-4), while as the fourth work (Chapter 5)
integrates and extends approaches presented in chapters 2 and 3, it refers to these chapters
as needed. A summary is presented in section 1.2 for each of these contributions.
However, we first present the general planning problem (section 1.1) that will establish
the interrelationship amongst the addressed issues and provides a basis to fonn a holistic
and systematic approach to the overall tactical planning problem. Thi s problem setting
remains consistent across all of our four research contributions, which are used as a core
to fonning respective de tai led problem descriptions and modeling assumptions.

1.1

T he Maritime Crude Oil T ransporta tion Problem

We consider a major oil producer making crude oil delivery plans from its supply
source(s) to customers (mainly refineries) around the world. With a global customer base,
the bulk of its deliveries are handled through maritime links using a fleet of
heterogeneous VLCC/ULCC dass tankers (besides some other smaller class tankers such
as Suezmax dass tankers (120,000-199,999 DWT». Thi s oil company handles its
transportation function intcrnally or by an owned subsidiary.
As the general nature of the supply problem is highly pervasive i.e. the company receives
a persistent stream of new orders and order adjustments, it makes delivery sched ul ing
4

plans periodically in a rolling horizon setting. The time horizon for each such individual
plan typically spreads across a few weeks to a couple of months lorward. Note that this
rolling horizon approach allows for a detenninistic treatment of the problem i.e. by
considering only the commilled supply orders and the

a~·ailab{e

fleet at the start of eaeh

such plan.
The environmental risk ofa tanker delivering crude oil is also assessed within

Ihi~·

problem scope. lllis is detennined separately for each possible route that this tanker may
take between any given origin and destination pair and the cargo it will carry. Such
estimates lead to tangible and significant environmental risk related costs (i.e. insurance)
incurred by individual voyages, thus impacting the tanker routing and scheduling
decisions.
To support its supply operation, the company also has to manage its fleet of expensive
tankers. The general strategy used by this oil company is to maintain a mixed fleet i.e. a
fleet made up of owned vessels and medium-short tenn chartered tankers [III. To ensure
fulfilling transportation requirements as well as maximizing the utilization of these
expensive vessels, the company periodically adjusts its fleet through revising the
chartered segment of the fleet. ·Tbis revision is generally done before each scheduling
plan; however, due to typically longer charter eontraet1cngths involved. the planning
horizon for fleet management extends well beyond a deterministic scheduling period.
Thus, this mixed-fleet strategy exposes the company to considerable financial risks,

which is due to the presence of freight market volati lities and dema nd uncertainties. Such
financial risks arc essentially considered during its fleet-mix adjustment decisions.

1. 1.1

A Rea listic Example

This aforementioned problem scenario is faced by some of the largest oil companies,
namely, the Qatar General Petroleum Corporation, l'etr61eos dc Venezuela, Chevron,
Kuwaitl'etroleum Corporation and Abu Dhabi Oil Company. Saudi Arabian Oil
Company (Saudi Armneo), the world 's largest producer and exporter of crude oil operates
likewi se [12J. Their maritime transportation function is owned and handled by Vela
International Marine Limited, which is its fully owned subsidiary. Vela owns the sixth
largest fleet ofVLCC tankers in the world. For illustrativc and model testing purposes,
we will use the Vela case datal throughout the rcsearch. Basic Vela operations details arc
as follows. For its global operations, Vela uscs four ports. Two of these arc in the Persian
Gulf, whilc thc othcr two arc in thc Red Sca. Vela normally uses around thirty tankers for
its delivery opcrations, twenty of which are owned and thc rest arc ehartercd vessels. Vela
primarily covers deliverics to thc Gulf ofMcxico and Europe using the roulcs shown in
Figure 1-2.

I Most of the data used in the empirical testing is obtained through Vela (www.~cla .ne). the US Ene rgy
Informalion Administration (www.eia.doe.g<>v)andlheacademic litera ture: while some proprietary data is
assumed (based on typical ranges) . Appropriale details will be provided in relevant ChaPlerS

Figure 1-2: Primary Routes used by Vela for its Supply Operations [1J J

1.2 Major Contributions
In this section, we summarize the four key research contributions ofthc study, which arc
presented sequentially as follows:
Maritimc oiltransporlation has becn accompanicd by a large number of oil spill incidents
with some having catastrophic economic and cnvironmental consequences. For an oil
company, this results in tangible environmental risk related costs (i.e. insurance), bearing
direct implication on its scheduling and routing decisions. Academic research, in this
context, has been rather limited with a focus onjust local or specific requirements (for
example [7,81 focusing on the Gulf of Mexico area). Therefore through our first
contribution, we propose a methodology that assesses risk in terms of total expected cost
of accidents leading to oil spills, which is incurred by a tanker traveling on an
intercontinental route. A route segmentation based model is proposed, which not only
encapsulates the Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) guidelincs proposed by the
International Maritime Organization (lMO), but also caters 10 varying accident ratcs and

cost structures over a roule. The model makes usc of various elean-up cost models
available in the literature, thus providing a range of estimates. Probability ofaecident is
estimated empirically using a noveltcchnique that makes usc ofthc available coarse
historical data. The numerical results show that the level of risk dcpcnds on both the
traffic dcnsity and the cleanup cost structure of the regions through which a route passes.
This work is presented in chapter 2.
In contribution 2, we focus on scheduling of crude oil deliveries through large oil tankcrs.
Scheduling research in oil transportation mainly bui lds around the approach presented by
Brown et al. [141, who assumed a given set of cargo specificd by delivery quantities, ports
(loading and discharging), and dates (loading and delivery). Subsequent works treated the
problem in a similar manner, which may not be the best approach givcn the bulk naturc of
crude oil supply requiring several shipments to fulfill demand within a small time
window. Large stocks ofbufTcr at customer locations further underscore the need to not
strictly specify a cargo. Thus, we propose a new scheduling framework that dircetly
incorporates periodic oil demand structure into the schedul ing model, which consequently
determines both the delivery schedule and the relevant quantities. A mixed-integcr
programming model is proposed, while to capture the pervasive naturc of oil supply
problem (i.e. continuous rC(eipl of new orders and/or order adjustments), we propose two
distinct rime-dependent periodic planning (TOP) solution methodologies with the
proposed optimil'..ation model. Finally, to deal with large intractable problem instances,
we present a dccomposi tion hcuristic Ihal exhibited promising results in a reasonable
computing lime. This work is presented in chapter 3.
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In contribution 3, we present a fleet management model that overarchcs the scheduling
framework presented in contribution 2. At this level of planning, a supplier has to deal
with oil demand as wel l as frei ght rate uncertainties resulting in various financial risks.
To deal with this problem, large o il suppliers typicall y use a mixed strategy i.e. of having
an under-capacity owned fleet supported by a portfolio of spot charter and longer tern]
time charter contracts and their options [II]. The fleet management problem at this
tactieallevel deals with chartered fleet adjustments decisions wi th a consideration of
chartering costs and the associated fi nancial risks. The literature review shows that there
has been considerable work at the strategic level (dealing with vessel building, purchasing
and layolTs) [9, 10], whi le no work exits at the tactical level for the crude oil supply
problem.

Thus we contribute through a methodology that combines Monte Carlo simulation for
parameter estimation together with an optimi zation model. This simulation-optimization
framework aims to optimize the total chartering costs and the financial risks under a
stratcgic policy of financial (do\'.'Jlside) risk aversion. The formalization of this
framewo rk involves characterization of related fina ncial ri sks, de velop ment of a valuation
scheme lor chartering contracts and opt ions, modeling of the uncertainty sourees, and
finally the development ora non-linear integer programming (N IP) model. We also
present a linearization scheme that, together with a Monte-Carlo simulation method, is
used to solve the NIP problem. Thc results ora numerical study demonstrate the
contrasting behaviors of various risks (i.e. changing in opposite directions wi th change in

the problem parameters), which can be balanced through appropriately adjusting the
chartered !leet-mix. This work is presented in chapter 4.
As our ovcrall objective is to provide an integrated approach to the tactical oil
transportation planning problem, with contribution 4, we aim to extend and integrate the
earlier works into a single framework. The approaches developed in contributions 1 and 2
provide thc basis for developing an integrated bi-objective environmental riskopcmtional cost (risk-cost) based routing and scheduling model. It is important to notc
that the !lect management model (contribution 3) still overarches this routing and
scheduling model, where the available !leet is generated prior to solving the problem. Thc
risk-cost based work in oil transportation is quite limited; however, due to large oil spill
incidents, the resulting global attcntion in the form or stringent regulations cannot bc
ignored . Examples of such measures arc thc IMO's MARPOL regulations that cover
pollution or the marine environment from operational or accidental causes

1151. For an oil

supplier, this poscs serious long term to short term planning challenges, starting from
upgrading its Oeet to complying with the new regulations, to catering to these regulations
in the planning and decision making tasks. Thc basic setting of the bi-objective routing
and schedul ing model, while similar to the scheduling model of contribution 2, caters to
these additional aspects. The model also allows for a decision maker's risk-cost
preference by generating a Pareto fronticr ornon-dominated solutions. This work is
presented in chapter 5. It is important to highlight that, unlike chapters 2-4, which are
standalone works, this chapter builds around chapters 2 and 3; accordingly, the literature
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revicw is kcpt bricfto avoid duplications, and references 10 these two chapters arc made
as and when required.
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Abstrac t '
Maritime transportation is the major conduit ofintcrnational tradc, and the primary link for global
crude oil movement, Given the volume ofoiltransponed on international maritime links, it is not
surprising that oil spills of both minor and major types result - though most of the risk-related
research has been confined to the localsenings, We omline an expected consequence approoch
for assessing risk from intercontinental transportation of crude oil, which not on ly adheres 10 the
safety guidelines proposed by the International Maritime Organization, but also develops a novel
technique that makes usc of coarse global data to estimate accident prob.1bilities. The estimation
technique, togcther with four cost-spill modcls from the literatun:, was applied to study and
analyze a realistic si7,C problem instance. It was observed that while a risk-averse decision maker
will not necessarily selt-et the shonest TOule, having an understanding of the inherent route-risk
could potentially facilitate negotiating beller insurance premiums with the not-for-profit 1'&1
(prevention and indemnity) clubs. Finally, none of the four spill-cost estimation models is enough
by itself, and allhc very least, the only linear model shou ld be used together with Ol1e of the three
non-linear models to improve the estimation caliber.
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2. 1 Introd uction

Maritime transportation is the major conduit ofintemational trade that has steadily
increased over the past three decades. This trend can be attributed to va rious factors such
as population gro\'vth, rapid industrialization, and elimination of trade barriers. One of the
primary drivers of this grovvth has been through the transportation of oil, which was 62%
of the world production fora qWllltity of2.4 billion tonnes in 2005111. With such
volumes of oil being transported, it is not surprising that some of the shipments have led
to oil spill incidents - some resulting in significant environmental, social and economic
consequences. Two of the most prominent transportation related oil-spill episodes arc:
the Exxon Valdez in Alaska (USA in 1989) and the Prestige (Spain in 2002); the fomler
necessitated a cleanup cost of over 2 billion dollars and the latter around 100 million
Euros 12J. Fortunately such catastrophic episodes are infrequent; however, there arc
numerous occurrences of relatively smaller spills (accidental or operational) which arc
also a source of considerable concern. The latter phenomenon is also underlined by the
latest figures released by the lnternational Tanker Owner Pollution Federation

I,jz.

around

10,000 spi lls between 1974-2008[21, and the International Oil Pollution Compensation
Funds (i.e., 43 still active cases of incidents, costing;::: 7 million U.S. Dollar, between
2004-2010) [3].
rhe response to these spill incidents has been in the form of various legislation, namely.
thc MARPOL that is introduced by the International Maritime Organization (IMO),
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covering pollut ion of the marine environment from operat ional or acc idental causes 14J,
the proposed European Union Erika legislative packages for maritime safetYl5], and the
United States' enactment of the 1990 Oil Pollution Act (OPA) [6]. Development of such
risk contro l measures have, in part, been supported by the five-step Fonnal Safety
Assessment (FSA) methodology (includes: hazard identification, risk assessment, risk
control options, cost-benefit assessment and recommendations), developed by the IMO
[7,8[. The aim of FSA is to fonnalize a process through which maritime risks, related to
safety and environmental pollution, can be addressed through a cost-benefit analysis of
[MO's available options against those risks. The identification step ofsueh hazards makes
usc of acdden/freq1lency (as extremely remote, remote, reasonably probable, and,
frequent) and conseq1lence levels (as minor, significant, severe, and catastrophic) to
categorize various risk scenarios which arc then recommended for further investigation
according 10 the severity of the problem. This has not only stimulated increased research
in maritime risk assessment seeking active compliance wilh FSA to ensure practicability
[9- 121. but also prompted risk considerations in other related aspects such as ship design
and training.
Interestingly risk is also relevant to the operational deci sion making for an oil supplier.
For example, routing and scheduling decisions entail huge operational costs and risks
stemming from oil tankers tmveling on a given route. This is all the more important for
international tankers serving the United States, since the OPA also mandated thaI foreign
ship-owners be liable for removal costs and damages up to $1200 per gross ton 113J. This
16

was quite a contentious issue since 95 percent of the world 's ocean tonnagc is insured
through membership in one of the 17 not-far-profit P&I (prevention and indemnity)
clubs. Note that since each member's (insurance) premium is established in accordance
with the e1aims the member is likely to bring to the e1ub (i.e., estimated from historical
perfonnance) [14], it is important for the member to be cognizant of the potential
environmental risks resulting from their operational decisions. To the best of our
knowledge, only the works of Li et a1. [15] , and of lakovou fl6] incorporated such an
operationlll risk in the development of optimization models, used in the rout ing decisions
of oil tankers through the Gulf of Mexico (i.e., in a local setling only).
Although we provide a detailed literature review in section 2.2, it is pertinent to mention
that all of the peer-reviewed works dealing with risk assessment focus on local selling
and/or specific requirements. This is perhaps because of the challenges in streamlining
location-specific cost structure, aligning the intercsts ofmultip\c stakeholders, and severe
data scarcity. This work does not intend to address the indicated challenges, but aims to
propose a risk-assessment methodology useful for the global transportation of crude oil.
The proposed expecled conseqllence approach is not only FSA compliant, but also
captures the lack of homogeneity in the required accident probabilities and the cost
structures in a non-localized setting. The basic form of the model is consistent with both
the earlier models in maritime research [16- 18], and other modes of transportation such as
road and railroad [19-21]. The proposed methodology, entailing a novel accident
probability estimation technique and the use of popular eost-of-spills models, is applied to
17

a realistic size problcm instancc, which is further analyzed to gain managerial insights.
We reckon that such a framework will not only fill the important gap in existing
literature. but also be a surrogate measure of risk in the hands of tanker owners to
negotiate insurance premiums with the 1'&1 clubs.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: section 2.2 reviews the relevant literature,
followed by the risk assessment methodology in section 2.3, and a discussion on
parameter estimation in section 2.4. The proposed methodology is used to solve a
realistic example in section 2.5, followed by the conclusion in Section 2.6.

2.2 Literature Review
11 is interesting to note thaI although hazardous materials (hazmat) transportation has been
a very busy research area over the past two decades, the focus has been mostly on
highway and railroad transportation {22 1. This is all the more surprising given Ihe
widespread use of maritime links to transport a whole variety ofhazmats, including
chemicals, and petroleum products. The existing works can be grouped under two main
threads I.e. risk aswssmcm ; and, csfimOfioll models. Note that estimations models deal
with the estimation of relevant paramClcrs needed in risk assessment models.
Risk Assessment: As part ofa marine safety study for coastal waters in Europe, Fowler
and Sorgard [23], presented early results of MARes (Marine Accident Risk Calculation
Syslem) development study, which is used 10 assess marine transport risk. They mainly
focused on estimating accident frequencies according to various factors such as collision,
18

powered or drift groundings, fire and explosion, structural failures etc; where for tankers,
collisions seems to be the most prominent cause of an accident. Their results show varied
levels of estimation accuracy as compared to historical data, whereas for tankers, some
crucial factors such as structural failures were shown to have large discrepancies.
Subsequently, Soares and Teixeira [24] made usc of data on difTercntlypes of ships to
conclude that tankers arc most susceptible to fire and explosion, grounding and collision.
In a recent work, Hu et al.[9[ used a FSA driven and fuzzy functions based risk
assessment model applied to the ship navigation problem in the Shanghai harbor. An
IMO study specifically on oil tankers under the EU SAFDOR project [10,11], suggested
thatlhe safety level of modem ships falls wilhin the ALARrtolerable limits.
One of the important pieces of work under this domain is the development and use of

u.s. Natural Resource Damage Assessment Model for Coastal and Marine Environment
proposed by Grigalunas et al. [251. Although this model was developed to be used in
situations where a detailed (full-scale empirical) study is not worth doing due to a lack of
economic feasibility, it did spur a number of related works focusing on the Gulf of
Mexico area e.g. [6,16,26] which proposed various operational-risk based tanker routing
models. Prince William Sound in Alaska, the site of the Exxon Valdez episode, was the
other Jocation that received a Jot of attention. To that end, Harrald et al. [27] presented a
risk assessment study that looked at the human error in triggering tanker accidents, while

I ALARP refers to uS low as rewwnablypruclicable. and ge nerally imply that all avai lable cost-effective
riskeontrol options have been implemented
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Merrick el al. [28] suggested the measures to reduce risk of spil l from tanker accidcnts.
They developed a model that uscs simulation and data analysis logether wilh experl
judgment with an aim to build consensus amongst stakeholders ineluding governmental
agencies, shipping companies and the local population. In another local ized application.
Ulusr;:u et a!. [29] presented a risk assessmen t model (using simulation together with
expert opinions), that calculates the total risk incurred by a vessel crossing the Strait of
Istanbul, which is based on geographical, meteorological and traffic condi tio ns, and
further propose risk mitigation measures. The importance of expert judgment has also
been highlighted in Stewart and Leschine [30]. who argued fo r ajudgmental basis in risk
related analytic me thods.
Estimation Models: can be reviewed under three themes: accident probability/frequency;
spill trajectory; and, cost estimation.
E[iopoulou and Pa panikolaou [31,32] and Burgherr [33] analyzed historical oi l tan ker
accident data over a twenty-five year period to estimate accident rate as a function of size,
age, nag state, hull type, elc. Subsequently, Vlitalo [34] presented a study to calculate
maritime accident frequenc ies in the Gulf of Finland, which was followed by a simulation
based study by Gocrlandt and Kujala [35] for estimating probability of ship collisions for
the same body of water. It is important to mention that the most recent FSA studies, such
as the SAFDOR project [10, 11], also focus on estimating baseline accident probabilities,
identifying accident causes and scenarios for oil tan kers. A number of researchers have
also made use of a tree-based approach to estimate accident probabilities. Wheeler [36 J
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proposed an event-tree approach to assign risk values bascd on the spill-size scenarios,
while Amrozowicz et a1. [37] presented a fault tree and event Iree approach together with
a human error rate prediction method to estimate the probability of tanker groundings. In
a more recent work, Cesnauskis [38] adopted an cvent tree approach, together with an
expert opinion, for estimating the probability of an oil out now event in the Lithuanian

The last two decades have also seen the introduction ofa few trajectory model s to
estimate the quantity and spread of oil spilled in an accident. Most of these works have
been developed in a local context such as the Gulf of Mexico [39,40[, the Arabian Gulf
[41], and the Ohio River [42,43[.
Spill related cost estimation has been an active research area within maritime
transportation, with Etkin [44,45 [. Vanem et al. L46], and Shahriari and Frost [47]
amongst some or the early contributors. Etkin [44J made use of the oil spill intelligence
report (OSIR) database to develop basic estimates of area-wise eleanup costs, which were
then revised to sepamlely account for eleanup strategy, size of spill, oiltypc, and
shoreline oiling [45J . Vanem et a1. [46] revised the numbers presented in Elkin [44 ] and
identified three main types of damage costs, I.e. , cleanup, environmental, and socioeconomic. To tide over the inherent difficulty in estimating the lasl two types of costs,
some authors have proposed using a multiplicative factor between 1.5 and 2 with the
cleanup cost [48,49]. In an effort to propose a more accurate model, Friis-Hansen and
Ditlevsen [50] argued that the correlation between the logarithms ofbolh cost and weight
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of oil spill is far stronger compared to that between cost and weight of spill alone. Their
observation was followed by a number of works, making use ofa non-linear regression
approach, to estimatc spill related damage costs. For instance, Yamada [51J made use of
the IOPCF 13 J database (1970-2008: 129 incidents) to propose a non-linear regression
model between the total oil spill cost and the weight of oil spill; this effort was followed
by Kontovas et al. [52] (using 84 incidents of IOPCF database (1979-2006)), who
considered periodic discounting of costs and removed outliers thereby improving thc
correlation coefficicnt between the dcpendcnt and independent variablcs; and finally by
Psarros et al. [53], who also presented a similar (non-linear regression) model calibrated
using data from two separate databases - the IOPCF database (1970-2008) and a database
(1970-1999) developed in a European research project known as SAFECO II (a total of
18S incidents). The three works cited above have limited applicability stemming from thc
limitations of their data sources:firsl, the reported cost numbers are not the aetual costs
but the amount of compensations paid to claimants; second, the total cost proposed in the
threc models mayor may not inelude all of the factors actually contributing to the cost
e.g. as listed in the IOPCF dataset namcly cleanup, indemnification that may inelude
fisheries, tourism, loss of income, famling, cnvironmental and property damages related
costs. In addition, it is pertinent to indicate that all such studies are restricted by data
availability, whereas the quality and validity of the outeome of these models arc dictatcd
by the scope of the database and geographical area where it is applied. For instance, the
IOPCF database includes data related to the signatory countries only, which means that
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spills related to United States and Saudi Arabia are not included, and implies no
infonnation on a number of accident pronc areas such as the Gulfof Mexico, Persian
Gulf, and the Red Sea.

2.3 Risk Assessment Methodology
[n this scction, we first analyze the empirical oil spill data to understand the nature of 011
tanker accidents, which is then used to outline the proposed assessment methodology.

2.3. 1 Ta nkcr Accidcnts
In an effort to gain an insight into the nature of maritime accidents and thc rcsuiting
spills, we analyzed the oil-spill statistics made available by Environmenl Canada [54] and
ITOPF 12], While the tanner database lists only 743 incidents (:.:?: 13610nnes, 197H20 10), thc ITOPF database provided detai ls on 9640 incidents over a period of twentyfive years (i.e., 1974-2008). On further analysis oCthe ITOPF database, we noticed that
7845 incidents were :S 7 tannes, while 1795 incidents wcre > 7tonnes (including 460
incidents > 700 tonnes). Though 81 % of the spills wcre less than 7 tonncs, thc exact
quantity spilled is not spccificd, perhaps, because spills in this category mainly resulted
from operational factors and not much emphasis is placed on good reporting [55]. [t was
reported that a total of 5.71 million tonnes was lost in all spill s, but one could deduce that
fcwcr than 7% spills cxcecded 5000 tonnes, and that the avcrage spill size was
approximately 3,181 tonnes (Figure 2-1).
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Figure 2·1: Rclmive Frequency orSpili Si1.c
Since we intend to propose a methodology that is in line with the FSA framework, and

also to meet Ihc limitations associated with detailed data unavailability, we group spills
into two categories. While the first includesjusl the minor spills (i.e., S 7 tanncs), all
olher spills sizes arc included in the second category (Figure 2-2). Based on Ihe FSA
levels and associated characteristics, it is clear thaI operational (such as pump leakages)
spills will not result in vOYlIgc termination, whereas Ihc remaining three levels would.
Consequently, we designate them as minor (m) and major (M), and propose them to be
surrogates for minor, and significant to catastrophic rSA levels, respectively. The
aforementioned implies that on any given link for a specified route, a crude oil tanker
could be in one of the following three states: passes it safely; meets with an accident
resulting in a millor spill ; and, meets with an accident resulting in a major spill (and
hence the voyage tennination). We make lise of the three possible states to develop the
mathematical expression fo r measuring risk in section 2.3.2 .
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2.3.2

Risk Mod el

We propose an (undesirable) expected consequence approach, defined as the probabililY
of uccidcl1llimcs the resulting consequence to measure the total transport risk incurred by
an oil tanker haulage. This measure, also called the tradilional risk, has been used to
evaluate transport risk of highway and railroad shipments [19,21 ].
Modeling with this traditional risk approach, we consider a tanker route-link I of known
length ( Figure 2-3). If pfi and Pt' arc the probabilities ofa tanker meeting with an
accident, rcsulting in major (sl' ) or minor (st' ) spills (in tonnes) respectively (a detailed
discussion on spi ll size is prescnted in scction 2.4.3), on link I, then the transport risk
poscd by this tanke r over link I can be represcntcd by:
Risk, '" P:' S;" ACi" + P; 5," AC,"

(4-1)

where, AC.~ is the adjusted per unit oil-spill cost for link I, which we elaborate in section
2.4.4. It should be clear that the transport risk (or just risk) for a routc composed of links
f and l+ I is a probabilistic experiment, since the expected consequence for link 1+ I

depends on whcthcr the tanker meets with an accidcnt on link I (Figure 2-4). The
expected consequence for link /+ 1 is (1 - pi\t)(pi;ISi~ACi;fl + P~ ISI:I ACi:~). To generalize,
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if there

lire

s tllnkcr routc-links over a route R, the corresponding expected conscquence

would be expressed

liS

follows:

Ri.\·k N = Risk, + t [RiSk.
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Equation (4-2) implics thllt an oil tanker continues to travcills long as it docs not meet
with an accident causing major spilL Although it is conceivable that an oil tanker faccs
more than one accident resulting in minor spills, cmpirical data puts thc associlltcd
probability to almost zcro, and hcnce we assume the probability of meeting with only one
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such accident on a given link. We arc now ready to outline the technique fo r estimating
the various pammeters in equation (4-2).

2.4 Parameter Estimation
Determination of risk on any link (or route) will require estimating the probability of an
accident, the spill size corresponding to the two accident types, and then calculating the
total cost of oil spilled. We first out line a novel method that makes use of publicly
available information to estimate accidcnt probabilities, and thcn discuss a me thod to
determine the cost of oil spill estimation, which depends not only on the size of spill but
may also depend on the location of the spill

2.4. 1

Accident Probability

Estimating tankcr accident probabilitics is challenging because of scarce and disparate
data, and inaccurate information about type, size and route of vessels. Getting hold of
(reasonably) good data may be possible for some localized settings (such as Gulf of
Mexico). but becomes extremely difficult when one is interested in a global selling as
exact data report ing docs not receive equal attention across different jurisdictions. The
proposed estimation tcchnique is useful for the latter case, since it processes network
wide C()(lrs e historical data in a meaningful manner to deduct results for a specific link.
Oil-spill statistics from 1974-2010 were parsed, and the 1188 data points belonging to the
major category (i.e., ?: 7 tonnes) arc geographically placed as shown in Figure 2-5. The
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tot31 number of major spills has been dispersed based on the accident location represented
by Marsden Squares, which refers to a physical squares collectively defined by tendegrees divides of the longitude and the latitude. Such representation h3s two purposes:

first, it gives us an idea about the different 3ccident hot spots in the world; 3nd secol/d, it
enables us to assume a homogeneous attribute within a given square. For example, over
the given period, a total of 135 marine accidents resulting in major spill happened in the
square, which is at the intcrscetion of 60 degree longitude and 30 degree lati tude.
Clearly, any route using this Marsden Square is riskier than a square with lower number
of accidents, and in the absence of much finer-data within the given square, it is
reasonable to assume that the probability of a marine accident of the major type is
constant within this square.

Figure 2-5: Distribution of Tanker Accidents Resulting in Major Spilts(1974-20tO)
If a Marsden Square is treated as a link of any route, then equation (4-3) can be used to
estimate the probability ofa marine accident resulting in major spill. For example, the
indicated probability forlink/is:
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(4-3)

It should be noted that it is not trivial to estimate the denominator in equation (4-3), since
the pertinent infonnation is not readily available. Given our objective of making use of
just the publicly available data, we extract the number of voyages from the 2005 global
oil flow densities infonnation from the ITOPF website (Figure 2-6). Subsequently, the
flow density infonnation and vessel capacity could be used to approximate the number of
tankcr voyages through a specific Marsden Square. To make this more explicit, consider
the routes between Persian Gulf and Gulfof Mexico in Figure 2-6. For this supplydemand pair, we obtained the import data from the Energy Information Administration
[56] fo r the period 1978-2010 (Figure 2-7), and then dctcmlined the percentage variation
for each year with respect to the base year i.e. 2005, which was then used to estimate the
number of tankers on the two given routes. Furthennore, as a given route may pass
through sections with varying flow densities (For example see North/South Routes in
Figure 2-6), we made use of the appropriate flow density infonnation to estimate the
corresponding number of voyages. For example, I:igure 2-8 compares the total number of
voyages for two different flow-densities, i.e., 50 million and 300 million tonnes. For the
base year 2005 , the total number of voyages through the 300 million tonnes link is
approximately equal to 1154, which is 300 million tonnes dividl'<l by thc average capacity
of a VLCC tanker (i.e., 260,000 tonnes). Note that the total imports decreascd by 9.5% in
2010, and hence the number of voyages between the given supply-dcmand pair was only
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1044. Olher flow densities can be converted into number of lanker voyages simi larly.
For expositional reasons, we refer 10 the six flow de nsities as indicated in Figure 2-6

Figure 2-6: O il Movement in 2005 (www.itopf. COln )

Figure 2-7: Cfllde O il Impo rt Data 10 Gu lfofMex ico from the Pe rsian Gu lf
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Figure 2-8: Tota l N umber of Tauker Voyages (1974-2010)
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Now, estimating the probability of accidents resulting in a mino/" spill is indirect, since
very lillie emphasis has been placed on reporting and/or capturing the relevant data. A
detailed analysis of the two datasets used tells us that around 81% of the total accidents
are of this type. Since there is no information on the location and size of these spills, we
cannot adopt the approach outlined for majo/" spills. Now, although we do not have
information on the exact location and size of mino/" spills for each Marsden Square, we
can make the conjecture that they are: independent of geography; proportional to traffic
density; and, in proportion to historical ratio with major spills. The first two arc
supported by the characteristics associated with minor spills, i.e., operational spillage,
pump leaks, etc. (Figure 2-2), whereas the last is based on the empirical evidence using
around 10,000 accident data from 1974-2010 (Figure 2-1).
In the absence of more detailed data, and given the above, the probability of an accident
resulting in minor spill is calculated by: detennining the average probability ofa major
spill for links with identical now density; and, then prorating the average probability
using the historical split of 0.81 & 0.19. We explain this further in section 2.5.1

2.4.2

Cost of Oil Spill

In this subsection, we outline the consequence estimation procedure. Since the cost of an
oil spill depends on its size and the location, we outline the impact of each, and then make
use or the existing models to estimate the cost of spill.
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2.4.3

S ize a nd Loca tion

Recall that

st and S;" are inputs in equation (4.1), and hence the choice of spill size is

crucial in detcrmining the risk for a given route. Unfortunately, as indicated in the
previous section no exact infonnation is readily available on accidents resulting in minor
~pill~.

To deal with the indicated data limitation, and to be conservative with our

assessment, we chose 7 tonnes as the size of min()r spills. On the other hand for major
spills, we varied the spill size from 7tonnes to the total loss scenario for a tanker, which
enabled us to generate a complete risk profile for the given tanker corresponding 10 a
specific route. !t is interesting to note that even if the analysis is conducted using the
average size of3,! 81 tonnes for major spills, we would still be on the conservative side as
around 75% of the spills in this category resulted in less than the average size (Figure
2·9). It is also possible 10 deduce that around 20% of the episodes will result in at least
5000 tonnes of oil spilled.
Location is an important element in estimating the cost of oil spills since the cleanup,
environmental, social and economic costs arc dissimilar around the world [45J. For us.
Marsden Squares locations on a route (i.e., its proximity to one of the defined regions of
the world) will help determine the appropriate cost.
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2.4.4

Spill·Cost Estimatioo

One of the earliest works on

~pilJ.cost

estimation can be found in Grigalunas et al.[25],

who developed a model that could relatively accurately estimate the required data

fUf

the

Gulf of Mexico. The relative effectiveness of the above work in a localized setting could
not be replicated in other settings, since it required customized treatment of each area and
availability of good corresponding data. At the other extreme arc models that have been
developed for larger geographical settings that are not accurate enough, in part due to the
complexity stemming from environmental and geographical differences, and data
unavailability, which in tum encouraged using simplified cost estimates. Our objective in
this section is not to outline a new estimation technique, but to make usc of the four
popular

~pilJ.cost

estimation models published in the literature over the past decade. In

general, the four models can be broadly divided into linear and non·linear regression
types

JJ

The only linear model is by Etkin [45], which estimates cleanup cost by incorporating
factors such as oil-typc, spill-size, spill location, spill strategy, and distance from
shoreline. It has limited use in that it fails to capture the non-linear relationship between
spill-size and per unit spill cleanup cost; besides it also does not estimate the total cost.
On the othcr hand, the works orPsarros et al. [53], Yamada [51] and Kontovas et al. [52]
belong to the non-linear category, wherein a regression model is used to estimate Iotal
cost based only on spill sizes. Clearly all three approaches consider the non-linear
relationship between spill size and per unit spill eosl. Unrortunately none orthe three is
versatile enough to capture attributes such as location, oil-type, and cleanup strategy
employed. Although the total cost expressions irom the three non-linear works can be
straightrorwardl y adapted to generate equivalent expressions ror equation (4-1), we need
to introduce some tenns in support or the work in Etkin [45]. The modified expressions
ror the rour models arc depicted in Table 2-1.
The cleanup cost clements driving Etkin's [45] model arc: SLO (shoreline oiling); 01"(oil
type); CLS (eleanup strategy); and, SS (spi ll size). These modifiers can result in ditTerent
models depending on the problem instance. For example, ir one is interested in the most
expensive cleanup strategy with shoreline oiling, and moderate spill size, the cleanup cost
expression is: AC; =(00.3 1+(l - 0)0.25)C, xOT where a = I iflocation is ncar a shoreline,
otherwise a = I. Expressions ror other scenarios can be generated similarly. The
modified expressions ror the three non-linear instances have been generated by adapting
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the suggested total cost expression in the three reference works, suitable for use with
equation (4-2).
I/isk, _ p,"(S:' AC:'l + p;(S; AC;l

Elkin[44,45]

where: AC: .. l.Se;
Psarroset a1.[S3J

~(SLO ~OT~ CLS ~SS,l

Risk," {p:' ~(s:'lum + p," ~(S;r"'}x61150

Yamada[jlJ

Risk, .. (p,"

~(SiU)"''''

Kontovas el a1.[52]

Risk. " {P:'

-(s:')",- + P; _(S;)'-} ~SI432

+ P; _ (S;)"''''lx3H735

I able 2 I. Modified Spill Cost Expressions

2.5 A Realistic Problem Insta nce
In this section, we make use of the methodology developed earlier to study a problem
instance, which is then further analyzed to provide managerial insights

2.5. 1

Solvin g the Problem Instance

The assessment methodology developed earlier is applied to a realistic size problem
instance involving delivery of light-crude oil from a supply point in the Persian Gulf to
the demand location in the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 2-6). There arc two roules between
the supply-demand locations, one through the Suez Canal and the other via the Cape of
Good l'lope referred to as the North and South route, respectively. The customer has
placed a demand for 260,000 tonnes of light-crude oil, and the supplier has

\0

dispatch a

VLCC tanker that has an average speed of 15 knots. The other details for the two routes
are presented in Table 2- 11.
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Nonh
18

Nwnber of MarsdenS uares
Distance (naUlical miles

Travel Time

15 knots

26 da s 4 hrs.

33

hrs.

T able 2-11: Att r ibutes for the Two Routes

Since the flow densities in Figure 2-6 were fo r a range, it seems reasonable to estimate
the number of tanker voyages through a Marsden Square for more than just a single value.
Hence, for each of the six llow densities, the number of tankers used was estimated for
minim1lm, mid-point, and the maximum values of the given range, which were then used
to estimate the requi red accident probabilities. The probability estimates (rdated to both
major and minor spills) arc presented in Table 2- llI (North Route) and Table 2-1V (South
Route), and then provide corresponding risk numbers in Table 2-V.
Nonh Route
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Table 2-111. Att ributes for M id Pomt Val ue for the North Route
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Table 2-IV. Attnbutes for Mld-I'oml Value for the Soulh Route
Four Marsden Squares arc common to both roules. and while the route through the Suez
Canal traverses eighteen, the South route crosses twenty, The accident probabi lities
resulting in major or minor spills were computcd as dcscribed in the Section 2.4. 1. For
example, the probability of an accident resulting in a major spill in square number 103
(i .e., al the intersection of60 degrees longitude and 30 dcgrecs latitude in Figure 2-5) is
calculated by: dividi ng the total number of accidents during the indicated period from
1974-20 10 (viz. 135) by the total number of tanker voyages over the same period (viz.
26607). which results in 0.00507. On the othcr hand, thc probability associated with
minor spill is estimatcd by counting the total number of major accidcnts on Norlh routc

with flow densityoftypc six (i.c., 136), which is thcn dividcd by the total num ber of
voyages through the given square, and prorated to adhere to the historical split of tanker
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accidents resulting in major and minor spills (i.e. , 81 % and 19%, respectively) to yield

0.0218. I\s indicated earlicr, relevant probabilities for the two extreme flow densities can
be estimated similarly. It is important to note that six of the eighteen Marsden Squares on
the North route, and twelve of the twenty on the South route did not witness any tanker
accident resulting in major spill. On the other hand, the remaining twelve squares on the
Nor/II route appear to be riskier than the remaining eight on the S01lth route, which could

be relevant in the determination of cost of spill.
As indicated earlier, we made usc of the cost of spill models proposed in the literature to
estimate risk (in dollars) for the two rou tes. Note that Etkin's [45] model requires
information on oil-type, location, shoreline distance and the cleanup strategy, in addition
to the spill size, and hence we introduce the relevant parameters. Since we arc dealing
with light-crude oil , a correction factor of - 62%"C; and the most expensive cleanup
strategy is assumed, and we note that other scenarios can be generated similarly_
Modified spill-cost expressions from Table 2-1 , together with route attributes from Table
2-[ ] [,

were used to estimate the route risk (Table 2-V). For each resulting dollar risk

value, minor spill size ( si ) was 7 tonnes, whereas major spill size (sf! ) assumed two
di stinct values: 3 181 !onnes based on the historical database; and, 260,000 tonnes
implying total loss from the VLCC tanker. I-renee, for each of the two major spill values,
Table 2-V depicts the results generated from using the fou r spill-cost modcls, on each of
the two routes, for the three distinct llow-densities.
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Models

S;"Sizc

Etkin

A

TL
Kontovasdal.

A

TL
Yamada

A

TL
Psarrosetal.

A

TL

L

Nonh Roule
M

2.3352
0.9248
177.850 70.7110
2.5193
1.1970
47.7460 23.0730
1.2330 0.5822
15.6070 7.5350
1.8022 0.8498
21.0&20 10.1750

U
0.6106
46.7910
0.8528
16.6060
0.4132
S.4202
0.6026
.1

L

0.2520
19.4530
0.4106
8.1163
0.1978
2.6469
0.288l
3.5731

South Route
M

0.2023
15.6300
0.3442
6.8789
0.1651
2.2420
0.2402

3.0260

U
0. 1697
3.120
0.3019
6.0862
0.1443
1.9827
0.2099
2.67S7

Table 2 V. RIsk (Mtihons of Dollars) on the I wo Routes
For any given model, we notice that the risk value for the North route, which goes
through the Suez Canal , is considerably higher than that for the SOUlh route that is 2675
nautical miles longer. Other factors being constant, longer route would have resulted in
higher risk, but not in this instance since, as indicated earlier, the links with non-zero
probability of accident with major spills on the North route is much riskier than the links
with similar attributes on the SO/llh route. This is an important observation since
decisions based purcly on cost could result in much higher expected damage and/or
cleanup cost. On the other hand, the route through the Cape of Good Hope would be
preferred by a risk-averse decision maker, only if the expected decrease in insurance
premium offsets the increase in operational COSt including higher in-transit inventory cost.
In addition, the outlined methodological steps enable a better understanding of the
inherent risk, which could be pertinent for ascertaining the incremental impact on
insunmee premiums for the given routes.

' L: minimum value for the given range; AI: mid-point of the given range; U: maximum value of the given

range
• A:

average major sp ill size; Tl. : tOlall oss of cargo, i.e., 260,000 tonnes.
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It is interesting 10 nOle that the risk numbers for Land U are counterintuitive in Table

l-V. This is because the probability ofa tanker accident resulting in rna/or spill in
equalion (4-3) depends on the number of tanker voyages through a Marsden Square
NOle that the numbe r will be larger for U, since it refers to the upper limit of the given
flow-density, which in tum willlowcr

pt

thercby impacling the final Land U numbers.

This is not a limitation of the proposed approach but a commentary on the reeordkeeping,
and also underlines the need \0 maintain un-aggregated data at a much finer level. If
more detai led netwo rk wide data is available, the quality and accuracy of the analysis
would be enhanced.

2.5.2

Comparing the Spill·Cost Models

As indicatcd earlier the three non-linear models only require spill size as input, and hence
the risk values arc mthcr consistent with the size of spill. For both sizes in the maJor
category, Yamada [51] provides the lowest estimates amongst the non-li near models,
while Kontovas et al. [52] results in the highest risk values with Psarros et al. [53] within
the two. The results become more interesting once Etkin [45J comes into play, since this
linear representation to estimate spill-cost intersects the non-linear models at different
spill sizes. It is clear from Table 2-Y Ihal Etkin [45] will result in the second most
expensive risk value for an average size scenario, and the most expensive for the total Joss
scenario for the maJor spill category.
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In an eOurt to further investigate how each oflhe four models behavcs when the size of
spill changes, we varied the size of the major spill from 7tonnes to the total loss value (in
contrast to two distinct values earlier), Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11 depict risk versus
spill size curves; the results are for the North and the South routes based on mid-range oil
flow densities respectively. For the entire range of spill sizes, and at a higher level, it
may appear that the behavior of the four models is rather consistent i.e. with Etkin [45]
being the most expensive and Yamada [51] the most inexpensive Figure 2- 10/Figure 2-11
(Top), but other plots (Figure 2-IO/Figure 2-11 (Bottom» contradict such a deduction,

For a spill size less than 20,000 to rmes related to South Route, the linear model ol"Etkin
[45J intersects with the three non-linear models. Since the cleanup cost estimate provided
by Etkin [45] depends on other factors besides the spill size, the following numbers are
specific to the South route -though general deductions also hold for the North route,
e)(cept that the intersection points vary. Etkin [45J providcs the lowest risk values as long
as the spill size is (approximately) lower than 2000 tonnes and 1200 Tonnes for the South
and North Routes respectively; in contrast these values are the highest beyond
(approximately) 16000 tonnes and 6200 Tonnes respectively for the two routes. Using
Yamada [51 J will yicld the lowest risk values, while Kontovas et al. [52] the highest risk
for other spill sizes. Although the approximate points of indifferences for the North and
South Routes arc different, exactly the same models intersected to generate the two
points, and their relative positions were consistent. It is important to mention that
although Figure 2-10 depicts the behavior of the four models by making usc of mid-point
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value for a given llow-density type, exactly similar behavior was noticed using both the
minim1lm and maximum llow densities (as shown in Figure 2-12 and Figure 2-13

respectively).
It should be elear that we are not advocating for onc model over the others, but merely

observing that since Psarros et al. [53] builds on the work of Yamada [51], it was able to
integrate additional data points, which in tum enabled them to fine-tunc the model and the
requisite parameters.
To sum up, both the spill-cost model and the spill-size arc crucial, which in turn depends
on the nature of the problem and the data availabi lity. While Elkin [45] can be critiqued
for not capturing thc non-lincar dimensions of an oil spill, it is thc only model that
incorporates not just the spill size but also a number of other peninem elements (viz.
location, distance to shoreline, cleanup strategy) that are missing in the three non-linear
models; furthermore , it is calibrated on the most elaborate database amongst all.
Secondly, the risk value resulting from each model depends on the size of the oil spill,
and will be useful only if such information is recorded at a much liner level and with a
higher precision. In light of the above, it is difficult to contend that a single model may
be enough. At the very least Etkin [45] should be used together with one of the three

non-linear models, perhaps Psarros et al. [531 since their estimates would be contained
within the range collectively defined by Yamada lSI] and Kontovas et al. [52].
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2.6 Conclusion
In this work, we have outl ined an assessment methodology for estimating risk from
intercontinental transportation of crude oil. The expected consequence approach for
assessing oil-tanker risk required in determining accident probabilities and consequences
on various links ofa given route. In an effort to not be bogged down by the dearth of
quality of data and work with the available global coarse data, a novel technique to
approximately estimate probability of tanker accidents on difTerentlinks has been
presented, which is then used with the ex isting spill-cost models in the literature to
determine the appropriate risk numbers. Subsequently the methodology was used to
study and analyze a realistic size problem instance involving maritime transportation of
crude oi l from the Persian Gulf to the Gulf of Mexico.
For a given route, the risk associated with oil spill depends on both the density oftraftie
and the cleanup costs in diOerent regions along the given route. This observation has a
two-fold implication:firsl, risk-averse decision makers will not necessarily choose the
shortest (or cheapest) paths; and second, an understanding of the inherent route risk could
potentially faci litate oil-tanker operators negotiating insurance premiums with the not-forprofit P&I clubs. Furthermore, route risk should bc given consideration together with
operational cost and the scheduling constraints in developing routing plans for tankers,
since they indirectly impact the bouom line of the firm. None of the four spill-cost
esti mation models presented in the literature is enough by itself, and at the ve ry least the
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sole linear model should be used together with one of the three non-linear models to
improve the estimation caliber. Finally, the predictive ability of the indicated approach
will improve signili(;anlly, if it is tested on good and ddailed data.
This work ean be extended in a number of ways:jin·(, development of an analytical
approach that takes into consideration both the cost and risk aspect in routing and
s(;heduling \:fude-uiltankers; ~·ecund, development ofa methodology that attempts to
incorporate other pertinent intangibles, such as piracy; and thinJ, dcvclopmcnt ofa
framework involving multi-product delivery scenario.
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Ahstract·
Maritimc transportation, the primary modc of global oil supply, is conducted via a neet o f very
large crudc oil taokers. Efficieot scheduling ofthesc tankers, wh ich hold huge invcntory and cost
thousands of dollars per day, is challenging becausc thc managcrial problem involves using a neet
of non-stat ionary vessels to sat isfy a stream of new dcmands, an d updat ing of earlier orders. To
solvc this problem, we proposc a periodic rC{juirement scheduling approach that exploits both thc
rmtural demand structure and resouree characteristics. A mixed-intcgcr programm ing fonmrlation
and time-dependent periodic planning are developed and tested on realistic-sizc problem
instances. It was noticed that The solution timc was dependen t on thc starting position of tankers,
the number of tankers at the supply sources, and their time to availability sincc cach could
potentially impact the search space. Introduction of supply and port-capacity
impacted boTh the solution quality and computing time.

quot~s

adversely

Finally, a timc-based decomposition

technique -fo r larger problem instances- is outlined and tested on random problems to illUSTrate
substa ntial reductions in computing time for marginally worse-olTsolutions.
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3. 1 Introduction
Marine transponation, the primary mode of global trade, moves over two billion tons of
oil every year [I [. This marine transponation network comprises of inland watcrways to
deep-sea shipping links that makes usc of well over ninc thousand vessels (2::500 gross
tonnage) [2[; whercas thc bulk of the global crude oi l trade is carried out using the longhaul Very Large and Ultra Largc Crude Carriers (i.e. VLCC and ULCC). Around 500
such tllnkers are in service globally, each of which costs tens of thousands of dollars a day
in operating cost and can hold huge in-transit inventory. Conceivably, an efficient
delivery schcdule would not only translate into beller utilization of these very expensive
assets, but also result in significant economic benefits.
Scheduling research in maritime transponation has auracted relatively less allention as
compared to other modes oftransponation [3], although crude oil transportation has been
a relatively popular researeh area within [4J. This deanh ofallcntion is allributed to
factors such as a lack ofstruclUred planning, a need for customized solutions. etc.
(extensive discussions on these issues, in the general maritime transportation context, arc
presented in Ronen [5,6] and Christiansen et al. [3,71). In the context of oil
transportation, one of the earliest works is by McKay & Hartley [8] who presented an
integer programming model for an oil tanker scheduling problem, developed for the US
Defense Fuel Supply Center and Military Sca Lift Command, which minimized thc cost
of operations and fucl purchases at loading ports. Brown ct aI., [9J. in an influential work,
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proposed an optimization model to solve the routi ng and scheduling problem faced by a
major oil company, which controlled a fleet of several dozen crude oil tankers of similar
sizes (i.c. a homogcneous fleet). This study focused on crude oil shipments from thc
Middle East to Europe and North America, and endeavored to detennine the schedule for
a given set of cargoes specified by quantity, ports (loading and discharging), and dates
(loading and delivery). To deal with thc computational complexity, the problem was
modeled as an elastic (allowing violat ion of some constraints with a penalty) set
partitioning problem that determines a feas ible mix of complete schedules of individual
tankers, which arc obtained through a column generation technique. The aforementioned
problem, also faced by Chevron Shipping Company (Csq, was investigated in the two
subsequent works. 11mt is, Perakis and Bremer [10) who proposed an integer
programming fonnulation for scheduling crude oil tankers, and Bremer and Perakis [IIJ.
who outlined the algorithmic details and computer implementation of the samc model.
Thcir dcvelopcd program gcnerated feasible schedules for each vessel and then made use
of an integer program to detennine the overall optimal schedule; the model was
subsequently tested on a realistic scheduling problem instance faced by esc. Similarly,
l3auseh et al., [I 2J developed a decision support system, driven by a mathematical
programming model, which could be used daily to schedule the dispatch of liquid bulk
products by ships and barges amongst plants, bulk distribution tenninals and industrial
customers. In contrast, Sherali et a!. [13J proposed a mixcd-integer programming
approach to study the scheduling ofa heterogeneous fleet of compartmentalized ships that
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could be used to

tran~port

a sct of non-mixing cargoes i.e. crude oil and petrolcum

products. The resulting mathematical fonnulation was rather complex, and hcnce an
altcrnate aggregate model was developed and solved using a specialized rolling horizon
heuristic. In a recent work, Kobayashi and Kubo r 141 studied the oil transportation
problem in a tramp setting, i.e. a shipping company contracted to deliver a set of cargoes.
The mathematical program, involving local transportation of numerous petroleum
products, was decomposed into two set partitioning problems of cargo pairing and tanker
routing, which were then solved using a column generation framewo rk. In another
standalone work, Kobayashi [15J addressed a similar problem in a more strategic sctting i.e. having a long term plan with multiple stages - and proposed an approximate dynamic
programming approach 10 solve the problcm.
All oflhe above studies assume a given set of cargoes for which delivery
to be madc. More specifically, they lire

ba~ed

~chedules

have

on specifications including cargo size,

pickup and delivery locations, and delivery time windows. This may not be the best
approach for two reasons. Firsl, given the nature of crude oil supply, several shipments
arc generally needed to fulfill a customer's requirement in a limited time frame, and thus
exactness ofa particular delivery becomes less crilical

WI. Second, large stocks of buffer

arc maintained at customer locations which furthcr undcrscorcs the need to not stril:lly
specify the size of the cargo. Thus, we comend that by matching thc actual strul:lure of
demand 10 the available resources, one can nOI only ensure better utilization of assets (i.c.
lunkers) bUI also generate more ellicient schedules. This is because the demand for crudc
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oil is periodically assessed by customers (Le. refineries), and then a requirement plan
spanning up to three months is laid out [9J. Note that the requirement plan, broken down
by weekly or monthly time-periods, accounts for external and internal factors likely to
impactlhe refineries ( 16,17 1. For a crude oil supplier that owns and operates a lleet of oi l
tankers, the periodic demand ofa number ufrefineries serviced through a single port can
be consolidated into a single periodic requirement schedule for that area. To aid such
decision making, we propose a scheduling framework (viz. Periodic Requirement
Scheduling or PRS), that incorporates such natural dema nd structure into the scheduling
model , which in tum will generate appropriate delivery schedules for the given set of
cargoes.
It is important to note that the proposed approach is a special case of the industrial ship
schedul ing problem as described in Christiansen et a1. [3,7], and rather distinct from the
inventory routing problems (IRP) discussed in Christiansen [3,7] and Funnan et al. [18J,
which is also referred to in Hennig et 1I1. [4J. This is because we arc considering the case
of an oil producing and transporting company that (owns and) operates a lleet of crude oil
tankers with heterogeneous attributes, and has to meet demand for a single grade of crude
oil from numerous customers periodically over a pre-defined planning horizon.
FUTthennurc, there arc time-window constraints only at the delivery locations and that
loading from multiple points or unloading at multiple locations is not permitted. Th is
implies tlmt unlike the typicallRP wherein delivery sizes and frequencies arc based on
inventory levels and other constraints at both production and consumption facilities, while
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(un)toading from multiple sites, the proposed approach only attempts to match the
demand stmcture to the available fleet characteristics such that periodic deliveries, over
the given planning horizon, are made within specified time-windows at minimum cost.
To that end, a mixed-integer programming model is proposed forthe general case of the
problem, and then we briefly discuss three special cases to account for different
restrictions (quotas) at the supply points. In an effort to capture the incessant nature of oil
supply problem (i.e. receipt of new orders and/or adjustments to the current orders
resulting in alterations in tanker slates), we propose two distinct lime-dependenl periodic
planning (TOP) solution methodologies, which together with the optimization program

arc used to solve realistic size problem instances. Finally, our observation regarding
inherent complexity, leading to intractability for some large size problems, motivated the
development of a time-based decomposition heuristic that has exhibited promising results
in tenns of reasonable computing time and solution quality. Note that the heuristic also
has a rolling horizon nature, however, differentiates itself significantly in implementation
details as compared to the TOP methodologies.
rhe rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 3.2 provides a brief description of
the problem, followed by the discussion on the mathematical model and the solution
methods in section 3.3. Section 3.4 discusses the realistic size problem instance and the
solution, outlines three special cases of the problem, and then provides some managerial
insights. Section 3.5 makes usc of an illustrative example to demonstrate the
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effectiveness of the proposed decomposition heuristic, while conelusions arc contained in
section 3.6.

3.2 Proble m Desc ription
In this section, we briefly discuss the managerial problem of interest, and then outline the
basic modeling assumptions.
At a higher level , the managerial problem entails determining crude oil tanker schedules
such that customer demands across numerous requirement periods, that collectively
deline a planning horizon, arc met at minimum cost. This is a realistic problem faced by
most crude oil companies such as Chevron, Kuwait Petroleum Corporation. etc. , which
make use of a combination of owned and chanered crude oil tankers on an existing
network of routes (arcs) between their supply sources and demand locations. I·[ence, the
objective is to minimize the total cost of deliveries ovcr the pre-defined planning horizon
composed of a number of requirement periods, while satisfying customer demand without
violating capacity and policy restrictions.
To make this more e)(plicit, assume customer locations (i.e. d ;) with different periodic
demands (i.e. QJ. ), that arc to be served by a supplier through available supply sources

S;

(Figure 3-1). The given planning horizon could be decomposed into a number of
requirement periods at the customer locations. wherein each period could be either a week
or a month as dictated by the scope of the problem. For example, in Figure 3-1 both
demand locations have two requirement periods within the pre-defined planning horizon
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with requiremen ts cycling over the two time-periods. In the emde oil industry, a typical
planning horizon as determined by the availability of new information could be up to
three months in length [9]. Examples of such demand stmclure can be found on the U.S.
Energy Information Administration website (hnp:l/www.eia.doe.gov), which presents
detailed weekly/monthly regional crude imports and forec-ast data, by both locations and
products. The said demand information is received by the cmde oil supplier at time

fl,

who then needs to develop a schedule for its Oeet such that specified cargo deliveries
could be made with in a requirement period. Now given the pervasi ve nature of emde oi l
transporta tion, it is important to note that not all tankers arc available at the supply ports.
Some tankers may be en-route to/from demand locations (i.e. anywhere in the network),
and hence in some instances the cmde oil supplier may have 10 enter the spot market 10
engage additional tankers.

PlaTlllingt.;.-iw "

<1- 1 1,.

Figure 3-t : Crude Oil Periodic Requirement

It should be clear that this is a rather complicated problem, since the time until these
tankers become available for loading dcpends on thei r locations in the network at the end
of the previous schedule. Wc refer to thosc locations as artificial origins, which are
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indicated by hollow (grey circles) nodes in Figure 3-1. For example,

tf is the time when

the first vessel becomes available for usage at the artificial origin indicated by the first
demand point d/. The decisions surrounding tanker scheduling is funher complicated
because of the capacity considerations at the supply ports on any given day (represented
by small grey boxes) or supplier quota restrictions. In an effort to address such problems,
we propose an approach that: considers the periodic scheduling of maritime transportation
of crude oil; proposes two time-dependent rolling horizon solution schemes; and, exploits
the natural demand structure and resource characteristics
Before outlining the mathematical program in the next section, we list the six assumptions
pertinent to the managerial problem outlined above:firsf, demand requirements
(assuming a single grade of oil) for a specific planning horizon arc known before the start
of the respective planning horizon; second, all relevant costs to operate a tanker such as
fuel , idling, etc., are known; third, every tanker picks up its cargo from a single supply
source and delivers the entire shipment to a single demand location;fo/lrth, no return
cargoes arc allowed (since crude carriers do not carry petroleum products due to
corrosion problem);J!fih, a heterogeneous fleet of owned and long-tenn time chartered
VLCCfULCC is assumed, which go either to the ports capable of receiving them or to the
lightering zones (open sea areas near port where oil is omoaded to smaller vessels for
delivery to respective ports); and sixth, tankers arc allowed to start anywhere in the
network (i.e. we can assume the so-called artifiCial origins).
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3.3 Ana lytica l Framework
In this section, we lirst outl ine the period ic requirement model and lhen discuss the timcdependent periodic planning solution methodologies, which togcther constitute the
"Periodic Requirement Scheduling" or PRS Approach.

3.3.1

Periodic Requirement Model

Before outlining the mathematical program, wc dcfinc two tcnns that lIrc integral to the
fonnulation : First, a trip comprises of a loaded-leg and an empty return-leg. It should be
evidcnt that a tanker can makc a num ber of trips during a planning horizon, and hence we
introduce an index} to keep track. In addition, we introduce

fv

to dcnote the maximum

number or trips for any tanker v, which in tum is a function orthe length or the planning
horizon, and the quickes t (shortest) trip tanker \' can make betwecn pairs of supplydcmand ports. We provide estimation details in section 3.4.1. Second, apar/jol-trlp can
indicate eithcr a loaded-leg or an cmpty return-leg. This is important, since the last actual
trip of a tankc r in any req uirement period would only bc a loaded-leg, but in order to usc
the tanker for subsequent schedul ing, we assume the corresponding dcmand-pointto be
thc location where the tankcr becomes available for the next planning period (i.e.
artificial origin). Note that, ifan emply return-leg is the lasltrip in a period, thcn the

tanker is available at the supply point. Finally, we observe that all the lime related
parameters arc continuous and detennined based on average speed. This implies that
although delivery times and planning horizons may be defined as a multiple of days by
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the dec ision makers (as in Furman et aI., [18]), the model is robust enough lu con~idcr
both continuous and discrete expressions of time.
Sets and Indices·

V:

Set of available lankers or vessels, indexed by l'

s:

Set offlvailflble supply points, indexed by s

D:

Set of demand points, indexed by d

A:

Set of artificial origins, indexed by a

K:

Number ofpcriods o n the sup ply s ide, indexed by k. This is equal 10 days in
planning horizon P
Number of requirement periods al a eustomer location, indexed by i

j:

Trip number index

Variables·
if vessel v,on a loaded· leg of trip), travels from
o otherwise

y~

:{1

I

to II

ifvcsscl v, on a return-leg oftripj, travels from II to s
o otherw ise
if vessel v, on trip), delivers to 3 customer location II in period i
o otherwise
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if vesse l Y, during trip 0, travels from a to.~
o otherwise

if vessel

Y.

starts its loaded leg at .\", on k"' day of trip}
o olhel,,:isc

b; ;

Waiting /Idling time of vessel v (at supply point) before starti ng trip}

e;:

Time until vessel v starts loaded-leg on trip]

J/ '

Time until vessel v finishes loaded-leg on trip}

Parameters'

Q,,:

Quantity of crude oil demanded at a customer location d during requirement

C, ;

The cargo carrying capacity of vessel

P:

Planning horizon

period i (e.g. a week)
v

ALlVd: Percentage allowance on periodic requirements at d ~
C(S), :Available port capacity (in lonnes/day) at s on the /(h day of the planning horizon

y, :

Percentage distribution quota amongst supply ports 6

l Allows contraclual nex ibilily on actual periodic requircments by a customcr. See Sherali et al.! 13] for
e~amp l e

of such apraClice

~ This depiCTS periodic supply quotas imposed on any specific supply
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po" due 10, for instance, policy or

Cost to move vessel v, on a loaded-leg from a supply point s to a demand point d
"""

Cost to move vessel v, on a rcturn-leg from a demand point d to a supply point s

c,., :

Cost to movc vessel II, from its artificial origin a to a supply point s

IC. :

Idl ing eost per unit time of vessel II
to tmvel from s to d

I " J:

Time needed by vessel

' "" :

Time needed by vessel v to travel from d to s

,_, :

Time needed by vessel v to travel fro m (J to s

t;:

Time until a vessel is avai lable for service at its artificial origin

I, :

Time needed to load vessel

II

II

Time needed to unload vessel

II

t(E)d, : Earliest delivery time at d in period i

t(L)J, : Latest delivery time at d in period i

Maximum number ofallowablc trips in a planning horizon

upstream network restriction s. Sec scrtion4. ! for an example of this scenario.
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'tI v e V,I S j !': r

(4-6)

~ ':"' ~Y:.

I;/ v e V,s e S

(4-7)

L2>:" = 1

Vv e V

(4-8)

~ X;" , ~y~'

V I' E V, 2 :5. )

L Y~ ' LX
!.

\lv e V , d e D

(4-10)

~~ ';" $1

\i 1' E V, 15 ) ,., t

(4-11)
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s. T, .~ E S

(4-9)

V\' e V,l s j s r

(4-12)

(4-13)

Supply:
A. (Port Capacity):

~>;,., - ~>:,

I c.z:"

=0

:::: C(S) .

Earliest Arrival:

e:

(I<. -I)z~, +

V v e V, .\· e S,lsj s r

(4-14)

V!i e S,l<.eK

(4-15)

Pq>:.. -< ) <: 0
V VE V, I sj :::: r, I E S . l<.e K

Latest Arrival: /!; - z ~. (I<. - 2/,) - P(~X~ + l) s O

(4-16)

V VE V, I :::: j :::: r , I E S . k e K
VI' EV

(4- 17)

';/ I' E V, 2 s j '!. t

(4-18)

B. (Supply Di stribution Quota):
VI E S

(4-19)

Variable Types:
.l~ E {O, I} , y~

e

{O,I},w~.

e {O, I},<. e {O.I}

(4-20)

b; <: 0,/,' ::: 0. e:::: 0
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(PIIM) is a PRS Based Mixed-intcger programming formulation, where the objective
function represents the total cost of operations re~u1ting from all the trips made by crude
oil tankers ovcr the planning horizon. Note that (4-1) includes thc east of all loaded and
return-legs, the cost for traveling from artificial origins to supply points, and the cost of
idling at supply points. It may be evident that given the capital intensive nature of the
operation and the goal of matching demand structure to neet characteristics, one would
expect most of the oil tankers to travel full and some almost full, which could result in
some differcnee betv,·cen estimated and actual costs. For expositional reasons, constraints
(4-2) to (4-20) arc dividcd into four categorics i.e. demand fulfillment, delivery window,
structural and supply related constraints.
Constraints (4-2) ensure that the total committed delivery capacity to location d in period
i equals or exceeds the requirement. A common practiec in erudc oi l supply cont racts is

to allow a range within which actual quantity can be del ivered [13]. The specified
percentage allowance, ALlVd, in faet facilitates bettcr utilization of tanker capacities since
the actual total delivery amoun t need not be cxaetly equal to the periodic requircment.

Constraints (4-3) - (4-5) concern delivery time windows and associated variables.
Constraints (4-3) ensure that vessel von trip} can make delivery at demand location d in
period i, ifand only if, the vessel visits the specific customer on that trip (i.c.x,'", =, 1), and
doc~

11'1..1.

it within the allowed time-window, i.e. the condition

= l lx;", = I &/j E[I(E)J, ,t(L)d, J is met. Constraints (4-4) estimate the time until
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vessel v

i~

indieatc

ves~el

available at demand point d during the first trip, whereas constraints (4-5)
availability for all other used trips. Pleasc note that we have defined ras

the maximum allowable trips during a planning horizon, which bounds the aelual number
of used trips. Assuming

J to be the last used trip by vessel v, then for the remaining

unused trips, (4-5) yield/!+o =

Ii

'if I $o$(r-]) .

Constraints (4-6) - (4-13) enforce the structural intcgrity of the problem. Constraints
(4-6) ensure that vessel von trip} makes a single delivery of the entire cargo, while (4-7)
cnsufCS that vessel v has to arrive at s before it can leave for d on the very first trip.
Constraints (4-8) say that vessels with an artificial origin at a demand point at the
beginning ofa planning horizon, and not scheduled to make a delivery in thc current plan,
should rcturn to a supply port. This is important since it would be unrealistic to keep such
vessels stationed at a demand point. It is also pertinent to note that since it is unrealistic
to let the tankers wait at different locations when not in usc, it is necessary to usc the
concepts of "artiii cia I origin" and "partial trips". To that end, constraints (4-9) ensure
that vessels leaving s during loaded-leg of trip j ( 2: 2) can do so only if these vessels had
fCturn-leg to s during trip}-l. Similarly, constraints (4-10) ensure that a vessel during a
trip} leaves on return-leg from the same demand point d, that it had reached during this
trip. Constraints (4-11) and (4-12) ensure that at most one loaded-leg and onc return-leg
arc assigned per trip, respectively. For unused trips x'~ &Y'IlIare set to zero. Finally,
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constraints (4-13) ensure that tTipj ror a vessel is utilized only irtripj -I has already been
utilized.
Constraints (4-14) - (4-18) enrorce port capacity (in tonnes/day). Constraints (4-14) make
sure that

=;"

is set to I, when a delivery is undertaken by a vessel v rrom a supply point s

during tripj (i.e. lor some

X:'" = I), and the corresponding assignment in terms or

available port capacity is accounted for in constraints (4-15). While constraints (4-16)
indicate the time a vessel can make itselr available ror service at a supply point in
preparation ror the next trip (i.e.

=;., '" 11x;..J '" I &

t'~ E [k - l.k I),

the time until that loadcd-

leg can start is detennined using constraints (4-17) and (4-18). In an effort to capture
quantity distribution amongst competing supply points with in ajurisdiction, we introduce
constraints (4-19). This could be mandated because or political, economic, or upstream
supply network restrictions. Finally, constraints (4-20) depict the sign restriction
constraints.

3.3.2

Solution l\kthodology

Although schedules are generated ror a specific time horizon, cmdc oil transportation is
pervasi ve, and hence scheduling rOT any planning horizon cannot be done in isolation
since it will depend on the events orthe preceding planning period. In addition, order
adjustments based on new information often results in alterations in the cargo slate ora
vessel. In an effort to capture these two attributes, we propose two time-dependent
periodic planning (TOP) schemes to solve ( PHM) for the two given situations. Both

7l

schemes make use of a deterministic rolling-horizon

~elting,

wherein the decision-maker

makes usc of the new information to plan andlor update delivery operations. In other
word~,

the planning horizon is rolled over again and again as new information becomes

available. Recent examples of this approach inelude Al-Khayyal and Hwang 11 9J, who
developed an inventory routing and scheduling model in multi-commodity bulk shipping,
and Rakke ct a!. [20J, who developed a rolling-horizon solution methodology for a
liquefied natural gas inventory routing problem.
We ti rst define each schedule and the start time in a sequence of time-dependent
schedules, such that Schcdlllcn will start at ll'"n, and depends on Schcdlllcn.1 which starts at
ll'"n.l . Note that ll'"n_1 <

trn>

otherwise two schedules can be merged and solved as a single

problem. For example, in Figure 3-2, Schedlile l precedes Schedllle], and the artilicial
origins for the three vessels in the latter schedule arc their terminating positions in the
former schedule. The dashed line scheme indicates the movement of the three vessels,
supply and demand locations are represented by sand d respectively, and the element of
time extends across the two schedules. Next, we outline the two solution schemes
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,'
'PI,"" ,n ho",onof S(""edul~ ,

Q ;lIrtincialorigin
' : :TimcUnlil.shipis
art ifld alorigin

Figure 3-2: Time Dependent Schedules
3,3,2, 1 Tn)' I: No Sch edule C hange Allowed
This scheme is intended to solve the problem instance depicted in Figure 3-2, where the
availability of new periodic requircmenls during the current schedule docs not impact the
rest of the schedule, and the new schedule is initialized based on the final vessel
availabilities posed by the current schedule. Such a situation arises when any nexibility
or adjustment in a schedule is not allowed. Figure 3-3 outlines different steps of the
re~uhing

algorithm. Please nOle Ihal a backward arrow (Le.

~)

on a variable or

parameter indicales association with the previous schedule, a fonvard arrow (i.e. -+)
denoles carrying Ihe partial set forward 10 Ihe new schedule, and no arrow indicates
elements of thc ncw schedule.
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I.

/I -(-

New planning horizon index;

2. IF n = I:
SET paramet~rs (cost, time, demand & supply: as listed in Section 3.3.1) for
Schedule l:
GENERATE & SOLVE l' BM (using a solver like CPLEX) to find Schedule,:
ELSE GOTO 3:
3. II Ini tial izi ng model parameters for Schedule. , ,:
//Init inli zing vessels' arti ficial origin and time to avai lability;
Ii -(-ScI of vessels used in Schedule,.., carrying forward 10 Schedule.;
3. 11/ Determining new arti fic ial origins fo r the vessels ill V;
A t- ?; II Slart ing wilh a nul1 SCI;
/I Artificial origin is Ihe end poi nl ofa vessell' in Schedule"'l :

3.2

a,={; ~~x..~II;:: ~

Vvd,deD,sE5;

A ._ v Ia , ); Ilappc ndin g all new artificial origins in scI A;

3.3 /I Determining (, relalive 10 Jr.;

3.4

:t:~ VveV. d e D.seS;
vt- The set of new vessels available for se rvice; V t- V vV:

3.5 SET artificial origin and lime to availability for vessels in V;
3.6 SET parameters (cost, time, demand & supply: as listed in Sect ion 3.3.1) for
Schedule":
3.7 GENERATE & SOLVE PBM (using a solver like CPLEX) to find Schedule":
4. Repeat 1-4 whcn new orders arc received;
Figure 3-3 : AlgOrithm for 1 D1' I

3.3.2.2 TDP2: Sched ule Change Permitted
Unlike TDPI , the availability of new pe ri odic requirements docs have an impact on the
cu rrent schedul e. As demand information arrives during the cu rrent schedule Schedllle",
its unfulfilled part is appended andlor modified (for earl ie r orders' adjustments) with the
new schedule Schedllle.... 1. This implies attaching the unfilled/adjusted part of the current
schedule with the req uirements of the new schedule, and then solving the re sulting new
problem. The scheme allows th e new problem to be initialized based on vessel positions
the mome nt new demand is re alized, but all ows the en·route vessels to continue until the
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end oflhe eurrenl-Ieg. Clearly, such a schcme is suitllblc where flexibil ity or adjustment
in a schedule is allowed. In addition, wc expect TDP2to yield better results than TDPI,
as it can exploilthe newly available infonnation, Ihough il will require higher
computational effort since the problem size increases. Figure 3-4 outlines the detlliled
algorithm for TDP2.
I. II.-Next planning horizon index;
2. 1Fn = I ;
SET paramctcrs(cust, time, dcmand & supply: as lislcd in Scction 3.3.1) for
Schedllle ,;
GENERATE & SOLVE PI3M (using a solver like CPLEX) to find Schedll/e,;
ELSE GOTO 3;
3. II lnilializing model parameters for Schedllle,.,.,;
IIlnitia li zing vesscls' artificial origin and timc 10 availahilily;
3.1 ii .-Set ofvcssels used in Schedule •. , carrying forward 10 Schedllle.;
II Detcnnining ncwartificial origins forlhe vessels in V;
A~¢; II Starti !lgw ithanullscl;

II Artificial originofa vcssclvisa poiol where il ends ils l" lcgth:tlcrosscs ", io
Sche(/lIle •./;

l

" t & ("•• , + 1.' ) ~ ". & (:r" , +i: ) < 1I"J
1'.110 (i Ii :'" = 1 & (11"• . , + i: ) ~ " . )
y:' z tli:",= O
t- u {u.) ; lIappcndingallncwartificial origins in setA;

J M:O v i x':"

u. = S

VVEV .d ED . 5E S;

5

A

J.2 /1 Detcrrnining (, rel31ivc10 ".;

I:

= Jr.....

+,:

-Jr,

VI' E V;

II Where , : is, for the smallest indexj of the used trips by a vcsst:l v satisfying
co ndition:

1I ".iscrossedbythelua dedlegof lrip j,;:~l!;
II "· is crossed by the rcturn legoftripj. ': ~i.>:- b: ;
II ". is crossed during idling at s or vessel not uscd, ,: ~O;IIMalhcmalically:
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];1
,'''' e: - h:

1

•

Min

[;1 i:'"

" I & (If._, +

i.' :2:; 1r. )& (IT. ,+ e: 0

lil i :'" = 1&(1f. _, +e:

'-. )]

h .)&(Ir. _1 +(e:

0

- b: )::>: If. )]
Mmlil i ;" =I& (IT., +e:<?: If. )&(If•. ,+(e: - b: )<IrJI

o

i:'" =0

M:n

3.3 11 AI! remaining used trips are lenninaled in Schl'dull',..1
I/AII unsatisfied demand ~ is appended with the Schedule,. Dctcmlining

<Z .

jj~¢!: 1/ Starling with a null sci of demand points with unsatisfied demand
V

a.

in step 3.1,

J. ~ j; 1/ j

is the co rre sponding trip index;

/I Lei T/bc an arTay ofindkcs on w~. for vessel v and trip); Theil

IF a. " S- in step 3.2; D(-LI{d} & r / (- [d, i] V w"" = 1. V E V,j : -: J. ;
IF a. =d in step 3.2; Dt-~d) & r / +- [d, i] It Ii:', =

J~

t- Surplus value in constraint (2) in

L

Q~, ~-

I.V E

V,j > ) . ;

Seltedll/e •.- I 'r/ d e D,i(d,T/);

C.- 6~ "t d e D.i(d.r: )

" I ~r!-t~"l

3.4

h_

Sct of demand points corresponding to new orders/adjustment; SET D :

Dv D;

3.5 UPDATE (us ing ~) and SET all the new periodic requircments for Scllf:d/lf('~;
3.6 Subtract all costs of the terminated legs from the objective function value in
Schedule". ];

3.7 I; +-- The sct of new vessels available for service; V .- li u V ;
3.8 SET artificial origin and time to availability for vessels in I' ;
3.9 SET the remaining parameters (cost, time, demand & supply: as listed in Section

3.3 .1) for Schedllle~;
3.10 GENE RATE & SOL VI.'. PI3M (using a solver like CPLEX) to find Schedule. ;
4. Re cat 1-4 when ncw orders arc received;
Figure 3 4. Algorithm tor TDP2

3.4 Co mputationa l Expe riments
[n

thi~ ~eetion,

we first

dC~(fibe

a realistic size problem instance, which is then solved

using the PRS methodology int roduced in the previous section. Wc [llso outline three
~pecial ca~es

of the prob[cm before providing extensive managerial insights.
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3.4. 1

I'roblem Insta ncc

We locus on the tanker fleet operation of Vela International Marine Limited
(www.vcla.ae). the wholly owned subsidiary of Saudi Ammco - the largest producer and
exporter of crude oil. Vela is primarily responsible for deliveries to North America and
Europe, which is handled from the four ports in the Persian Gulf and Red Sea. A total of
twenty berths arc available between the two ports in the Persian Gulf, and another four
berths on the western side. Figure 3-5 depicts the primary oil routes from the two supply
locations to the customer locations. Note that the Gulf of Mex ico is 12084 and 6792
nautical miles respectively from the Pcrsian Gulf and Red Sea, whereas the equivalent
numbers for Europe are 6393 and 3803 nautical miles. Saudi Ammeo (via Vela) runs
most ofilS operations from the eastern ports, and aims to limit crude supply to less than
25% from the western ports due

\0

upstream supply network restrictions

Figure 3-5 : Primary Routes for Vela (Sourec: www.\.cJa.ae)
For U.S. demand, we consulted the weekly oil import from Saudi Arabia figures madc
available by the Energy Information Administration, and assume the European numbers
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to be approximately 25% of the U.S. ones. Table 3-1 depicts thc wcekly erude oil imports
figures (in kilo tonnes) for a three-month period, and forms the basis of our

~tudy.

In an

effort to mimic this selling, we consider three planning horizons each of four weeks in
length. and assume that related demand information becomes available by the end of day
0,28 and 56, respectively. Figure 3·6 depicts the time when the three schedules start, the
time span for the three planning horizons (i.e. thrcc months), and the demand at the two
locations over the planning period. For example, the first planning horizon starts at day 0
and ends at day 63 , whereas the corresponding numbers are day 28 and day 91 for the
second planning horizon (i.e. the one which includes July demand). Based on available
information, we assume that Vela owns twenty tankers, and has an agreement with an
intermediary to charter as many as len additional VLCC class lankers. While the
capacities and travel times orlhe owned tankers are available informalion, we make use
of the Iypieal VLCC attributes 10 generate corresponding numbers for the tcn chartered
vessels (Table 3-11).

June
293. 7

100.8

Euro e
Jul
Au ust
251.3
t86.1

191.4
173.5

243.1

306.2

250.3

Figure 3-6: Demand and Planning Horizons
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192.7

216.4

246.6

Name of
Vessel
CapricomStllf
Ari es Star
Pisces Star
Lco S!ar
PhcrkadStar
Mark ab Slar

Capacity
(kil o tonnes)
7.129
3 17.129

!~~29
3 17. 129

Speed
(knots)
14.8
14.4
14.1
14.2

1- l21'"
30 1.227

14.7

Polaris Star

U9

1 .•

Shaula Star

301 .590
01.42
301.862

15 .8
14.5
15.7

Speed ~ Capacity
Scale>l)

TDPI

4.7
4.6
4.5
4.5
4.
4.4

1

7

I

1
I

2
2

4.8
4.4
4.7

&a~~~::dSS:
~~~~~I~~~..ii ~::Ffn~:::

+:1
2

2
1

2
2

)

2

2

1

)

)

4.'
5.1
4.7
4.'

1
2
1
1

2
2

I~~F' :~::

I

2
2
2

AlbutainStar
3 19.428
Sirius Slar
;8
Vega Star 1--m4
3 19.428
Al mi7.anS!ar
319.428
JanahStar
SaiphSlar
AnlaresStar
391.400
Vi rgo Star
391.400
Chartered. I
26.667
Chartered # 2
36 1.179
CharterCd li J
13.616
305.985
Chartcred ll S
332.298
Ch artcred l/ 6
3 13.426
Chartered#-7
Ch art~red # 8
Chartered 11 9
343.129
Ch artered 11 10
332.091

~~

15.0
16. 0
14.7
15.1

5.'

14.8
15.3

Table 3 [I. Vela Fleet

2
2

6.0

1

IS.3
15.9
14.4
14.2

1S.1
15.9

1-4t~:~F:~F

3.4.2

TDP2

14.1
IS.0

Ut1l 1 7~1tlOn

I

'.7
4.'
4.3
'.0
'.0
4.4
4.'

2
I

I

:i-=+::.

4.'
'.0

under the

[,",0

2
2
2

2
2

1
2

I

I

Solution Methods

Solution and Discussion

Before we can generate schedules for the given planning horizons, it is important 10
determine a suitable value for r(i.e. maximum number of trips by a vessel during the
planning horizon). This is an important parameter that will impact both the model size
and the solution time, and should be j ust large enough to ensure that no feasible schedule
is missed. We select r based on the following simplified scheme:
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LET:p;= M;nOP". J) 'r/ VEV where P"" =(I",,+ I,,,, ) 'r/ "EV , S E S,d E D

(4-21)

r, =T P I P. l V€V

(4-22)

Here, (4-21) determines the shortest trip time by vessel v between all pairs ofs and d, and
back to ~', which is then used to compute the maximum number of trips possible in (4-22).
This can be done for each individual vessel, or we can usc a single rby dropping index v,
and assuming r,

=1PI p'l, where P' = Min(IP"", ]).

A numbcrofexperimcntal rims were

performed, and it was concluded that r = 2 for each of the thrcc planning horizons, wh ich
is in line with the observation in Henning et a!. [4].
All instances of the managcrilll problems were solved using CPLEX 12.[ [21], with thc
inputliles generated using MATLAB [22]. TlIble 3-1 11 depicts the snapshot of the
solution for the given planning horizon, when (PUM) was initialized using TDP! lind
TDP2. Note that although we will investigate the impact stcmming from the spatial
distribution of tankers in subsection 4.4., for this part oflhe analysis we assume that
fifteen tankers have been randomly divided between the two supply sources, and the other
fifteen between the two demand locations. In addition, we assume that the time to
availability lor these tankers ranges from zero to tcn dllYs, wherc thc range was
detennined after generating a number of scenarios such that the arrival of tankers lor
loading at supply sources was evenly distributed, and more importantly enabling each
tanker sufficient time to make at least one feasible trip in the first planning horizon. The
laller was based on the trip times that ranged from 20 days to two months.
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TOPI

Time s«

G.

16686.2

1.87%

219.4
15331.4
32.237

1.09"10

TDI'2
Cost $
Tme see
5,567,241
16686.2
7~68,4SQ = 3990' .9 =
9289.108
41162.7
22.124,805
97 ,755

G.
1.87%
1.34%
1. 10%

Table 3·111: I'roblem Solution
TDI'2

6/1 Variables
8580

.820
8820

In an eITort to evaluate the economic perfonnanee of a vessel vis-a.-vis other vessels in
terms of their speed and capacity, we compared ship usage with speed, capacity and speed
x capacity (Figure 3-7). We believe such inlonnation is vital in facilitating beller fleet
management as it rellec\s the relative performance ofa vesscl , and consequently is a good
indicator of the expected utilization. However, it is important to note that ship usage is
also a function of the demand constraint (i.e. equation (4-2) and the ship location since a
tanker Ihat is economically less preferred may still be used if nothing beller is available,
which is turn will impaelthe analysis. But, in general, it was noticed that tankers with
higher speeds were preferred, while comparatively the impact of capacity is less
pronounced under both initialization techniques. For example, fastest ships such as
Phcrkad Star, Alphard Star and Suhail Star were used thrice, whi le Leo Star was never
used. This eITect is expected as extremely large lead time is a major issue. On the other
hand. it was noticed that some of the largest ships such as Janah Star and Amares Star
also had higher usages, which could have been driven by the need to realize the
economics of scale when sending fewer ships, whenever possible.
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Figure).7 : Vessel Ulilizalion(PBM)

For Inc first planning horizon (i.e. June), both initializations resulted in the same amount
of computing lime to arrive at exactly Ihc same solution with identical gap from the best
bound indicated in CPLEX (Table 3·][]). This was because, for bolh TDPI and TDP2,
the artificial origins and time to availability (i.e. (.) for all tankers arc exactly Ihc same.

Model size is presented in Table 3-1V depicting thc number of constraints (excluding
variable type constraints) and the number of binary variables in thc corresponding
models. TDP2 results in lower cost, which siems from the cancellation of seven trips as
soon as the July demand information is received. The unfulfilled demand, from June, was
appended with the next planning horizon, where the costs arc more comparable (i.e.
$7,530,499 vs. $7,268,450). It is important to note that the total cost for the month of
July was $8,394,388, which reduced to just over scven million once demand for August
necessitated cancelling six trips. Clearly, the demands associated with the cancelled trips
have to be met before the end of the planning horizon, which explains the rather high total
cost tor the month of August The need to meet demand before the end of the planning
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horizon is also thc rCflson behi nd the increase in the number ofvariabJcs

(IS

well as

constraints, since the number of demand periods increased to six from fouT. It appeared
that initializing (1' 111\1) using ToP2 may result in savings of around 1.6% compared

!O

the solution returned by ToPI (Le. $22.5 million), although the computation time for the
latter technique is preferable. It should be evident that morc effective exploillltion of new
information, at the stan of each planning horizon, brings about adjustments in tanker
slates, thereby driving down costs.
For the givcn problcm instances computat ion times varied across the planning horizons
for both types ofinitial izations. Slow convergence - without significant improvement was noticed when the gap was within 2%, which motivated us to tenninate the runs in
around 4 hours for ToPI, and between 4-12 hours for ToP2.
For ToPI the problem size did not change ac ross the three planning horizons, but the
computation time did since it depends on the location of the vessels. For example, for the
July planning horizon, 14 vcssels werc available at supply sources as artificial origins
with an average time to availability of9.4 days (vIs 15 vessels and 4.7 days for June).
This is important since computational flexibility (and hence the ti me) for any planning
horizon depends on: the numbe r of vessels present at the supply sourccs; the time to
availflbility; and, the number ofvesscls that can return from demand points in time.
Clearly, scenarios with large values of the above attributes will nccessitflte longer
computing time than the ones without, since the search space (and hence the number of
feasible alternatives) will be bigger. Finally, the computation time for August was
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~ignifieantly

more than that for July, Ihough bolh planning horizons had exactly 14

vessels at the supply sources. On further investigation it was notieed Ihal in addition 10
the average lime 10 availability (viz. 12.8 days), the exact distribulion of vessels belween
the two supply sources (and the supply quota at the western ports) was driving Ihe
computation time. For instanee, all the 14 vessels are located on the western ports in
August, while the number was 12 in July. Since western ports have only four berths and
are subject to supply quotas, most ofthesc vessels have to be routed to the eastern ports,
and Ihis number will be at least IWO more in the month of August. It should be clear that
these re-positioned vessels are going to compete with the ones returning from demand
locations in lime lor being considered for scheduling. Although such flexibility (i.e.
number of vessels available fo r scheduling) is preferred since il can result in lower cost, it
can involve significant computation time. While higher flexibility did result in a lower
cost for June, it was not the ea~e for August since vessel re-positioning (rmd idling)
negated the savings. In an etTort to further investigate the role of vessel location and time
10 availability, relevant parametric analysis was conducted and Ihe resulting insights are
reported in subsection 3.4.4.
On the other hand, for TDP2 a straightforward analysis of time across Ihe planning
horizons is not meaningful since the model size changes as a result of appending
unfulfilled demand requirements. For example, two demand periods (i.e. weeks) are
appended to Ihe planning horizons in July and August, which resulted in a six-period
problem with additional variables and constraints (240 binary and 484 constraints). For
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both planning horizons, the computation had to be terminated after II hours ormn.
Given the combinatorial nature of the problem, in general, the computation time will
increase with growth in problem size.

3.4.3

Special Cases

Not all crude oil suppliers have the luxury of multiple ports (or supply points). For
example, Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) meets all its supply requirements from a
single port, whereas Saudi Aramco - with two ports - primarily relics on its eastern ports
to meet demand. ·Ibe aforement ioned implies that while KPC may experience portcapacity issues, it need not worry about supply-q uota, which definitely needs to be
considered when developing the transportation plan for Saudi Aramco.
In an effort to incorporate different capacity and supply-quota scenarios at supply points,
we outline three special cases of (I' OM). First is (PCC), which excludes constraints
(4- 19), since only port capacity constrai nts arc perti nent. Secund is (SQC), which
excludes constraints (4-14) - (4-18), since only supply distribution quota constraints arc
rclevant. Third is (NSC), which excludes constraints (4-14) - (4-19), since neither port
capacity nor supply quo ta constrai nts arc req uired.
The realistic problem instance, after appropriate modifications, was solved for the three
special cases and the corresponding results arc depicted in Table 3-V, whi le the problem
sizes are presented in Table 3-V I wherein we once again notice an increase in the size of
the problem under TDP2. As expected, (NSC) yields the most inexpensive solution,
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since the resulting formulat ion is least conSlrained. On the other hand, the introduction of
supply-quota constraints (i.e. in (POM) and (SQC» resulted in significant cost increase,
since more vessels have to travcllonger distances in order to adhere to the supply-quota
constraints. It is possible to conclude that special cases with fewer constraints require far
less computing time, and that the resulting solutions arc either optimum or very close to
optimum. For instance, with TOP2 initialization, the average computing time for the
entire planning horizon goes up from 11576 seconds for (NSC) to over 30875 seconds for
(SQC). It should also be noted that TDP2 clearly outperfonns TOPI in the presence of
fewer constraints, as there is more flexibility to schedule vessels in an errort to exploit
new infonnation. For example, cost savings increase from 1.36% for (SQC) to 5.16% lor
(NSC). Like (Plnf), vessels with higher speeds ure preferred (as discussed in section
3.4.2) (vessel utilization for the special cases arc shown in Figure 3-8 - Figure 3-10). A
strong similarity in fleet utilization, especially with TDPI initialinltion, was noticed
between (N SC) and (PCC) cases, and (SQC) and (POM) instances. This was not
unexpected, since the absence of any supply quota constraints encouraged thc usc of
western ports (i.e. Red Sea) and a greater number ufpreferred vessels. For instance over
the three month planning horizon, only 20 and 22 of the available vessels in the fleet were
used in the (NSC) and (PCC) cases, whereas the numbers are 26 and 28, respectively for
(SQC) and (POM) (Figure 3-10 and Fi gure 3-7). With TOP2, the fleet utilization figures
for (NSC) and (PCC) increased to 24 each, while it remained unchanged for the other
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Iwo. This increase in utilization is also reflected in comparative cost savings betwcen
"1"01'2 and TOPI tor the two cases, and they arc 5.16% and 5.03% respectively.
TDPI

Special Cases

G.

Time sec
19.7

31005.9

NSe

1.97%

3704.9

34,731
3527.4

pee

50418.2

2.900/.

31963.1

1.09"10

8S909
15544 .8
SQC

1.1 6%

45' .S

I.

31608.7
92,626

0.54%

Table3-V: Solutions of the Special Cases
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In tenns ofa comparative view with respect to characteristics ofvesseJs being util ized in
TDP I

VS.

TDP2, and to further analyze how cost reduction is achieved, we analyzed the

differences in teons of average speed, average capacity and average (speed x capacity)
between the two schemes (Fi gure 3-11). The compari son clearl y shows that the
improvemcnt in cost with TDP2 is achieved through exploiting both the speed and,
perhaps more, the capacities of the available fl eet. Note that it is easy to sec that a slower
as well as smaller vessel would cos! Jess (lowcr vcssel fuel cost), which TDP2 exploited
in a better fashion due to an additional avai lable infonnation of the problem . This
exploitation is more prominent with (NSC) and (peC) cases which diminish increasingly
away with (SQC) and (PUM) i.e. with increasing constraining of the problem
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Figure 3-11: Vessel Chametcristics Va riations betwccn TDI and TDP2
(Lcft: Spccd, Center: Capacity, Right: Speed x Capacity)

3.4.4

Ma nagerial Insights

[n an cffort to understand how flexibi lity afTects cost and computing time, we varied the
artificial origins and the time to availability (i.e. t;) for problem instances involving four
requirement periods (i.e. four weeks in a month). To assess the impact of "artificial
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origin" with fixed

t:, seven problem instances were generated wherein the I" and 7'h

were the two extreme cases, and vessels were randomly assigned between the supply
sources and demand locations in the other live (Figure 3-12). It is important that first
instance represent the least llexiblc situation since the artificial origins for all vessels arc
at demand locations, and seventh the most flexible since the entire fleet is available at the
supply sources.
Although each of the seven problem instances was solved using (PBM) and the three
special cases, for expositional purposes and also for brevity we re port onl y on the two
extreme sellings (i.e. rBM and NSC). Figure 3- 13 depicts the values for the two relevant
settings, and we can report that a similar pallem was noticed for the (PCC) and (SQC)
cases. In general, the cost increased when more vessels were located at demand points,
since longer di stances have to be covered before the vessels could be used to make trips.
On the other hand, the computation time increased when more vessels were present at the
supply sources, since this added more flexib ility to the model. Finally, as noted earlier,
the least constrained setting does result in a better sol ution for every problem instance.
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Next, we considered three new problem instances where the artificial origins were fixed
at the supply sources but

t;

was varied. Once again each problem instance was solved

using (PBM), and the three special case formulations. For the first problem instance,
systematic randomness is introduced into the
random

t;,

then a 0.5 day separation is added to the next vessel and so on till the tenth

vessel. To avoid unreal istic values of
the 2 nd and

t: as follows: the first vessel is assigned a

3'd

t;, the pattern restarts after ten vessels.

Simi larl y

problem instances arc generated using 1.0 day and 1.5 day separation, and

the snapshot of the result is depicted in Figure 3-14. This systematic randomness will
facilitate investigating the impact of delayed availability of vessels for the three problem
instances. It appears that cost decreases wi th increase in
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t;, since the waiting time

for the

ships at the supply sources goes down. In addi tion, the computing time gocs down with
increase in

t: ,since now vessel availability is stagge rcd which limits flexibility and hence

the time necdcd to reach a solution
1500
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3.5 Decomposition Heuristic
Although real istic size problem instances in thc previous scction were solved using a
high-end solver, it is easy to see that the combinatorial structure of the problem could
render much larger instances (i.e. more variables and constraints) intractable. In thi s
section, we propose a heuristic to solve such large scale problems. The basic idea in this
heuristic is to break a large problem into a number of smaller sub-problems, which span
across timelines and aTe solved sequentially as time-dependent periodic planning
problems. The resulting sub-problems arc initialized based on the ending positions of
vcssel s from the prcvious onc (as depicted in Figure 3-2). Figure 3-15 depicts an
illustrative example with four-periods (or weeks), which has been broken into two subproblems.
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Figure 3-15: Four- Period Problem with Two Sub-Problems

[n Figu re 3-15. the start time for the sub-problems is based on earliest tanker availability
in that sub-problem. Secondly, the heuristic also calls for defining a decision rule to
include I exclude vessels. For example, if a vessel finishes delivery at time 1'1 to the U.S.,

it may 110t be able to return to the supply port by 1'2. and hence should be excluded from
modcllonnuialion of the second sub-problem (i.e. Sub-problem]). In addition, vessels
that can return from demand locations feasibly hut arc not used for additional trips during
Ihe next sub-problem should also be excluded, since they will result in inflated costs. 11 is
important to nole that a tanker that has been excluded from the current sub-problem will
be a part of the subsequent sub-problem, with the existing location and time beeoming the
starting point for consideration in the subsequent sub-problem. Doing so would not only
ensure tanker movement continuity but will also enable appropriute accounting of all
costs, nO-mdy waiting and traveling. Figure 3-16 depicts the summary of steps, including
the exclusion and inclusion rules, needed to im plement the proposed heuristic.
/I Original problem decomposed into (time based) Al sub-problems to be solved
sequentially
I. M t-The number of sub-problems to the original problem, where /If ::;; Max (i);
nt- The start time of the original problem;
1'<.- T he planning horizon of the original problem;
lIIt- l ;if setting the sub-problem index value to I;

2. IF 111 - 1;
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n/+-- n; Irrhe start time of Sub-problem/;
P I+-- Horizon spanning from n l to the last requirement period included in the
Sub-problem/;
SET lime and cost parameters (as listed in Sect ion 3.3.1) for Sub-probleml;
GENERATE & SOLVE PBM (using a solver like CPLEX) to lind Schedule for Sub·
probleml;
ELSE Goro J;
3.lIInitializing model pammeters for Sub·problem ..>I:
3.111 Detennining sub.problem start tim e and planning horizon;

Usc steps 3.1-3.3 in TDPI algorithm to lind

0..,( VveV;

rl .. +--Min (t: );

I'<+-- Horizon spanning from n .. to the last requirement period included in the Subproblem .. ;
II Determining vesse! availability in Sub'problem", by using exclusioninclusion rules;
v <+-- ¢; Irrhesetofships included fOTS(;rviccin Sub-problem ..:
v<+-- ¢; Jrrhe set of ships excluded from service in Sub-problem .. ;
IF vessel l'e V& not used in any earlier Sub.problem. v <+-- u{v};llinci ude
unused vessels;
II Foliowingrule isto includca vcssel thaI can makcat least one feasible trip
in Sub-problem ..:
IF vessel ve (V - V - IJ satislies{l; +I.. +I",, ) ~I!. VUE A.se S, d ED.
V<+-- u{ v): ELSE K+-- u {y};
3.2 SET the cost and time parameters (as listed in Section 3.3.1) corresponding 10 VE V:
3.3 GENERATE & SOLVE I'BM (using a solver like CPLEX) to find Schedule for
Sub-problem..;
IF x'"" = Oforany VE V , V ~ V -{v} & REPEAT steps 3.1-3.2; II This guara ntees
a bctter solution by exc1uding a vessc1 Ihat is nol used in Sub-problem .. :
4. IFm<A/. 111 <'-111+1 & Repcat ste s 1-4'
Flgure3 16. A lime Based Decomposition HeUristic
In an effort to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed heuristic, five of the seven random
problem instances - introduced in section ].4.4 - were solved. Each problem has a fourweek planning horizon, and excludes the two extreme cases (i.e. when vessels arc either
at the supply or demand locations). Please note that the model sizes for all four eases arc
eX[letly as those givcn for the month of June (i.e. Table 3-IV). Table ]-V ll depicts the
performance of the proposed heuristic in comparison to the solution mcthodology
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outlined in section 3.2, while Table 3-VI1I lists the actual costs and computing times
when the proposed heuristic is not usc<!. Although the proposed heuristic exhibits cost
increases for all modcltypcs, the average increment is largest for the most constrained
model (i.e. 1.45% v~. 2.63%). On the other hand, the average time to arrive at a solution
decreases significantl y for all

modcl~.

Note that the largest average solution time for the

given problem set, without the heuristic, was

clo~c

to four hours (SOc) with a maximum

of over 12 hours (PBM); a time reduction in order of 73-99% with such long solution
times is certainly a notable performance factor for the

heuri~tic.

This is an important

result, since the proposed heuristic can help determine a good quality solution - within a
reasonable amou nt of time - for large-scale problem instances that could be potentially
intractable. It should be clear that selecting the number of sub-problems, and its impact
on solution quality and time, are perhaps the most important determinant of he uris tie
effectivcness. Unfortunately, the appro priate number of sub-problems can be determined
only by iteratively solving the given problem until a solution is reached.
% TimeSav in s
paM
PCC S
PBM NSC PCC S
2. 11 3.03 3. 13 96.65 99.44 99.94 99.60
Sm m
2
1.26 1.79 1.90 2.60 84.78 : 97.84
)
1.06 1.89 2. 15 2.24 93.76 97.46 99.95 96.22
4
1.83 1.40 1.80
1.99 95.50 98.50 99.92 96.31
1.96 1.95 3.18 ).20 73.31 87.57 73.40 85.42
Avera c
1.45 1.83 2.41
2.63 88.80 96.16 94.61 95.15
fable 3-V ll. Performance of lieuflStlc Method

Instances/ Mode ls
]

% Cost Increase

NSC
1.1 2

; 99

,
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Instances/ Models

~,

;
l

I--- ~
Avera e

NSC

COST (in millions)
pee S
PBM

Time (in min,)

NSC

pce

S

PBM

~: ~;~ ~:~~~ i:6~~"' ~ g:f~~6~ii=~;~~~

5.970

5.993

7.030

7.047

0.34

20.43

0.457

67.852

228.66

83:33

~::~~ ~:~~;~~:;;~ ~:~~ IN14 If.i~J ~6:~:
5.862

5.886

6.902

6.922

205.6

183.1

Table 3 VII I. Pcrfonnance w lthou! the HeUrIStiC

3.6 Conclu sion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel analytical scheduling approach for crude oil
tan kers, which includes two d istinct solution methodologies - inspired by the pervasive

nature of mariii me crude oil transportation. The proposed approach was motivated by Ihe
desire 10 cxploillhc problem chamclcrislics by incorporating periodic demand
requ irements directly into the model, which is dissimilar \0 the approach in the literature
wherein the cargo set is used as an input. The analytical framework was tested on
realistic sizc problem instances generated using the maritime infrastructure of Vela
International Marine Limited, which were further analyzed to gain managerial insights It
was noticed that the a rt ificial origins, spatial distribution oflankers and their time to
availability aTe important to the solution quality and computing time. To cater to varying
sccnarios, thrce special cases ofthc analytical framework were also solved and compared
to the general case situation. Introduction of supply-quota and port capac it y constraints
resulted in more expensive solutions, and also requ ired larger computing time. A
decomposition heuristic, for very large problem instances, was outlined and used to solve
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random problem instances. [t was demonstrated that significant reduction in computing
time is possible by accepting a marginally more expensive solution.
This work has a three-fold contribution:firsl, this is the only work that proposes a
scheduling framework for crude oil tankers, where the natural demand structure is used as
an input; second, this is the first work to propose two time-dependent sequential planning
approaches for scheduling crude oil tankers; and lliird, the first work to suggest a
simplification technique to tackle large and potentially intractable problem instances.
Directions for future research include scheduling dccisions whcn various forms of
chartering and maintenance issues have to be considered over the planning horizon. Other
major area is the application of more theoretically grounded solution mcthodologics
instead of heuristic approaches Le., the usc of column generation in a decomposition
framework and Lagrangian relaxation techniques.
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4

A Portfolio Approach to Manag ing a Fleet-Mix for an Oil Supplier

Abs tract·
Cmde o il su ppliers maintain a fleet of large tankers to fulfill customer demand arising in the
internalional market. Due to inherent uncertainties (demand & freight rate volatilities) and very
high fixed and operating costs of the se tankers, suppliers persistently face a considerable amonnt
of financial risk. A typical strategy adopted by these suppliers is to maintain a well under-capacity
Iket (compared to the ir lo ng-term nccds), while to fulfi ll additi onal tanker requircmen ts a
complex mix of spot charters and time charter cOlltmct~· andlor their optiolls arc used
In this paper. we propose a methodology that combines Monte Carlo simula tion for parameter
estimation toget her with an o ptim i7..a tion modc l. This simulation-optimization framewo rk aims to
optimize the total charte rin g costs and the fi nancia l risks undcr a strategic policy of financial
(downside) risk aversion. The fonnali7..ation of thi s framework involves the characterization of
risks. development of a valualion scheme for chartcring contracts and options. modeling of the
un certainty sources, and finally the development of a non-linear intege r programming model. An
approximate lincari7..ation schcmc is proposed to solvc the problem. Num e rical analysis shows
asymmetric behavior of the two types o f risks involved i.e. the market risk and the cnterprise risk;
that together with a g iven situat ion of demand and freight rate levels can be exploi ted by suppliers
in their fleet size and mix planning.
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4.1

Introduction

Oil constitutes one of the major commodities traded globally with volumes close to two
and a half billion tonnes moving every year [I]. This global oil trade is heavily dependent
on oil price volatilities and its related supply and demand dynamics. For the maritime
transportation function of an oil supplier, the uncertainty is further extended in the
presence of volatile tanker freight rates. As a result, managing a neet of large costly oil
tankers becomes a stem and persistent challenge. Responding to sueh a situation, large oil
suppliers typically use a mixed strategy i.e. of having an owned neet (which is kept well
under the long term needed capacity to ensure maximum utilization of such expensive
assets), while also resorting to several spot charter contracts and freight derivatives 7 for
its short to medium tenn logistic requirements [21. Arguably, this structure provides a
manager with the neededjlexibililY to efficiently hedge against financial risks that arc
eaused by the fre ight rate and demand uncertainties. This prevalent structure is also
explained by Pirrong 12] using the theory of transaction cost economies. 1·le argued that
time and space factors in ocean shipping create temporal specificities that may result in
haggling between charterers and shippers over the spot freight rates; this is increasingly
offset by oil companies through lengthier charter contracts to vertical integration. For an

1 Fr<." ighl dcrivmive~ are forward time-charter contracts and option~. I lere an option. in the shipping contcxt.
refers to a right but not an obligation 10 buy/sell a charter contraci (A dctailed discussion is presented in
section 4. 2)
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oil company, this structure essentially means a two dimensional problem i.e. managing its
owned fleet, as well as, a porI/olio of spot charter contracts and freight deril'(l/iws. The
first dimension involves strategic decisions such as to acquire (build/purchase/long tern)
charter) or to lay off tankers. By comparison, the second dimension is essentially a
tactical/opcrationallevel problem that deals with shon to medium term chartered fleet
adjustments decisions - spanning up to a year forward. The decisions at this level arc
driven by the chanering costs and the associated financial risks considerations, as well as
the logistic requirements of the company. Such adjustments arc made recurrcntly and
periodically as the tankers' demand, driven by logistic/scheduling planning requirements,
evolves over time.
Various aspects of this overall maritime fleet management problem have been dealt with
in the general shipping literature (a detailed literature review is presented in section 4.2),
however to our knowledge, no work addresses the crude oil supplier tactical/operational
fleet si ze and mix problem. Th/ls we im·estigate this tacticalleveljleet-mix manugemenl
problem which inl'oll'esjleet size and mix adjllstments throllgh char/ering ofwssels

We till this void by proposing a methodology that combines Monte Carlo simulation for
parameter estimation together with an optimization model. This simulation-optimization
framework aims to optimizc the total chanering costs and the financial risks under a
strategic policy of financial (downside) risk aversion. The formali zation of this
framcwork involvcs the characterization of risks including identification of risk sources,
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determination ofa suitable risk control policy and an appropriate risk measure to enforce
this policy. It also involves the development of a valuation scheme for chartering
contracts and options and the corresponding modeling of the sources ofun(ertainty.
Finally, it also involves the development of a non-linear integer programming model that
makes use of the listed elements. Details of the risk characterization arc presented in
section 4.4. Model development is elaborated in sections 4.5-4.6 that includes modeling
assumptions, notations, development of a non-linear optimization model and a
lincarization schcme to convert the model into a form that is relatively easy to solve. This
is followed by parameter estimation in section 4.7. A detailed numerical analysis is
presented in section 4.8. However, we first present a literature review and thc basic
problem description in sections 4.2-4.3 as fo llows.

4.2 Literature Review
Thollgh the gcneral focus of our work remains on the tactical/operational level fl eet
management issues, we start briefly with the literature add ressing the strategic level
issllcs. This is followcd by the literature related to the tactical fleet management. We also
cover contract and options valuation literature due to its relevance to the problem.

4.2.1

Strategic Fleet Management

Fleet management at the strategic level includes decisions such as fleet size and mix
(vessel acquisitionsllayoffs), long-term chartering, and the operating/utilization stratcgics
of vessels in a fleet. Fleet size and mix is a fairly well studied problem at this level. The
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earliest ap proach was to model it as detenn inistic routing optimization problems,
considering both fixed (acquisition) and variablc costs. Dantzig and Fulkerson [3[
initiated this approach, which happens to be in the context of oil transportation minimizing the tota l number of naval fuel oi l tankers under a fi xed oi l supply schedule
Christiansen et al. [4,5] reviewed several such works in the general shipping contexts
such as short sea and inland freight, liner and industrial shipping services etc. Alternatives
to this approach have also been proposed in the literature, e.g. Jin and Kite-Powell [6],
who proposed an optimal control theory based model. Their model optimizes toget her the
replacemcnt schedule and thc utilization stratcgy. Several theoretical results were derived
that relate the long-running utilization rates, freight rates, marginal operating and usage
costs, as well as their impact on new ship building and scrapping trends. Conditions for
optimal utilization, acquisition and retirement strategies were also discusscd. In a recent
work, Meng and Wang [7] presented a detenninistic scenarios-based dynamic
programming model for multi-period liner problem. Their overall model, which optimizes
neet developmcnt and deployment, uses a series of integer linear programming models
(separately for each period) that arc solved by using a shortest path algorithm on an
acyclic network.
Despite a predominant use of detenninistic approaches, the significance of stochastic
factors in neet management problems cannot be ignorcd. Christiansen et al. [5] discussed
and suggested several modeling approaches (e.g. simulation, adding slack to the model
parameters, stochastic optimization etc.) to assimilate stochastic factors into the models.
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However, they [llso cited [I sp[lrse literature, with mainly some simul[ltion studies in
inland/short sea shipping conte:<ts only. This lack of usc is attributed to several factors
such as solution intractability, modeling and handling of stochastic data, shipping factors
being a function of comple:< and c:<ternal shipping elements (e.g. commodity prices etc.)
[5,8]. However, recent trend suggests [In increase in the usage of such modeling
approaches. For example, in a reccnt work, Fagerholt ct aI. [9] offcred a combincd Monte
Carlo simulation and optimization based decision support methodology applicable to
tramp and industrial shi pping. Thcy considcred a stratcgic pl[lnning problcm that
encompasscs decisions involving flect size :lIld mix problems and the analysis of longternl contracts (mainly the Contract-of-Affreightmcnt (COA), which is a long-tenn
contract used in stable liner (fixed-schedule) m[lrkets that obliges a ship owner to
regularly pickup [In agreed upon cargo over a givcn period of time [2]).

4,2.2

Tactical/Operational Fleet Manage ment

In this section, we present fleet size and mix literature dealing with the tactical!
operational planning level. At this level, the problem is short to medium term in nature
(only up to a year fo rward), and thus it deals mainly in fl eet adjustments th roug h complex
short-medium tenn charter contracts in spot or forward settings. Thc works in oil
transportation that revolve around this threlld arc primarily routing/scheduling models
(planning horizon of around one-three months) that consider fl eet adjustments th rough
spot chartering only. Examples include Brown et aI. [lO], who proposed a routing and
scheduling model for a major oil company, shipping emde oil from the Middle East to
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Europe and to North America. They considered a homogeneous fleet supported by spot
chartered vessels; the decision involves detennining the number of spot chartered vessels
obtained alongside the routing and scheduling decisions. Another example is Sherali et
al. [II], who proposed a mixed-integer programming rou ting and scheduling model
which assumes a heterogeneous fleet of ships, also supported by spot charted vessels
only. They considered the multi-product case (transporting crude oil and petroleum
products together) to various customers around the world. It is pertinent to reiterate here
that in practice, short and medium tenn fleet adjustment is done through several complex
chartering contacts and their respective options [2,12,131. To our knowledge, most of
these have been overlooked in tHclieal/operationallevei size and mix models presented in
the literature. The most common of such contracts arc voyage-charter, time-charter and
bareboat-charter contracts [21. Voyage-charter makes a vessel available to a shipper to
transport a full/partial cargo between two or more known ports; while in time-charter, the
shippers obtain services of a ship for a specified lime period and then delennine its
operational plan. In voyage-charter, the owner of a ship is generally responsible for all
incurred costs while the shipper pays a fixed chartering fcc. In case of time-charter, the
shipper pays all the variable costs of the ship usage (fuel, pon fee etc.), while the
chartering cost is generally quoted on per-diem basis [2,14[. In both cases, the ship owner
provides a crew to serve the vessel, except under a rare bareboat contract where the
shipper arranges for the crew itself. Bolh voyage and time-charter contracts can be in a
spot setting (typically used within two v,'eeks) or in a forward selling. Detailed reviews
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lind discussions on the !leet size and mix problems in a general shipping context are
provided in 14 ,8,151: where Christiansen et al. 14 J, focused on the earlier trends as well as
the modeling approaches, Bielli et al. [8J loeused mainly on the solution methodologies
and the algorithmic developments for solving such problems, and Hoffet al. [15] foc used
on the mult i-modal (road and maritime) problems where they provided a classification
scheme for the problem, a basic mathematical formulation and a review of some basic
relevant works.
4.2.3

Charter Contracts and Options Valuation

Charter contracts and its opTions valuation is another stream of work, related to !lcct
management, which has received considerable allention and is covered in this section.

In oil transportation, common short-medium tenn contracts arc spot setting (single
voyage) charter contracts, over-the-counter forward contracts as well as some limited
futures (cleared contracts) that are traded on various freight exchanges 8. Overall. Ireight
derivatives markets started in the mid 1980s with the introd uction ofB lr FEX -the Baltic
Freight Futures Exchange, mainly providing customers with hedge instruments (against
freight market risks) in the dry bulk shipping. However, it was terminated in 2002 due to

I

Major exchanges includes llaltex (www.balticexchange.com)and IMAREX (www.marcxspcctron.com)

exchan ges which facilitate mostly over the counter Forward Freight Agreemems - FFAs (fof\\'ard charter
contr~clS)

and its options: and the NOS exchange (www.nosclearing.com)wherefrcightfuturesandits

options are traded
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a lack of intcrest shown by the market and was replaccd in 1992 by the now popular overthc-counter (OTC) Forward Freight Agreements (FrA) markct [13]. The inccption of
OTC forward contracts is empirically shown to effectively reduce spot frcight volatilities

[16.171. Valuation or pricing of these derivatives, in the academic Iiteraturc, primarily
makes use of the theories of valuations

tISJ, such as the theory ofteon structure9 and the

real option theory lO. A primary assumption in these studies is the use of spot freight rates
as the undcrlying asset that drives the values of these freight derivatives [12,13]. The
relationship i.c. thc rates applied to longcr ternl contracts detconined as an expected sum
ofa series ofshon teon spot contracts, is established through the well known cxpectation
hypothesis of the teon structure [I9J. Early works in spot/time-chartcr ratcs estimation
mostly relied on econometric (mainly forecasting) models 120-241. More reecntly, efforts
have been dirccted towards modeling these spot rates as stochastic processes which would
facilitate freight derivatives valuation. In this direction, initial works rcsortcd to common
parametric models used in the financial stock price modeling [25J. For example, Dixit and
Pindyck [26] and Tvedt [27] assumed the spot freight rates to follow geometric Brownian
motion (A technical discussion on these models is presented in section 4.7.1). Later, some

" Theory of teml structure is used 10 estimates general stochastic equilibrium inter-temporal asset prices
usi ng the relationship among the yie lds on default-free sec urities that dilTeronly in their tenn 10 maturity
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10 Real option theory captures the value of the managerial nexibilities i.e. determines price of a" option (on
an undcrlyingasset such as a term-con\ract), as an expected payoff. ifanoption is exercised in a future date
on the terms sel al the prcsem date.
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argued for the use of mean-reversion models - where the spot rates not only have a
random movcment, but also a tcndency to revert towards a natural long term mean of the
process; this argument is based on thc balancing mechanism present in the supply and
dcmand dynamics of commodity markcts. Examples of the use of mean reverting models
arc the works of Bjerksund & Ekern [12] and Tvedt [281 who used the OmsteinUhlenbeck Process (OUP) to model the spot prices (OUI' assumes thc reversion of prices
towards the mean, being proportional to its deviation level [29]). Recently, Adland and
Cullinane [25] suggested lhat these processes could better be specified by a non-linear
stochastic model as empirical results show the mean rcversion phenomenon to be seen
morc promincntly at or ncar the extremes, which nonlinearly diminishes away in the
middle. Examples ofrccent non-linear stochastic models are Tvedt [28] and Adland &
Strandenes [301 who proposed stochastic partial equilibrium fmmeworks, and Adland and
Cullinane 125J who proposed a non-parametric Markov diffusion model to characterize
thc freight ratc dynamics. The downside of non -linear models is the difficulty in their
calibration [25]. The valuation or pricing models of freight derivatives build upon thesc
stochastic spot freight rate models unde r the expectation hypothesis of term structure
referred to earlier [19]. This observation is relevant to the valuation oftcrm contracts, in
both spot or forward scttings, as well as its options. [t is important to note that the work in
this direction i.e. tcnn contracts and options valuation, arc quite limited. The only
examples inelude Ujerksund and Ekern [12], who developed a European call option
model with freight prices following the OUI'. The results are then applied to thc valuation
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ofa time-charter (TIC) contract and a fixed forward TIC option. In Largiader [311, a
valuation modd for the operating strategies ofa Panamax vcsscl on a specific route is
provided. Bendall and Stent [32J considered the case ofa liner shipping company which
owns and operates a neet of four ships operating between Australian and New Zealand
ports. They evaluated the market value ofa new fifth under-construction ship given a
portfolio of options such as chartering it out or replacing an existing ship in their nect.
Note that, in general, real options arc synonymous in structure to the popular financial
options [33]. In financial options markets, different variants arc practiced e.g. the
American call (right to buy) or put (right to sell) options which can be exercised anytime
before its expiry and the European call or put options which can only be exercised at the
time of its expiry. In shipping context, an option generally means a right to buy (call) or
sell (put) a charter contract (usually a tenn contract), on a future date and at an agreed
upon terms that arc set today. Though we cited the use of European call option in
Djerksund and Ekern [12] earlier, it is important to know that, with BIFFEX, European
options in freight markets now no longer exist [13[. They have been replaced by Asian
options, where the payoffs arc determined based on the avenlge of spot freight rates
during the maturity period, rather than the spot price at the option expiry date (as in the
case of European options). This shift was attributed towards the price manipulations
occurring near or at the time of maturity. The only work in this direction is by
Koekebakker et al. [13], who determined a closed-fonn solution of the Asian call option
price over an FF A contract, with assumption of log-nonnally distributed spot rates.
III

In this contcxt, to our knowledge, no work elearly deals with thc important problem of
managing fleet size and mix for a crude oil supplier at thc tacticalloperationallevel. Thus,
wc propose a simulation-optimization based planning framework to fill this gap. Our
work contributes primarily in the first stream of work - the fleet size and mi."\( problem,
where we propose a non-linear integer programming model that determines an optimal
mix of chartering contracts and options while managing financial risk as well. It also
contributes in the second stream of work - the charter contracts/options valuation, where
we propose a suitable Monte Carlo simulation based contracts and options pricing
schemc. A detailed dcscription of this tactical/operational fleet management problem is
presented in the following section.

4.3 Problem Definition
Consider an oil company facing a pervasive and highly stochastic crude oil supply
problem - receiving a stream of new delivery orders in a highly uncertain crude oil
demand and tanker freight market. In this setup, the transportation function of this oil
company (the shipper) nceds to make (delivery) scheduling plans periodically, which arc
based on commilled supply orders and al'ai/able fleet at the start of each such planning
exercise. "llle shipper is assumed to have a well under-capacity fleet (comprised of owned
and long tenn time-chartered ships) with respect to its 10llg term nceds. To meet any
unfulfilled immediate or ncar future capacity requirements, the shipper evaluates its fleet
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before making each such scheduling plan and adjusts it through additional chartering of
vessels on spot and/or short-medium term fOf\vard time-charter (TIC) contracts
Figure 4-1 depicts such a dccision instancc (at time t,..",.), whcre for thc scheduling period

o(periods indexed as I, I == 0 being thc currcnt), additional vessels requirement of No is
met through adjusting a portlolio of contracts (of various lengths 2:S; I :s; 6, that have
already started in earlier periods (-5;;
that the earliest period inde.x

1 .

S

j;;

_\» or by obtaining new contracts at I""",. Note

is due to the assumed longest contract length of six

periods.
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Figure 4·1: Period 0 Vessel Requirements (No) Covt:ragt: (all""w)
As can be secn, thc contract period for most vessels on a time-charter transcends a typical
delivery scheduling planning horizon (Le. a single period), therefore the shipper is
essentifllly required to consider, while making a fleet adjustment decision, the expecled
neet requirements (E(N/) to E(Nj» in thosc following future sehcduling periods which are
being atTeeted by its present and earlier chartering decisions. To cater for high
uncertainlY, the shipper can also resort 10 olher hedge instruments such as call options on
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TIC contracts, which arc bought at

t~"""

for covering future scheduli ng periods. The

forward contracts and their options can be in any fo rm praeticcd (Le. FFAs or Futures
rcferrcd to in section 4.2).

4.4 Modeling of Risk
For the ficet management problem presented in section 4.3, the oil company faces a
considcrable amount of lin an cia1 risk. This is due to an exposure to a highly volati le
tankcr freight market, which is on to p of the oil demand uncertainties -

a crucial aspect

of the problem. In this section, we present a detailed treatment of this aspect. including
the identification of relevant risk sourees, tonnulating a suitable strategic risk
management policy and the operationalizat io n and fonnalization dctails of its
implemcntation through an appropriate risk measure.

4.4. 1

Identification of Risk Sou rces

As indicated above, we may have at least two types of risks faced by an oil supplier i.e.
the market risk which is due to freight ratc volatilities, and the enterprise risk which is
due to demand uncenainties. Corresponding to freight rate volatilities (i.c. the market
risk) the risk ofa positive loss exists as any choice of contracts-mix committcd now has a
potcntial of a higher cost realization in a future period, which compared to other available
alternative choices now and vice versa. Similarly, corresponding to demand uncertainty
(i.e. thc enterpri se risk), the risk ofa positive loss exists as the eommittcd additional
capacity now may exceed the requirement in a future relevant period, i.e. a situation
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where more tankers arc at the disposal than needed during any panicutar scheduling
period.

4.4.2

Risk M anage ment Policy

Though these indicatcd financial risks may have a desirable upside (e.g. freight rates
moving in a favorable direction that resul t in savings), in the context of identified losses,
it can be argued that the oil company would be more concerned about managing the
downside of these risks due to its potential eflects on the long tenn financial health of the
company. In addition, it is reasonable to assume that the manager oftbe transponation
function would be relatively downside risk-averse, given his role to run the operations
smoothly and not to make shon term financ ial gains. This argument is also supponed by
the prevalent fleet structure used by the oil companies i.e. mainly maintaining a mix of
owned fleets and time chanered vessels rather than relying totally on the spot ehanering
(2). A similar argument, i.e. managing the downside risk only, is presented in other
commodity sectors problems. For example, Kleindorfer and Li [341 while addressing Ihe
electrical power generation problem presented a profit maximization linear programming
model lor managing owned and contractual power production assets, subjcctto downside
risk control constraints. Similarly, Zhang et al. [35] presented a newsvendor model, which
is also subject 10 downside risk control constraints. Thus for an oiltransponer, we assume
a general strategic risk management policy of down!iide ri!ik(.\) aversion which can be
either in the form of downside risk(s) minimization or control.
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4.4.3

Risk Measurement and Implemenfation

To manage downside risk(s). the most commonly used measure is the Value·at-Risk
(VaR), which is also used as a mandatory measure reported by many financial institutions
such as the banks since the financ ial disaster ormid-1990s

1361. The application or this

measure is also present in other varied contexts such as budgeting in investment, credit
risk management and operational risk management etc, 1371. In general, VaR is defined as
a threshold loss, such that the actual loss, during any givcn time period, docs not exceed
this value with a certain probability [38J. In the tleet-mix context, we can generally define
VaR as rollows: Let a decision vector be l E I: . a particular set (or a portfolio) or 11
decisions taken at the start ora schedul ing period, e.g. we may have the number or bought
spot charter contracts and rreight derivatives (rorward contracts & options) as the three
possible decisions. We also assume a corresponding vector or random variables y E JR" .
representing uncertainties affecting the financ ial outcome of a particular decision

l

(e.g.,

rreight rate volatilities and ruture demand uncertainties). Let ror any given x, a random
runction f (x.y)e IR represent the associated loss (positive or negative) by the end ora
planning period, which is incurred due to the related uncertainties. The f( l ,y) is assumed
to have a continuous probability distributions in lR induced by that or )' E [[t" ; thus the
probability or not exceeding a given threshold loss
0(l./) =

L(..•.<l g(y)dy

IER

can be given as:
(4-1)

lIS

Here g(y) denotes the den~it y fu nction of vector y. Therefore, at any given pro bability
level p in (O,I),

~V aR

value can be defined as the loss value IfJ{x) which sati~fics

0(x,/) = P [38]; in other words the probability that !(x,y)?/fJ (x) is

I-p.

VaR, de~pite being a popular financial risk measure. has also received substantial
criticism. 1\ key argument against it is that, VaR being a risk management tool docs not
provide an y info rmation about the ri sk ofrare events related to a certai n deci sion Le. what
is statistically represented in the tai l ofa loss distribution [39J. The second key argument
is based on the axioms presented by I\rtzner [40] which arc used to defi ne what is called a
coherent I I ris k measure i.e. putting conditions to avoid the use of arbitrary fun ctions as
ri sk measures that may have undesirable mathematical pro perties [4 1). VaR in the sense
of Artzner [40J is not a coherent risk measure and thus has undesimblc characteristics
" Artzner c\ al . 1401 has defined a ri sk measure as ~ohcrent ifit satisfies a set of foll owing four propen ies:
rransition-Equivariant. Positively Homogeneous. Convexity and

Monoloni~ity .

To defme these propenics

Let S be a sct of risky ponfolios = P ··Y,···).r rate of return. p( x}a risk measure
- Trans ition-Equ ivariant: A ri sk measure is Transition-Equivarian t if when a sure amount is added (or
subtractcd} the risk

de~ reases

initial amount added (or

(or increases) by that amount i.e.

subtra~led)

p(x+"p) ~ I'(x}_'"

where (l is the sure

10 the in ilial posilion

- SubadditivilY: By investing in two or more instruments the risk would reduce or remain the same (i.e. the
divcrsifkation princip le hold s) pI X, .X, ) ~ p ( X, ) . p(X, )
- Positive Homogene ity : Risk measure value is proport iona l 10 investment size.

P( ~ X ) z -lp( X)

Note: Subaddilivit y and Positive Homogeneily together ensure that the funct ion p is convex on
- MonOlOnicity: For all X and YES with x

~

~

r ,we have p(r );; p(x )

NOle that a basic assump tion lea ding to these propenies in Anzner elal. 1401 is that a risk meas ure va lue
represents an amount needed to invest in a risk free instrument 10 make all unacceptable investment safe.
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such as a lack of sub additivity and convexity, except when it is based on the normal
distribution [38,40). For example, in non-nonnal distribution cases, VaR value may show
an increase in its value with the portfolio diversification and is also difficult to optimize
due to the presence of multiple local extreme points. As an alternative, Conditional-VaR
(CVaR) is suggcsted in thc litcrature, which considers tail loss beyond VaR and is shown
to be coherent [42[, and thus convex in fonn [38,43]. P.CVlIR is dcfined by Roe kafellar
and Uryasev [38] as:
(4-2)

which is the conditional expectation of loss associated with a dccision vector x relative 10
the loss equlll or greater than Ip(x). The relationship between P.CVaR lind P.VlIR is
obvious from the above definition in the presence ofVaR conditionf(x,y):?:lp(x). Also,
given the assumption of continuous distribution, P.VaR would automatically be low when
P.CVaR is low i.e.

Ip ( x) ~ ';p ( x ).

This relationship is also demonSlmted with an example

shown in Figure 4-2, where for a gil'en portfolio of freight derivatives, the loss
distribution induced by that of freight rate volatilities is shown. Here a 95%-VlIR value is
6 million i.e. there is a 95% probability that Joss would remain less than or equal to 6
million, while 5% of the lime the loss would be greater than this value. The expeeted loss
beyond 6 million is shown to be 6.5 million, which is the 95%-CVaR value assoc iated
with this specific freight derivative portfolio.
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Figure 4-2.: 95%-VaR and 9S%-CVaR Values for a Given TIC Portfolio
As the distribution functions of both types of risks identified earlier afe either not known
or shown to be non-normal e.g. the historical spot freight rates reported to show nonnormal volatilities due to jumps resulting in fatter tail distributions [28,30], VaR is clearly
a problematic choice. Thus, the downside risk aversion policy (imposed in section 4.4.2)
can be operationalized through CVaR as the risk measure.
The treatment of a downside risk in the planning process can be through constraining or
minimizing it. We treat enterprise risks through risk control constraints, as it is easy to see
that the objective ofa planner is to avoid a situation ofaddi\ional commitment
bc!orehand. The market risks, on the other hand, are minimized together wi th the
operational cost (a detai led discussion on the objective function form is presented in
section 4.5.3)
Another important risk policy implementation issue, in the multi-period context of the
problem. is that of using a siogle risk measure (Le. for the entire planning horizon) vs
separate risk measures for each period. In this paper, we use separate periodic risk
measures, though as a result, implying the assumptions of independent periodic demand
and freight rates. This choice is mainly driven from the fact that the first approach
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becomes

increa~ing l y

intractable as the number

ofpcriod~

incrcascs in a planning

horizon, which is the case faced here. The intractability problem arises due to the
employment ofa scenario generation tcchniquc (explained in section 4.7.3), which is used
in the lincarization of the CYaRs functions with the optimization of the proposed model.

In the first approach the scenarios arc to be generatcd from a scenario~ trec with bmnch
levcls fonned by individual period levels. This causes an exponential increase in the total
number of scenarios. Furthermore, the periodic risk approach additionally allows for a
weighted risk approach; something that is helpful in modeling diverse risk behaviors.
This approach is especially relevant given that there are an increasing number of decision
revisions available for the future periods.

4.5 Malh ematical Mod eling
We now dcfine the basic modeling assumptions, the notations, and the problem
formulation.

4.5. 1

Basic Ass umptions

Maximum contract span ofa freight derivative is 6 months
A Forward TIC contract or option can start in periods 1:"0 i :"06 (i hcre is the period
index)
Spot charter contracts are for period 0; whilc corrcsponding options arc for periods
l :"Oi:"O ll
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NOle: Options on spot charter contract have

//0

pllrchase cost and an exercise price

ofthe time corresponding spot raIl'S. Furthennore, coverage for II periods is due 10

the choice of the maximum contract length allowed Le. six periods and a
correspond ing contract or option start in Ihe sixth period. This eventuall y covers one
whole year i.e. periods 0 to II,
All infonnation for period 0 is dctcnninistic
Demand/spot rales for periods l S i S II arc stochastic·
Sufficient vessels arc available in the spot market du ring all periods
All vessels, available for charter, arc assumed to be homogeneous (capacity/charter
rates)
A company faces two types of risks i.e. market risk and the enterprise risk both
measured periodically

4,5.2

Notations

FTC:

Forward TIC Contracts - (includes over-the-counter FFAs or cleared Futures
traded on various exchanges)

Option: An Asian style call option on a TIC contract in a forward position
Derivative: FTC and Options together, will be referred to as (freight) derivatives
Indices:
Index used for periods in the planning horizon (0 S 1:'S II)
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Indcx uscd fo r a period in which a dcrivativc/spot chartcr contract is bought
):

Starting/maturing period index ofa FTC/Option
Index reprcscnting a derivative's T/C contract length, I = 1,2, .. ,6

n ecision Variables:
V,0l :

Number of FTCs boughl at Ino-.,., starting in period), having a contract span of I
periods, where) = 1,2, ... ,6

O~' :

Number of options boughl at (..oM" expiring in the beginning of period), having a
contract span of I periods, where) = 1,2, ... ,6

x ;" : Number of options exercised at 1m"•. , bought earlier in period i, having a contract
span of I periods, where i = -5, -4, .. . , - 1
Number of spot chartered vessels (or options) in period i, where i = 0,1, . . , 11 .

Chartering Parameters:
N;:

Number of additional vcssels needcd in period i (a random variable whosc actual
real ization is in the eorrcsponding period i.e. thc i'h period)

E(N;): Expectcd value of Nj at

V! :

lno,..

Number of vessels in-service on a T/C contract, which started in period), having a
contmet span of (periods, whcrc) = - 5, -4, ... , -1
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0( :

Number ofvesscls available at

i now

for FrCs, starting in period), having a

contract span of! periods, where) = 1,2, ... ,6
OJ :

Talal number of vessels on offer at In",,' for FTCs, starting in period), where) '"
1,2, ... ,6

Q;' :

Number of options bought in periods i, with an expiry in period), having a
contract span of I periods. Where i '" -5, -4, ... , - I &j '" 0,1, ... ,5

Q,' :

Number of options an offer at In"", with an expiry in the beginning ofperiodj,
having a contract span of I periods, where) = 1,2, ... ,6

QJ :

Total number of options un offer at 1"""., with an expiry in the beginning of period
), where ) '" 1,2, ... ,6

Price/R:II CS Parll mclcrs:

SCI:

SpOI charier rates applied to period i (a random variable whose actual reali7.-ation

is in the corresponding periods i.e. the i'h period)
E(SC;): Expected value of SCi at 1_

Tc;': TIC mtcs (in TCE...""h!l.)12 for a contract bought in period i, starting in period), and
a contract spanning I periods

12 TeE: Time Chancr Equivalent (chaner rates defined in S/period (such as S/day or S/month»
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01'/' : Options' purchase price at the start ofpcriod i, Ihal arc expi ring in period}, and
having a contract span of I periods

XU;': Options' exercise price (in lCEmon,hly), that were bought in period i, expiring in
period}, and having a contract span of I periods

RisksfRisk I'llrllml'\l' rs:

p:

Probability values used in periodic p-CVaR (related to market risk)

y:

Probability values used in periodic y-CVaR (related to enterprise risk)

¢; o.

p-CVaR function representing market risk corresponding to period I

¢;o,: y-CVaR function rcpresenting enterprise risk corresponding to period I
IjJ :

Decision weights associated with market risks in period I

,¢::

Threshold values for CVaR constraints related to cntcrprise risks for period I

Based on the problem definition and the assumptions, we can now present the fleet mix
model. However, we first elaborate on the form orthe objective function i.e. its multiobjective nature (with both cost and ri sk considerations), besides some key observations
thaI will lead to some generalizable simplifications orlhe overall objective function.
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4.5.3

For m of the Obj ective Fun ction

Thcre are two main considerations for a shipper i.e. the minimization of to tal chartering
cost. as well as the minimization of market risks. The total chartering cost is driven from
a contract mix that is obtained to cover the vessel requirements across all the periods (0II) included in a planning horizon. This coverage can be attained through a mix offreight
derivati ves and spot charters. The corresponding total cost can thus be cvaluated using the
cost function presented in (4-3). Here, the first tenn represems the cost of FTCs bought in
period 0 which are starting in periods 1:oS)":oS6 (any pennissible cont ract le ngth); the
second tenn represents the cost incurred due to exercising any earlier bought options (in
periods -5:oS i :5- l) that arc expiring at ' n OM• (any permissible contract length); the third term
represents the cost of spot chartered vesscls obtained in period 0; the lourth term
represents the cost of buying new options for future periods i.e. periods l:oS)":oS6; and thc
last tcnn rcpresents the cost value of embedded spot charter options for any unfulfilled
expected demand of future periods (i.e. periods 1-11, where period 11 is last period
affected by a possible FTC comract starting in period 6 of length 6).

Obj,: t.f:(7"C,"' xl)v,°J +,~~(Xo;oX l)X;o + SC/ ' o + t f: ()P,°JO? + t,E( SC, )S,

(4-3)

Similarly, the market risk could be defined as a weighted sum of the periodic p..CVaRs
i.e. 1/1; 0, (where (.) represents arguments for the p..CVaR function), which is presented in
(4-4).
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(4-4)

J' ro posit ion I: Minimizing Obj2 and Minimizing Objl & Obh (as a weighted sum) are
equivalent problems.

Proof: Under the expectlltion hypothesis of term structure (EHTS) [19], the lo/alexpecled cost of a contracts-mix at In"", having a certain periodic covcragc, docs not
change with an alternative contracts-mix, having cxactly thc same periodic coverage.
Note that (as discussed in section 4.2) EI·ITS defines the cost relationship amongst
various derivatives and spot rates as the rates applied to longer term contracts being
determined as an expected sum ora series of short term spot contracts. For example, thc
value ofa three-period TIC contract at I"""., is equivalent to thc cxpected value of three
spot charter contracts (lilso lit In"",) thllt lIrc providing exactly the same coverage. ·l1ll1s the
clcmcnt minimized (in both cases) is the Obj2 while the total expected chartering cost
rcmains constant fo r all neet mixes that provide the same minimum periodic coverage
needed to satisfy the relevant vessel requircmcnt constraints. 0
[t is importllnt to notc that EI·ITS, in the gcneral shipping context, is shown not to hold
completclY due to the presence of risk premiums (as discounts, oITcred with longer term
contracts) 119 1. The corresponding risks for which the premiums arc oITered may arise
from four sourecs [l9J, i.c. I) higher spot freight rate volatilities as compared to time
charter rates, 2) ship under utilization, 3) ship relocations needed with new spot charter
contracts. and 4) bunker fue l cost nuctuations. However, we ignored this risk premium,

which is not only for analytical convenience (as commonly assumed [13,27]), but we also
argue that in the presence of factors such as equal exposure of spot freight rates
volatilities for both the charterers and shippers, strong upward looking oil demand market
(holding since 1980) with hardly any expectation ofa major global demand crash

1441

(limiting unemployment risks), tankers ofrartieular sizes operating mostly on limited
routes (due to economic reasons) besides a geographical clustering of major oil sources
(limiting relocation risks), and the relatively shorter TIC lengths assumed, the pure EI-ITS
assumption holds strongly.
C orolllU-Y I: Under proposition I, we replacc the bi-objective cost function with a single
objective function having Obj2 only.

4_5.4

Fleet-Mix Model

Thus_ the neet management model can be presented as:

(I'M)

(4-5)

Subject to:

(t=O)

t.1-..."t ",.l) ft;0j + ;~It.) X; o + t.1
... . .t,".l) d/j +
;tt.I... ."t ,.U)Q;'J+,t JI... . .t J.U)U(+ S, ~E(N,)
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V f=1, ... ,5

(4-6)

(4-7)

,tllZ-.;ti'l,l ~OJ ,t "._t,.t.l cf,'
+

tt,""",t'"U
,Q:' +L L

+

U( +S,>E(N,)

(4-8)

'1 1 =6....,10
(t - ll)

V."" + 0 ':' + S,, ;>: E( N, )

(4-9)

'1 ; = -5,. ,-1; / = 2, ,.,6
'1 j = 1. ... 6.1 = 2, .. ,6
\:;f )=1,

.. ,6

'1 j =1. ._6,/=2.. .. 6

'1 )= 1, .,6
'11 = 1, ....11

(4-10)
(4-11)
(4-12)
(4-13)
(4-14)
(4-15)
(4-16)

Here (4-5) is the objective function minimizing the weighted sum of periodic market risks
i,e. the periodic P.CVaRs. Several operational, ri sk based and technical constraints arc
enforced which are presented in constraints (4-6) - (4-16) and arc described as follows:
Constraints (4-6) ensure that the additional vessel requirement in period 0 be met through
existing in-service vessels available on TIC (\" term); exercising any available options
that arc expi ring at tm..... (2 nd term), and through spot charter market (last term). Figure 4-1,
showed the coverage for period 0 through various chartering instruments. Similarly.
constraints (4-7) enforce meeting additional tanker requirements for future periods
(/ = 1..... 5) through new FTCs spanning the

t'h period (1" term); exercising options at 'n"",

whose contraci spans the / Aperio<l (2 nd tenn); new and earlier bought options (3,d and 4'h
tenns) whose contract spans the

/h period; existing in-service vessels avai lable on TIC
]3D

with contracts spanning the

l ' period (5 1h tcrm); besides using any spot chartered vessels.

Constraints (4-8) cover additional tankers requircment for future periods (I = 6.... , 10)
through new FTCs spanning the
and

)'d

l it period (1 '1 term), new and earlier bought options (2nd

terms) spanning the lit period, existing il/-~-ervice vessels available on TIC with

contracts spanning the

l it period (4 lb term), besides using any spot chartered vessels.

Constraint (4-9) is a similar constraint specific to period I!.
Constraints (4-1 0) ensure that the numbe r of options exercised in period 0 must be less
than or equal 10 what is bought in earlier periods (corresponding to each contract length).
For buying options for futu re periods, constraints (4-11) - (4-12) arc imposed, which
ensure that, firstly , the number of options bought for each contract length I are less or
equal to what is available on afTe r, secondly, as some vessels might be on offer for
different contract lengths, totalnumbcr of options bought must be less than or equal to thc
total number of actual vessels on offer. Similarly, constraints in (4-13) - (4-14) arc
enforced to ensure that the total number of TIC contracts obtained must be less or equal to
what is on otTcr, both in tcrms of contract lengths and the total number of vessels
availablc. Constraints (4-15) ensure, for each period t. that the ,..CVaRs comply with the
strategic enterprise risk threshold values. Finally, (4-16) is used for variable types.

4.6 Model Linea rization
The objective function (4-5) and constraints (4-15) in (FI\1) arc non-linear due to the
; ; (.), and

;;0, functions,

which arc the /J-CVaR and the y-CVaR functions (as defined in
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equation (4-2» . The non-linearity of these two types of risks ma kes it dimcult to solve
the problem. In this section, we present a scenario based technique that makes use of an
approximatc discretization and lineari7.ation scheme for the ,B-CVaR and thc y-CVaR
functions, which would convert the (FM) into a mixed integer programming model. The
underlying idea is to replace a continuous loss distribution with an app roximate discrete
distribution having a finite set of scenarios. Since the scenario set definition has a dircct
implication on the approximation quality as well as the computational efficiency of the
model, the technique a lso involves a corresponding scenario generatio n scheme
(presented in section 4.7.3) that makes use of a Monte Carlo simulation proccdure. The
discretization and linearization part orthe technique is presented here, which is similar to
the one offered by Krokhma l et al. [43]. This ntakes use of an alternate function dctined
by Rockefeller [38J that becomes equivalent to CVaR under a g iven condition. This
function and its corresponding condition are presented as follows:
Fp( J..y,l) = 1 +(1 ~ pr'

J... [f( J. , Y)~[r g(y)dy

(4-17)

The Condition: ¢p(J.,y) = I~~n Fp( J. , y ,l) = F~ ( J. , y ,l~ ( J. »

Thc discrctizcd fonn of J;~ ( x, /) is prcsen ted in (4-18), where lor any period I,

IH,Iis the

total number of loss scenarios and ff,' the probability of the h'h scenario. Making usc of
dummy variables z,' E

[R

in (4- 18), constraints (4-1 5) can be easily converted into a set of

linear constraints as shown in (4-19).
11,1

t~ ( x ,y . ,I, ) = 1, + (1 ~ pr ' ~ff:[f( x ,y ~ ) ~ /.

r

'If
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(4-t8)

1" ,1

1, + (1 - pr'~1ft w,'$;¢I'
w,'~ J(",y ~ ) - I"

Vt

(4-19)

w,'~ O Vh ; l, .,iH.I.

VI

Similarly, lor the weighted market risks (4-5), we replace the objective function with
(4-20) wherein Ihe new variables

J;o, (surrogate for p.-CVaRs) arc defined through the

following additional constraints (4-21). Furthermore, the decision vector of the original
problem i.e. (FM), is updated to x, I, .z,· to satisfy the condition imposed in (4-17).

min

tw,J;o,

(4 -20)

1, + (! - lJr' ~1f,·z,' ; J:(.),
z,· ~ J(x.y: )-I"

VI

z" ~O V h ; l,

(4-21)

.,iH,i,

VI

We now define the loss functions associated with each of the two risk forms. Let the loss
function corresponding to market risk in period I be ICi,y,), which captuTCs the loss (the
chartering cost) resulting from freight rate vulatilities in period I. The expressions for this
Iype of loss arc presented in (4-22) - (4-23) for periods 1- 1, ... .5 and periods r-6,.. .,11
respectively. !-Iere the first tcons (in both equations) represent the average loss in period 1
corresponding to the number of FTCs bought at t"VH.' while the second tcrm (only (4-22»
represents a similar loss when an option is exercised at 'n""., the third/second terms in
(4-22) /(4-23) represent the

average loss corresponding to option bought at In"". , while the

laslterms (in both cquations) represcnts thc loss due to spot charter contracts. Note that
the downside loss occurs when the period-average time-charter rates turns out to be more
than the actual realization of the spot charter rate in that period and vice versa.

I II

lexs.) = t

i:

V,'j TC,'j +

I" ,· . ..V-j- ,,')

:t ±X;o XO;' t i:
+

•• ~ " . ' ,'

O,OiOp,') I f

+ S.SC,

/ " " . "(,-/_ ,,')

(4-22)

"1 1 = 1... .. 5

l("X.y.)=

,t"...

"t j" ." V,·'TCi' +

t.,. .

t ,.",)OiiOp,°' 1/

+S.SC,

(4-23)

V f = 6 •...• 11

The loss function corresponding

to

the enterprise risk in period I is l(iS,); this captures

the loss resulting from demand unccrtainties, when the vessels in-service on T/C contracts
are under-utilized due to the aclual realization ofvesscl demand falling below the
committed chartered fleet. This loss is estimatcd by using equations (4-24) - (4-25). Note
thal this loss will always be : :o:Oas any excess demand situation will always be covered by
exercising unused options and/or spol chartered vessels in that period.

j(i,j,)=[[t_t "V," +tt.,x:'+,t
j(i,j,)=[[.t._t "V,"+

t.t

.t .,U(]' N, jE(SC,)y,=1. . ,5

(4- 24)

Y,=6,.. ,11

(4-25)

u: ]' N, jE(SC,)

By substituting these actual loss functions in the CVaR functions i.e. in (4-5) and (4-15),
wc will havc well defincd ,O-CVaR and y-CVaR fOnTIs, which can be written as:

¢'; o , =(I-fJf't" j'.Rl1r,,/(i,y,)gfj,)tlY,
¢'; O, = (1 - rf' Ji 1i.i. »I, (.. / (i,y,)g'(y,){lY.

"It = I, ... ,11

"I I =, 1. ..• 11

Thus by using thc linear approximation as in (4-19) - (4-21 ), together with the loss
function s (4-22) - (4-25), we can now redefine the (FM) as follows:

lJ4

(4-26)
(4-27)

(FM)

Minimize'

tw};O,

(4-28)

Subject to:
Constraints

(4-6) - (4-14), (4-16)

1".1

1," +(I - pr ' t;IT,·z:=~; O,
;;,·:?l(xS,)-I,",

V I = l....,1 1

;;,·:? O Vh = l, .. ,111,1&1 = 1, .. ,l l

(4-29)

IH.I

!: +(l - rr' t;v" w,·~ ¢;
w,· "<? j(x,y, ) - I,·,

Vl = l ..... 11

w;:?O Vh=I,.,IH,I&I=l, ... ,ll

(4-30)

4.7 Estimation o f Para mete rs
The linearization/discretization scheme of the risk constraints requires a suitable scenario
generation method. Furthermore, we need to estimate the price/charter rate parameters
related to the TIC and spot charter contracts. Accordingly, appropriate stochastic spot
price and demand models are needed that would make use of a Monte Carlo simulation
procedure to facilitate both the scenario generation and the parameter cstimation steps. i\
summary of the overall solution process, leading to (FM) is presented in Figure 4-3. [n
the following sub-sections (4.7.1 - 4.7.4), we address these issues i.e. the process modeling
(level-I), the Monte Carlo simulation (level-2), the scenario generation (level-3) and the
model parameters estimation (level-4).
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Figure 4-3: Prrn;css to Solvc a Flect Management Problem Using the (FM) Model
However, hcfore proceeding funher, we first present a realistic crude oil supplier case
whosc data will be employed to faeilitatc thc computationaltcsting of the steps suggested
in Figure 4-3 - steps leading to (FM). Wc focus on the easc of Vela Intcrnat ional Marine
Limited (www.vela.ae).thewhollyownedmarine oiltransponation subsidiary of Saudi
I\ramco - the largest producer and exporter of crude oil. Vela is primarily responsible for
deliveries to Nonh America and Europe. Figure 4-4 depicts the routes used by Vela. We
mainly focus on its primary route (Persian Gulf - Gulf of Mexico) which is termed as
TD I 13 (or "Diny Tanker I") in freight markets (makes up around 75% of the total Saudi
I\rameo supply operations). 'Jbe latest monthly crude oil demand data for Saudi Aramco
is Available through US Energy Inlonnation Administration website (www.eia.doe.gov),
which is available for a period of April 1994 - August 201 1. We detcrmined the
Ill1jilljiflcd demand, as well as the corresponding requirements of additional (on top of
available owned/long term ehanered fl cet) ehanered vessels (Figure 4-5) using Ihis

L1

Atl the sixtecn major globa l crude oil routcs (TDI

(0

TDI6)

http: //www.ctarksons<<uritics.comlbdti.aspx

1)6

are specified at

dataset (Requirements Stats.: Max: 29, Min: 2 and Average: 13 Vessels). The estimations
are based on the TOI specifications i.e. the VLCC vessels arc assumed to be of size

300,0000WT.

Figure 4-4: Primary Routes for Vela (Source: \\l\\l\v.vela.ac)
(Based on TDI specifications: VLCC-JOO K.DWT & Ilalr

Vela Fleet)
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Figurc 4-5: Monthly Unfulfillcd erodc Oil Dcmand & Tankcr Rcquiremcnts
For this route, the spot rates were not available publicly; however, TO) route (Pcrsian
Gulf - Chiba, Japan) rates fora period ofOclober 2th , 2006 - November 18 th , 201 I,
were found to be publieally available through www.bloomberg.com. Note thai the frcight
markels quote rates for eaeh such major roule sepamtely, though empirical data suggests
Ihal these rates tend to be highly correlated for vessels carrying similar kind of products
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[45,46]. We approxima ted the weekly rates fO f TOI (figure 4-6), using the T03 mtes
(based on a correlation detennined in an EU based study [45]). We make use of these two
time series, in the following section, to discover (or to fit) stochastic process models that
will be used in the remaini ng of the analysis.
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Figure 4-6: Spot Char1er Rates in I"Cf.;...,~. ($I0ay) for the TOt Route
4.7. 1

Process Modeling

Process modeling is the first step in the solution process (Figure 4-3). Here we focus o n
modeling the spot prices as well as the oil demand. To model spot prices as a stochastic
process, the most recen t literature suggests using non-parametric models (section 4.2).
However, due to the calibration issues, we resor1ed to using a simpler parametric model
for demonstration purposes. Severaf such models have a lso been proposed in the spot
freight rates literature (reviewed in section 4.2), which arc primarily based on the
fundamental Weiner process (also known as the standard Brownian motion).
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II Wiener process is a continuous path stochastic process defined as (W(I),/2:0) (where I
can be time) that has the properties: W(O) =0 i.e. the process always starts at zero, have
stationary and independent increments, and that each increment has a nonnal distribution
i.c. W(/) - N(O,I} "11::::.0 (Le. the process does not have any drift over time, however, the
variance of the random movements depends upon the time over which an increment is
measured). II Wiener process provides thc basis to other popular parametric models (used
both in financial stock price and freight rate modeling), e.g. the geometric Brownian
mo/ion (as used in 126,27]), having a solution of the form X(I) = X(Oje"" "WI'i i.e. the
price XV), at time I, is proportional to the initial price and a random exponential term;
whereas WCt) is the Wiener process with cr the diffusion eocfficient (representing
volatility) and JI the drift parameter (to adjust for any drift over time). The mean reverting
Ornstein-Uhlcnbeck Process, as suggested by I3jerksund & Ekern [12] and Tvedt [28J is
characterized bydX(t) =k(a - X(I))dl +adJV(t) , where a is the long tenn mean of the
process, k the reversion rate towards the long tenn mean a, and W(I) the Wiener process
having athe diffusion coefficient. We relied on the Omstein-Uh1cnbcck Process as the
basic diffusion model for the spot rates. The primary justilication of using this mcan
reversion process is /he presence of competiti ve balancing pressures acting in the supply
and demand dynamics of the tankcr frcight markets that essentially causes the freight rate
10 push baek towards its long tenn na/ural mean. The process modeling stcp for both the
spot freight prices and the tanker demand are presented next.
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Spot Freight Ra te Process: As discussed earlier, we use the Omstein-Uhlcnbeck Process
(OUP) as the basic diffusion model for the spot freight rates. However, before calibrating
the model with

our, we analyzed the data (Figure 4-6) visually and suspected thm it may

have at least a few jumps (large variations not caused by thc diffusion process and a resul t
ofunexpcctcd events). Note thai freight rate changes in the time-series arc seen to be as
high as over 170,000 $/day while the average is 11,117 $/day only). Ignoring such jumps,
if prescnt, may posc grave consequences in our context, i.e. the simulations would yield
lowered CVaR values causing an under-specification of the market risks.
To validate the presence or absence of any jumps in our data ( Figure 4-6), we applied the
l.ee and Mykland 147J jump statistical test. Note that various statistical tests arc avai lable
in the literature that either test for the overall jumpiness in a dataset e.g. sec [48,49], or
test for jumps at any particular time such as the l3amdorff-Niclsen and Shepherd tests
[50,51], which arc based on the bi-powcr variation of the price changes. Lee and Mykland
[47] improved thcse tests for thc exact identification of the jump moments i.e. they
propose a series of tests, one for each value in the time series. We used the Lee and
Mykland test at 1% significance levcl. The test statistic used is defined as .; = jr(i~ -f/.:!.
where f(i) ", (log(S(I.) 1 S(I, _ , »/~); here SO,) is the spot price at the time I, and the tcnn

~) - I/(K - 2)
while

f. ,~ arc

L;.', K" jlog(S{I, ) 1S(I,. ,)jjlog(S(I, ) 1 S(I,., )j captures the bi-powcr variation,

thc constant tcnns that arc dctennined based on the sample size. Here Kis

a parameter whose value should be large enough to exclude any effect of instantaneous
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volatility. We set K=7, whieh is suggested by Lee and Mykland [47] for the wcckly data.
Thc threshold value for the test statistic is p', where p' satisfies P(~ s: p') ,=, cxp(- e- / )
=0.99 (i.e. at

a significance level of I %), thus wc determined P' = 4.6001.

Thc test detected live jump-ups and scvcnjump-downs. The jump test results and the
directions/magnitude of the spot freight price change (using r(i) plot) arc shown in
Figurc 4-7. A detailed rcview and

compari~o n

of the

stati~tical

tests for jump de tection is

presented in Hanousek et a!. [52].
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Figure 4·7: Jumps Detection in Spot Freight Data Using Lce & Myk land [47] Tcst
(Len: Dashed Line Showing the Critical Value): f(;)l'lot (Right) Showing Dircctions of the
Corresponding Jumps

For processes that have both jumps and diffusion processcs, we may simply resort to a
jump difTusion process 153], whcreas a diffusion process (such as the Omstc in·Uh lcnbcck
Process) can easily be converted into ajump diffusion process by adding ajump tcrm (a
compound Poisson process - made up ofa Poisson (unexpectcd) arrival of ajump, where
the sizc of the jumps following some suitable distribution), Note that the limited spot
freight literature (reviewed in section 4.2) has not modeled jumps with a diffusion
process, though recognition of jumps in the empirical data and a need for jump-diffusion
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models is well documented [13,30,54]. Mean reverting models with jumps have been
used in the literature dealing with other commodity markets (such as the electricity
market) that are prone to jumps e.g. see Weron & Bierbrauer and Cartea & Figueroa
[55,56] who modeled electricity spot prices with a mean reverting process having jump

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Process with jumps can be presented in revised form as:
(LY(!) = k(a - X(I»dl +adW(I)+dl(l) where l(l) is a compound Poisson process. Thus

using an Omstein-Uh1enbeck Process with jumps, the volatility (0) and drift parameters
(p) of the OUP was litted using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [57,58],

while for k as MLE results in a bias, we used a simple Jaekknife 14 correction to the MLE
estimate which is proposed by Phillips [59]. Two Poisson jump terms Gump-up and j umpdown terms) arc added with arrival rates determined on the basis of five j ump-ups and
seven jump-downs per 263 weeks present in the data. Due to a very limited availtlbility of
jump size information (a total of 12jumps only), we assumed a simple exponential
distribution for jump sizes. The choice is somewhat arbitrary; whereas the solitary reason
is that, we see that the larger jum ps appear 10 happen with less and less frequency as
compared 10 smaller jumps. Some examples of the spot price simulation using the fitled

our with jumps model

is presented in Figure 4-8, whereas the estimated model

pllramelers arc: long term mean a= $58281, volatility a=149590, the reversion rale

"A tcrhnique to estimate biases and standard elTor in statistieat inference
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k = 2.1436, jump-up rale of 0.019 (5/263) and j ump-down rate of 0.02 (7/263); while the
current (slarting) spot freight rales arc set to the values corresponding to November 18th ,

2011 i.e. $24586.

Figure 4-8: Tanker Freight Rates Simulations (in rCEJ"dy rates)

Tanker Demand Process: We used the Omstein-Uhlenbeck Process to model the

additional demand data, which will simply drive the tanker demand process as described
earlier (using a VLCC size of 300,000 OWl, as specified for TOI route). Note that we
tested thi s data for j umps as well, but found only one marginal j ump and thus ignored it.
The volatility (0) and drift parameters{p) of the OUP was fitted using the MLE, while for
the re version rate k a Jackknife correction was applied to the MLE estimate [59J. Some
examples of the oil demand simulations using the fitted OUP model is presented in Figurc
4-9, whereas the estimated model parameters arc: long tenn mean a == 39 19.2 K. Tonnes,
volatility (]"

=

347 1.5 and the reversion rate k= 4.2660; whilc the curren' (starting)

additional demand is set to the values corresponding to August, 20 11 value i.e. 2491. 16
Kilo-Tonncs of crude oil

14J

Figurc 4-9: Crudc Oil Dcmand Simulations (in Kilo-Tonncs)

4.7.2

M unle Carlu Simu latiun

We make use of the proposed freight spot prices and crude oil demand stochastic process
models (section 4.7. I) to perform Monte Carlo simulations that will facilitate the scenario
generation as well as the price/rate estimation steps presented in Figure 4-3. Monte Carlo
simulation estimates are based on the average of the outcomes from a large number of
simulations. Thus the difference between a Monte Carlo estimate and the true value can
be arbitrari ly made smaller by using a larger number of s imulations. We used the standard
error of mean, over the monthly spot charter rates (for each period separately), as a set of
measures to determine the quality of the results.
Based on some experimentation, we decided to usc a sample size of live hundred
thousand. The results of these trials arc shown in Figure 4-10 where standard errors of
mean (for periods 1 & 11 - the two extreme cases) were plotted against the number of
replications. As can bc seen, any increase beyond the used sample size of five hundred
thousand was not yielding any signilicant improvement in terms ofreduetion in the
standard errors, while the simulation timc is clearly seen to go up considerably.
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Furthermore, as the average monthly spot rates are typically in a range of over $800,000
to 1.5 million dollars, standard error in a range of200·350 dollars appears reasonable
with the 500,000 replications. Note that wc only show rcsults for thc spot freight
simulations, while for the oi l demand, the replications are also selected to be five hundred
thousand. In this case, the solution times are around three times less and Ihe standard
crrors are also in double digits only. The detailed Monte Carlo simulation procedure is
presented in Appendix·A (section 4.10).
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Figure 4-10: Standard Error of Mean (Spot Prices) vs. Simulation Replications
4.7.3

Scenario Generation & Probahilities Estimation

As described in section 4.6, we use discrete loss scenario sets and thus discrete
distributions with the mflrkct risks rclfltcd to constminls (4-29) that would replace the
continuous loss distributions corresponding to each oflhe planning period. This
flpproximation is only suitflble ifil is a reasonable representative o f the original
continuous distribution, otherwise, it will fail to capture the original problem. With
discrete approximations, as we increasc thc number of scenarios to an arbitmrily large
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number, we would yield a more and more accurate representation of the original
distribution; howcvcr, it will also yield an intractable problem in the integer programming
optimization context. Thus a statistical basis is needed which can be employed to
determine the minimum number of scenarios that would reasonably represent the original
distribution [60,61]. Millcr and Rice [62] suggestcd thai the first four momcnts of the
approximating discrete distribution should be reasonably close to the corrcsponding
moments of the original distribution in order for it to be a good representation. In our
case, we do not have the original loss distributions; rather, we only have a large sample
sct generated through Monte Carlo simulations. [n this case, we conjccture that, provided
the sample size is large enough (thus representative ofthc original distribution),
increasing the cardinality of the discrete sccnario set (starting from a single scenario),
would lead to a convcrgcnce (towards the value corresponding to the origil1[ll distributiun)
of the four moments of the approximating discrete distribution. Note that the kcy
assumption here is that the sample sct is large enough to represent the original
distribution; otherwise it is easy to see thai such convergences would not occur. Bascd on
a sample size of five hundred thousand we tcsted the proposed scenario generation
procedure, presented in Appcndix-B (Section 4.11). The empirical results did show a
convergence leading to a reasonable scenario set size as shown in Table 4-1. Convergence
pattern of the four moments, with the increasing the size of the scenario set is shown in
Figure 4-11. We show only the results for the first and last periods, however a similar
pattern is evident in all of the middle periods. Note that the third and the fourth moments
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arc normalized to show the actual skewness and the kurtosis values of the app roximate
discrete distributions. Also note that for the enterprise risk in constraints (30), the actual
distribution is discrete - the distribution for the additionally required tankers, and thus
needs not such a technique. The number of scenario lor the enterprise ri sk is presented in
Table 4-11,
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Figure 4-11. Number of Scenario Determination Based on the Moments Convcrgcncc
Horirontal Axis: NumberofScenarios in a CompeTing Distribution:
Vertical Axis: Moment Value Corresponding to a Competing DislribllliOIl

The corresponding discrete distributions (i.e. with probabilities estimated corresponding
to respective scenarios) arc shown in Figure 4-12 (1 '1(len) and the last (right) periods
onl y for brevity) for spot freight rates, and in Figure 4-13 ( 1'1 and thc last period) for the
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tanke r requirements. The steps for probabilities estimation is also presented in Ap pendix.
B (Section 4.1 I).

Figure 4·12: filled distribution Examples
( Horizontal axis has spot freight rates scenarios (in TCE.....,ioJ»))

:::::1.

1

"." I

I"""
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Figure 4·1): Fitted distribution Examples

( Horizontal axis has additiona l vessel requirements scenarios)

4.7.4

l' ri ce/C har tc r Rates Estimation

Lastly, to solve (FM) (following the process shown in Figure 4·3), we need to estimate
the price/mte pammeters related to FTCs i.e.

TC~ ' ,

the spot chartering of vesscls i.e.

SCo and £(SC, ) , and options purchase and exercise prices Le. Or," and X ii . Values of all

the hedge instrumen ts i.e. the de rivatives arc driven from the spot freight rates under the
expectation hypothesis of the term slructure [19]. We begin by assuming

~pot

mles S(T. )

measured in $/inlcrval (interval: day or week) such Ihal each period I has N intervals (e.g.
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in period 0, spot freight rate measurement intervals' indices arc Tn: n"" I ,... ,N, while for
period I, Tn: n"" N+ 1,... ,2N. Also assuming a standard continuous time economy with
continuous trading in the periods of interest, togcther with a frictionless borrowing and
lending at a constant riskless rate r, we can estimate contract and option values as
follows:
FTC Contract Valuation: Let a unit length (single period) FTC be a single traded ris ky
asse t having a market price structure TCi) [O,~,~ , , 1 (i n S/period with N spot rates updateintervals i.e. thc price set at

/n",.. (period

0), for a contract period of 7:; - 7;·t/ and to be paid

at the beginning of '0 . 1). Thus the discounted value ofa FTC for 11 sing le period contract
length will simply be:

TC:' [O, T" 1',." II

=, ''',,, ~E[ S(7~,.,)1

(4,31)

Using above expression we can detennille the same Jor an I period contract as:

(4.32)

Option (Asian) Pricing: For Asian options [13], having an underlying TIC contract similar
in fonn as a FTC, the optio n price would be simply cqualto the expected payo fTvaluc
given as:

(4-33)

Here, as the options price is a fu nction of exercise price (XO,O') (besides the spot charier
rates), it is easy to see that relatively larger values of XOi) would yield a lower option
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payoff (or even run completely om of/he money) leaving the option less allractive to a
buyer. Conversely; for relatively smaller values of the exercise price, the options price
would go up as it gets more ill/a Ihe money. Various rules of thumb can be used to set this
exercise price such as setting it equal to the spot price at the time it is bought [63]. Sume
empirical results suggest that this approach of a/the money renders an optimal option
plan 1641, while others show that this result presented by HlIll and Murphy [64] is not
gcneralizlIhle, whereas under varying conditions e.g. relating to a manager's effort choice
and compensation; thc value of shllreholders ' equity undcr lIlternative compensation
schemes etc., the optimal plans may vary [63]. Given that an optimal strike price is highly
subjective to company specific conditions, as a simplification we consider its vlllue
equiva1entlo a FTC, which is the underlying instrument. Thus we have:
(4-34)

Spot Charter Contract Valuation: The value ofa spot charter eonlmet can simply be
estimated by considering it equivalent to a single period FTC, thus:

SC, IO.T,.",.,.11 =,"'"

~E[ S(T, •• )]

(4-35)

Using the rcllltionships derived in (4-31) - (4-35), we proposed a price/rale parameters
estimation procedure, which is presented in Appcndix-C (section 4. 12). Thus, making use
of the replications from the Monte Carlo simulations, we estimated the spot charter rates
as presented in Table 4-111. As the spot freight datll aVlIilable WlIS on weekly basis (N=4),
the procedure first ly estimates the weekly prices, averaged over 500,000 replications for
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each week, which arc then averaged again over the four weekly periods blocks (e.g.
weeks 1-4 for period-I , weeks 5-8 for period-2 and so on) to determine the TCE llWll1hly
equivalent prices. With monthly spot rates available, we estimated the contract values of
FTC (using (4-32» corresponding to various start dates (period 1-6) and contract lengths
(1-6) as shown in Table 4-IV. For example, the value of an FTC starting in period 4 of
length 3 (1220.7 thousand dollars per month, is estimated by summing the monthly spot
rates for periods 4-6 and dividing by three to find TCEmUIIlhly value i.e.
(1151.2+ 1224.4+1286.6)/3= 1220.7). Simil arly, using (4-33) and (4-34) we estimated the
(Asian) option prices of the underlying rrcs starting in periods 1-6 and permitted
contract lengths (Le. 1-6), as presented in Table 4-V.
Period
844.31

10
963.89 1065.3 115L2 1224.4 1286.6 1339.1 1383.6 1421.4 14S3.7 148Q.9
Table 4- lll : TCE""..h1y Spot Charter EXp«'ted Values (in Thousands of Dollars)

Contract Len th
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4

I

844.31

904.1

957.82

\006.2

1049.8

1089.3

1

2

96H9

1014.6

1060. 1

1101.2

1138.3

1171.7

3

1065.3

1108.3

1147

1181.9

12\3.3

~

4

1151.2

1187.8

1220.7

1250.3

1277

1301

5

1224.4

1255.5

1283.3

1308.4

1331

13S1.5

6

1286.6

1312.8

1336.4

1357.7

1376.9

1394.2

5

6

1241.7

I able 4- IV. TeE...."'" FTC Values (m Tho usands of Dollars)
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61475

36173

20722

11689

6553.2

3685.6
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3 86641

54395

38351

27m

19326

13909

Contract Len th
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4
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66829

51853

32016

25554

92852

75723

62223

31602

43213

36543

97091

82329

70437

60796

52944

46484

99891

87309

76930

68340

61167

55162

40547

1 able 4 V. Options I flees (m Dollars)

4.8 Compu tational Experiments
[n section 4.7, we establ ished a solution process leading to the stage of optimizing an
(FM) model. We now present a computational study, which is used 10 numerically
analyze the behavior of the proposed (FM) model. In the following sub·sections, we firsl
present the experimenlal selup used (section 4.8.1 ), which is followed by defining some

baw·cw·e problem instances in order to have a comparative analysis (section 4.8.2).
Finally, we present detailed insights from the numerical analysis using the rcst of the
problem inslances, which arc presenled in section 4.8.3.

4,8.1

Exper imenta l Setup

To perform this analysis, we identified/ollr key clements that may afTectlhc performance
of the model. 'Ibese arc: \) the starting spot price, 2) the starting periodic oil demand, 3)
the CVaR risk paramelcrs pand y; and finally, 4) the decision weights scheme (i.e. Ihc
tv,

coemcient in the objective function). The starting spot price afTects the charter

conlracts/oplions valualion as well as its scenarios generation, while the slarting oil
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demand shapes the expected tanker requirements and its scenarios generation. For both
the cases we selected two opposite (outer) levels i.e. high and low starting values relative
to their respective long-tenn means. Combinations of these values arc used to cover the
fu ll range of price and demand possibilities. Note that any price/demand combination is
possible in the presence ofa very weak correlation between the two elements. This weak
relationship is attributed to the varying economic cycles present in the diOcrent regions of
the world [32,65]. These values arc reported in Table 4.YI, where one set is the latesl
available values (last data points from Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6), while the other
represents approximately the mirrored values across the long tenn mean spot price/oil
demand.
Similar to the case of starting spot price and oil demand, we selected two levels 01"0.95
and 0.99 each for the risk parameters pand

r, which are the commonly used values in

practice. A third case 01" no enterprise risk (by ignoring constraints (4·30» is also
assumed to investigate the effect of its absence. For the decision weights, two schemes
arc used i.e. a linearly decreasing weights scheme and an exponenlially decreasing
weights scheme (as shown in Figure 4-14). Note that each period in a planning horizon
has decision revisions available that arc equal to thei r respective period indices (i.e. OII). For example, we have zero decision revisions available for period 0, one decision
revision for period I, and so on. Therefore, in this increasing decision revisions scenario
we uscd decreasing weights schemes.

IS]

Wilh th is experi me ntal setting, i.e. a 2x2x6x2 combination o f all the four c lements, we
tested 48 problems instances altogether. As the (FM ) model is market risk-averse in
nature - minimizing the periodic market risks, we also analyzed all the 48 instances for
the case w here a suppl ier relics only on spot chanering. Spot chartering depicts the risk
neutra l case where a supplier re lies totally on the ma rket expectation. TIlis comparison
allows the measurement of the level of risk aversion achieved by the (FM ).
FactonlParnmeters
Starting Spot Rates
(Mcan:$582St)
Starting Oil Demand
(Mean: 3919.2 K. Tonnes

Decisions Weights
(where I is the period index)

Table 4-VI.

Levels
S24586
Latest value Fi 'ure4-6
Mirrored val ue (across mean
S92OO0
Latest value Fi ure 4-5
249 1.1 6K. Tonnes
Mirrored value
S300 K. Tonnes
0.95
0.99
0.9S
0.99
No Ente rise Risk
Negative Linear
1 (I 1) / 10
Negativc Exponcnlial
e - (' - I)

~actors/I'arameters

used

In

the Numerical Analysis

Figure 4-14: Periodic (X-Ax is) Decision weights (Y-Ax is), Ana lyzed to Solve (F"M)
4.8.2

Hasc-C ascs

In this section. we define the base-cases that will be used as a reference fo r comparing the
rema ining p roblem instances (presentcd in secti o n 4.8.3). Bcfore defini ng these base-case
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instances, we first describe a notational scheme to identify a specific problem instancc,
which is mainly for expositional reason. Note that for both the starting levels of spot rate
and oil demand, we have two levels each i.e. higher than long term mean value
represented with a short form ' 1·1', while 'L' will stlmd fo r thc lowcr value in the simi lar
manner. For the weight schemes, we used ' Linear' and 'Exp' for negative-linear and
ncgative-exponential schemes respecti vely. Thus using these short forms, we identify an
instance by a notation -

starting spot rate/starting oil demand/weight scheme/(jJ ;y) -

e.g. H/UExp/(O.95;-) is an instance with high start ing spot rate, low starting oil demand,
exponentially decreasing weights, f3 value of 0.95 and no enterprise risk.

4.8.2.1

Selected Base-Case Instances

The selected base-case instances are: I. H/UExp/(0.95;-), 2. H/H/Exp/(0.95;-), 3.
UUExp/(O.95 ;-) and 4. LIH!Exp!(O.95;·) Le. all the four combinations of starting spot
rate and starting oil demand with {J=O.95 and no en/erprise risk. Analyses for these
instances arc presented as follows:
4.8.2.2

Res ults and Solu tions of Base-Cases

HfLlExp!fO.95·-): The results and solution for the case ofH/U Exp/(0.95;.) arc shown in
Figure 4-15 (a-b) and Figure 4-15 (c) respectively. The results (Figure 4-15 (a)) show a
comparison of the periodic market risks CVaR values (in millions) for the risk neutral
(spot chartering only) and the risk averse (full portfol io-mix) cases. For example. in
period 4 (highlighted with a black outl ine), the market risk CVaR is j ust over $30 million
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with spot chartering only, while with risk aversion, it reduces to around $16 million - a
reduction of48% (Figure 4-15 (b». Note that both the charts (a-b) show results for
periods 1-11 only; this is becausc pcriod 0 is assumed to be detenninistic and hence has
no market uncertainty.
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Figure 4-1 5: Result and Solu\ion for HlUExplO .95f-

[n terms ofpcrcentage reduction in the market risk CVaRs across periods, we see a higher
reduction in initial to middle periods (I.e. 1-7, ranging 57%-45%) which diminishes away
towards the end (i.e. 8-11, ranging 28%-2%). This can be explained through periodic
coverage provided by the full portfolio-mi.,\: in the risk-averse case. Figure 4-1 5 (e) shows
the coverage of the additional expected tanker demand through TIC contracts, TIC
options and spot charters. For example period 7, which has an expected additional
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demand of 13 tankers, is covered th rough 2 spot charters, 5 TIC contracts and 6 TIC
options that arc spanning period 7. Thus the decreasing percentage reduction in market
risk CVaRs for the periods (7- 11), in pari, is understandable given a smaller number of
term contracts/options covering those periods. This dimi nishing coverage in the end
perilXls is obvious given our assumption (section 4.5.1) that the farthest a contract/option
is obtained for (starting/maturing) is period 6.
HlHlExp!fO.9S·-): This instance, unlike the one above, has oi l demand starling well
abovc its long-tenn mean value (the rest of lhe parameters being constant). The rcsults
and solution for this instance arc shown in Figure 4-16 (a-b) and Figure 4-16 (c)
respectively. Since the oil dcmand started well above its long tcnn mean, periodic
requirements for the tankers can be seen in Figure 4-16 (c) starting higher ( 18 vessels'
period 0) and then dec reasing towards its long term mean (14 vessels: period II); a case
opposite to the first instance which started low and increased towards its long tenn mean.
Correspondingly, market risk CVaRs seem to follow a similar pattern (decreasing with
tan ker demand). This deercase is easily ex plainable given risk magnitude always being
proportional to the scale of the operations.
The distribu tion of the portfolio in Figure 4-16 (c) shows a prominent use of spot charters
in the initial as well as the end periods. Use of spot chaTlers in the end periods (7-1 1) is
due to a simi lar reason as explained with the first instance. For the initial periods (1-6),
this use is due to a limited availability of time charter contracts and options compared to
an exceedingly high demand situation. For instance in period 0, the vessel requirement is
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18 with only 8 options (given to the problem) maturing at that time, while new time
charter contracts are only available to

~tart

from periods I and onwards, which arc also

limited in number. Thi s also explains the increasing percentage reduc tion paltcm in
market risk CVaRs (Figure 4-16 (b» for

peri od~

1-6, where due to decreasing tanker

requirements the effect of the limited number of TIC contracts and options become more
prominent.

a) Pcr iod ic (M a rkc t Ris k)CVaRs

b) ".
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Figure 4-16: Result and Solution for H/H1ExpfO.9Sf-

LlLIExp/<O_95' -): rhe results and solution for this instance arc shown in Figure 4-17 (a-

b) and Figure 4-17 (c) respectively. Compared to the first two instances, actual market
risk CVaRs appear much lower in this instance. For example, for the ri sk neutral case,
CVal{ for the

fir~t

period

i~

$12 million while it
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i~

$27/$46 million respectively for I-I/L &

1-111-1 instances. These values with fu ll portfolio use are $8.8 mill ion and $11 .65/$29. 1
million respectively. This is expected as the potential elTect of hedging is minim[ll with
both the spot prices and the oi l demand starting low. That is, this instance has a sm[lller
scale of opemtion (lower t[ln ker requi rements), while with the cost of [I spot eh[lrtcr
already being low, the risk of a largc positive loss is [llso low. It is [llso import[lnt to sec
that if the spot price and oil dem[lnd st[lrt [It opposing levels i.e. H/ L or UH, the pattern in
percent[lgc CVaR reduc tion is dictated by the domin[lnt element of the two.
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Figure 4·17: Result and Solution for UUExplO.95/Comparing periods 1-6 oflhe HlL and UL cases i.e . where the starting oil demand is
fixed at 'L' while varying only the starting spot price, we noticed that the percentage
reduc tion in market risk CVaRs follows the expected spot price change. Th[lt is, when
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starting at 'L' as the

~pot

price (expeetedly) increases, the percentage redu(;tion in market

risk CVaR also increases due to an increasing risk of positive loss and vice versa. To
explain this difference in the behavior, we make use ofa simple example as shown in
Figure 4-18. The ligure

depi(;t~

th(; two sc(;narios (H/L & UL), where in both instances

there arc two periods each with an expected demand of one tanker each. This demand can
be met through spot chartered ships or alternatively through a single 2-period TIC
contract. In SpOI chartering only the supplier exposes itself to the spot rate volatilities, for
whi(;h the corresponding periodic market risk CVaR values are shown as small-dashed
lines. The other alternative is a 2-period TIC contract where the cost is certain (thick solid
line - based on an average of the spot price expectation in the two periods). In both
the arrows

~how

(;ase~

th(; difference between th(; CVaR value (th(; expe(;ted cost in the tail of

the di stribution) and the TCE"'Dnlhly cost with TIC contracts. The Icvel of risk reduction
(the size of the arrows) in each scenario and each period is evident, where the pattern
follows the spot rates change i.e. when spot pricc starts low the reduction in risk amplifies
lind when spot price

~tarts

high it drops off correspondingly.
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Figure 4·t8: CVaR Reductions with Different Spot Rates Staring Level
l60

For the end periods (7-11) in al l three

ca~cs,

as the spot rates and tanker demand

approaches the mean value together with a limited usc or the TIC contracts and options,
the panern in percentage reduction in market risk CVaR appears quite similar.
LfHfExp/fO,9S'-): The results and solution rorthis instance arc shown in Figure 4-19 (ab) and Figure 4-19 (c) respectively. The market risk CVaR values in the initial periods
appear lower as compared to H/H and I-UL cases (cases with starting spot price fixed at

'1-1'), the reason being again the lowcr spot prices whcre the risk or large positive loss is
low. The same CVaR values appear higher than in U L case, which is also easily
e:-:plainabJe through higher oil (or tanker) requirements in the UH case. The pattern in
percentage reduction in market risk CVaRs is also similar to the UL case; which is
already explained using Figure 4-18 above. The period ic vessel coverage (Figure 4-19)
rollows a similar pattern as in 1-IIH/(O.95;-), with the obvious reason that oil demand is at

'J-l ' level and decreases (cxpectedly) in thc rutu re periods.
Although all of the above base-case instances do not assume enterprise risk constraints,
we would like to comment on the rclationship between the market and the enterprise
risks, which

i~

required in fornling an argumcnt needed to comparc othcr instanccs where

the entcrprise risk constraints arc enrorced. Market and cnterprise risks work in opposite
directions i.e. market risks decrease with adding longer-tenn contracts and their options
(by decreasing the fre ight rate uncertainty), which on the other hand inc rease the
enterprise risks (due to increasing the risk of under uti1i7..ation ofvcssels). The enterprise
risks arc offset by increasing reliance on spot charters options. Thus, in those cascs whcre
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enterprise risk is considered, the model essentially balances the two

ri~ks

with appropriate

portfolio mix of longer-term contracts, options and spot charter options. Also note that
options on TIC contracts pose far smaller financial (enterprise) risks where a vessel can
be let go when demand drops (by not exercising the option) at on ly the cost of a relati ve ly
small purchase price of the option.

a) Periodic

(M8rk~t

b) °1. Reduction in I'e riodic CVal{s

Risk) CVaRs

': M
1234567891011

20%

30%

'"
SO,

_ Spot Chartering Only _ Full Portfolio

60%

c)PcriodicVessclCovcragc

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101 1

• Spot • TIC • Options
Figure 4-19: Result and Solution for U WExpJO. 951-

4.8.3

Analysis uf the Remaining frob lcm In stances

In this section, we analyze the remaining sel of problem instances, relative to the base
cases. For this analysis, we grouped the remaining problems in sets of four i.e. based on
the four combinations of starti ng spot rate and starting oil demand values (H/l , ]'111-1, UL,
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UH). For these problem sets, we first analyze the sets with 'Exp' weight scheme and Ihe
combinations of Pand.., values, and then we comment on the changes when Ihe weighl
scheme changes to 'Linear'.

4.8.3. 1 Analyzing Ihe Exp/O.9S/O.95 Sel
This problem set differs from the base cases mainly in Ihal il considers the enterprise risk
constraints in all four instances. The solutions arc shown in Figure 4-20 10 Figure 4-21
respectively (Nole: The eVaR and the percentagc rcduction in CVaRs for these and the
remaining instances are shown in Appendix-D). We analyzed it by separating Ihe cases
where oil demand starts low (I'UL & UL) and where oil demand starts high (H/J-I & LlH).
For the instances with low oil demand (LiL & J-1/L) with enterprise risk constraints (at
.., = 0.95), Ihe main difference is in the market risk CVaR values which increase for the

full portfolio use cases, whi le correspond ingly, Ihe percentage red uction in market risk
CVaR values decrease (especially in periods 1-6). This is due to a reduced reliance on the
longer TIC contracts and options fo r the periodic vessel requireme nts. As discussed
earlier in section 4.8.2.2, the behaviors oflhe enterprise and markel risks arc opposite i.e.
if one increases the other decreases and vice versa. Thus to reducc enterprise risks, spot
charter options increase which I:onscquently inl:rease Ihe markel risks as well. Hence,
with both the markct and enterprise risks in play. the portfolio balances through
approprialely mixing the spot chartcr options and market risk hedge instruments (i.l:. thc
TIC contracts and options).
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r~r indi~

Vessel

PcriodicVessc l Con ra l:~

Co\'Crag~

0 1 2 3 4567891011

0 1 2 3 4567891011
- Spot - TIC _Options

- Spot - TIC -Options

Figure 4-21: Solution tor 1-1/1'1 (Left); UH (Right)
Unlike UL & I·IIL, in the high demand start cases i.e. i.JH & HIH, we observe no change
in the results. The reason is that the enterprise risk shows an asymmetri c behavior with
respect to the starting oil demand and its expected future movement towards the long tem1
mean . To explain further, consider the case where oil demand starts wel l below the mean
level; given our assumption of a mean reverting process (section 4.8.3.1), we strongly
expect the oil demand to increase over time towards its long-term mean. Conversely, at
some point if the o il dema nd takes a significant drop (counter to our expectation), a loss
may occur due to an over commitment of charter contracts resulting in an under
utilization ofvcssels. 13y contrast, when the oi l demand starts well above the mean level,
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we strongly e.xpeet it to decline towards the long term mean, while if coumer to our
expectation, the demand rises significantly, a loss will not occur as therc will be no
unused vesscls and the increase in tanker demand is met through additional spot
chartering of vesscls.

4.8.3.2 Analyzing the ExplO.95/0.99 Set
The results and solutions for this set are shown in Figure 4-22 - Figure 4-23. The overall
behavior is quite similar when y = 0.99 is used instead of 0.95 (the set presented above in
section 4.8.3.1), except that the effect of enterprise risks is more pronounced for the
instances where oi l demand starts low (rill & Ul). For example, percentage market risk
CVaR reduction decreases from 38% to 34% for the 4lh period with y = 0.99 in Hll case
- a drop of 4%, which is due to adding four spot charter options as opposed to none with
y = 0.95. We observe a similar decrease in other periods, ranging 0% to 5.8% with an
average of 0.87% across both problem instances. There was no change observed with the
base cases where oil demand starts high (H/H & U H). The reason is as discussed in the
previous set i.e. the asymmetric nature of the enterprise risks causing no effect when oi l
demand starts at ' H' leveL
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Periodic

V~sscl Co~'~ rage

r criodicVc!se I Co\'cragc

Figure 4-22: Solution for WL (Left); U L (Right)
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I 2 J

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 891011

4 5 6 7 8 9 1011

- SpoT - TIC -Options

- Spot - TIC _Options

Figure 4-23: Solution for HlH (Ldt); Ul l (Right)

4.8.3.3 Ana lyzin g the Exp/O_99/- Set
The results and solutions for this set are shown in Figure 4-24 - Fi gure 4-25. Compared to
the bascs cases, the fJ value incrcascs from 0.95 to 0.99, thus with full portfolio usc we
sec an increase in TIC contracts and options usc in all the four instances - redu cing the
market risk CVaRs as a result (or increasing thc pcrccntagc rcductions in market risk
CVaRs). For example, we sec an increase of \9.06% in thc IOlal rcduction in market risk
CVaRs from the UUExp/(0.95;-) case to the UUExp/(0.99;-) case i.e. the total reduction
in market CVaR across all periods increases from $80,049,883 to $95,707,659. This is
achieved by reducing the spot charter options by 4 (i.e. redudng the total spot chartcr
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options from 45 to 41) whi lc increasing an overall coverage by TIC contracts and options
(increased coverage from 74-78, which is an increase from 69% 10 71.7%). For each of
the four instances, Ihe incrc[lsc in the IOlal reduction in market risk CVaRs with full
portfolio use, relative to Exp/O.95/-, is notcd to be: U L (19.06%), U H (17.3 1%), H/L
(12.6%) and HlH (11 .8%)

Peri odi c Vc!!cl Co\"cragc

Pc riodic Vesset Conrage

Figure 4-24: Solution for HlL (Left); UL (Right)
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j

o

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

- Spot - TIC -Options

o

I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 I I

- Spot • TIC -

Option~

Figure 4-25 : Solution for ll/H (Left); UI r (Right)

4.8.3.4 Ana lyzing the Ex p/O.99/0.95 Set
Thc solutions for this sct arc shown in Figurc 4-26 - Figurc 4-27. Thc overall change in
the behavior (relative to the base-cases set) is consistent with the changes as no ted with
the Exp/0.95 /0.95 set, except that the market risk CVaRs further deerc[lscd with thc full
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portfolio use. This i~ due to an additional emphasis on the market risks as reflected in the

Pinereasc from 0.95 to 0.99. Overall, for each of the four instancc~, thc increase in the
loral reduction in market

ri~k

CVaRs with full portfolio use (relative to Exp/0.95/0.95) is

recorded as: LlL (16.01%), UH (17.31%), H/L (9.25%) and H/H (11.77%).

Periodic Vcssct Conrage

Periodic Vene l Coverage

o

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
- Spot - TIC -Options

Figure 4-26: Solution for H/ L (Left); UL (Right)
~---------,
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
- Spot - TIC -Options

I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 1011
- Spot - TIC - Opt ions

Figure 4-27: Solution for IlfH (Left); UH (Right)

4.8.3.5 Ana lyzing Set with [xp/O.99/0.99
The results and solutions for this set are shown in Figure 4-28 - Figure 4-29. The overall
change in the behavior (relative to the

basc-ea~cs SCi) i~ con~i~tcnt

with thc changes as

noted with the Exp/0.99/0.95 sets, except that the market risk CVaRs increase relative to
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the Exp/O.99/0.95 set with full portfolio usc. As discussed earlier, this is due to an
increased emphasis on the enterprise risks i.c. by changing r from 0.95 to 0.99

I'criodic Vcssc l Coverage

I'e r iod k Vcssel Con rage

,

10

o

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II

01234567891011
- Spot - TIC -Opt ions

- Spot - TIC - Options

Figure 4-29: Sohnion for HlH (Left); U H (Right)

4.8.3.6 T he Effec t of Weight Schemes
To analyze the effect or weight schemes, we compared the change in the portfolio-mix
when weight scheme changes in a problem instancc. The results are shown in Table
4-VII , which arc for all the four combinations of starting spot rate and oil demand i.e.
(UL, J.)f-l, H/L, 1-\/1-1) and the corresponding p and r values.
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Sp. KalI'l
O il

COHmge wi l h 'I::x p'
~;

'Y

Con ragcwilh
' Linea r'
TIC &
Spo'
Charter
Options

Increase in TIC &
O ptio lisCon rage
wi th 'Li nea r'

57.2%

42.8%

59.3%

40.7%

2.1%

0.99;0.95
0.99;-

58.6%

41.4%
28.3%

.4%
73.1%

36.6%

71.7%

4.8%
1.4%

0.95;0.99
0.95;0.95

57.2%
57.9%

42.8%
42.1%

69.0% -

31.0% -

0.99;0.99

64.8%

35.2Y.

0.99;0.95
0.99;-

64.8%

26.9%

59.3%

40.7%

63.4%
73.1% -

36.6%
26.9"10

35.2%

66.5%

33.5%

66.5%

335%

1.7%

to/!

2.1%
55%
4. 1% : : - 1

33.5%
1.7%

64.8%

35.2%

0.95;0.99
0.95;0.95

64.8%
64.8%

35.2%
35.2%

66.5%
66.5%

33.5%
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64.8%

35.2%
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33.5%
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46.9%
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0.0%
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U II
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33.5%

1.7%

55.9%
73.1%

44.1%
26.9%

55.9%
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44.1%
24.80/.

0,95;0. 9
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46.

53.1%

) ,{%

46.9%

53.8%

46.2%

55.9%

44.1 %

2.1%

0.95;-

13. 1%

26.9%

75.2%

24.8%

2.1%

0.99;-

"

.2%

67.0%

33.0%

67.6%

32.4%

0.6%

0.99;0.95

61.0%

32.4%

0,6%

67.0%

33.0%
33.0%

67.6%

0.99;0.95;0,99

67.6%

32.4%

0.6%

0.99;0.99

61.0%
67.0%

33.0%

0.95;095

33.0%

67.6%
67.6%

32.4%
32.4%

0.6%
0.6%

0.95; -

67.0%

33.0%

67.6%

32.4%

0.6%

Table 4-V ll : Per<:cnlagc Increase in TIC Cont ract/Options with 'Exp' weight Scheme

The change in TIC and option coverage, when "Linear' weights scheme instead of'Exp'
is used, is relatively small with an average increase of 3.3%, 1.7%,3.1% & 0.6% in all
thc four scts respectively. 'Jbc increase is cxpected as 'Linear' weights tend to retain
emphasis on market risk longer as compared to 'Exp' weights with the periods. This
change appears to be largcr for few instances whcn oi l dcmand starts at a lowcr than
long-term mean value e.g. HlL with risk parameters at (0.99; 0.99). In this case, the total
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number of spot charter options with 'Exp' weights scheme is nine more than with
'Linear' weights case, whereas the total requirements in the instance arc 145 tankers.

4.9 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a simulation-optimization framework for an oil supplier doing
fleet management. The aim is to optimize the total chartering costs and the financial risks.
We showed that minimizing risk and minimizing risk and cost together are equivalent
problems under the expectation hypo thesis of term structure (£I-IT8) 119]. To deal with
the associated risks we argued for a strategic policy of financial (downside) risk aversion.
We idcntified two risk sources i.e. freight rate volatilities (resulting in market risks) and
oil demand uncertainties (resulting in enterprise risks). We further identified CVaR
(conditional value at risk) as an appropriate risk measure to enforce the risk aversion
policy. An appropriate valuation scheme for chartering contracts and options is also
proposed. To support the risk characterization and valuation schemes numerically, we
also presented modeling of the risk sources as stochast ic processes i.e. we showed that
spot freight rates can be modeled as mean reverting (Orenstein-Uhlenbeck) with jumps
process, while oil demand can be modeled as simply the Orenstein-Uhlenbeck process.
The result ing optimization model is a non-linear integer programm ing model. To solve
this modcl, we proposed an approximate linearization scheme that makes use of a
scenario generation method to discretize continuous risk functions and convert it into an
integer programming model.
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i\ detailed numerical study is perfonned that shows asymmetric behavior of the enterprise

risks with respect to the starting oil demand level. The results show that the enterprise risk
con~traints

do not impact in the cases of high oil demand (compared to the long tenn

mean) start. Also, forthe market risks, the clfect of risk reduction (with fu ll portfo lio usc)
across periods changes with respect to the starting freight rates; that is the impact of
hedging increases across futurc periods when the freight rates start below its long term
mean values and vice versa
This work has at least three-fold major eontribut ion:firsl, it is the

fir~t

work, to our

knowledge, that deals with the fleet management problem at the tactical level; second, we
have characterized freight rates through a process that considers jumps for the first time:
and third, a unique scenario generation method is proposed where there is no actual
knowledge of the risk distribution

fune t ion~.

The work can be extended in many different

ways, for instances, the model mainly assumes crude oil supply - thus a homogeneous
fleet

as~umption ,

while in reality a supplier may be transporting petroleum products such

as petrol and diesel as well as the crude oil. This essentially requires several classes of
ve~sels

where homogeneity is not a valid

a~sumption.

Furthennore, petroleum products

also involve local transportation which may involve multiple trips with multiple pick-ups
and drop offs over

~horter

distances in any single planning period, essentially resulting in

a more complex and challenging problem.
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4.10 Appendix-A: Monte Ca rlo Simulation
Th\: following is a summary of the Monte Carlo Simulation procedure:

We draw 11 sample of 1/ simulations, [n each sample we simulate'
[ [><N prices (N intervals eaeh over an cleven months period) and store it in a matrix of
1he form (S(7;), ... ,S(T,I'N» I"'.'" where c represents rows carrying eaeh of the

1/

samples
Using I I crude oi l demand realizations «D" ...,DII ) , ,,,.. . ) , determine the tanker
requirements using TO I specification ofa 300.000 OWT 1anker, and store it in

11

matrix

of the form (N1, ... ,NII )I .....

4,11 Appendix-B: Scenario Generation s
4.11.1 S pot Frci g ht Rate
As di scussed in secti on 4.7.3, we ai m to gene rate a set ofsccnari os and its corresponding
probabilities to have an approximate discrete dist ribut ion for the constraints (4-29). It is
intuitive to see that as we increase the number of scenarios, the approximation qual it y
increases, however the soluti on tractability of( FM) decreases as well. Thus th e basic idea
is to find the minimum number of scenarios that wou ld result in a good approximation to
the original loss distribution. We usc the criterion by Miller and Rice [62] to determine
the quality of the approximation Le. that the first four moments of the approximate
discrete distribut io n be re asonably close to the corresponding moments or lhe original
distribution. In our case, as we only have a large sample set representing the original
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di~tribution,
~cenarios

we conjecture that, fitting a dis(;rete distribut ion by increasing the size of the

set (starting from a single scenario), would lead to the convergence of the four

moments of the approximating distribution and that it would approximately be the

~ame

as that orthe original distribution. On this basis, we developed a simple scenarios
reduction algorithm that recursively increases the scenario set size till the four

mom(;nt~

converge. The tennination occurs when the change in the moments, while increasing the
number of~cenarios, becomes Icss than some arbitrarily small value. To avoid any false
alanns (a falsely occurri ng s!lmll chlmgc between two consecutive competing
distributions), we modified the tennination criterion and considered this change to remain
stable over a few cycles - i.e. we draw lines between moments of the possible contender
dist ributions and examine its nonnalizcd slope, when this slope app roaches zero the
tennination occurs (Figure 4-30).
X 104

1st moment

4r----------------,

-4 0: -- ::";:
0- --:::
20'----:3'::0 ----7
40

' Number of Scenarios
Figure 4-30: Convergence of Momen1-1 wilh Increasing Number of Scenarios
(Termination Criterion: Slope :::; 0.0001)
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The algorithm is presented as follows:

a)SC~ t- thel" discrete sccnario belonging to period f.
b) K t- 6; Minimum num ber of scenarios considcred by thc algorithm (this is needed to
plot a linc for the tennination criterion. Note that longer lincs will give more stable
results; weexperimcntcd and uscdavalucof6)
c) k, t- 1; the index representing the numbcr ofsccnarios in a competing distribution.
currently being evaluated (where

(m,. mI ' m,. Ill,):'

== 1, ... ,k,)

t- Thc set offOUT moments of discrete distribution with

k, number of

scenari os. in periex! I.
d) 0; t- (Mm[SC,l..... - Min[SC,l"",, )/ k,; the step size (for each k,) to create
equidistant sccnarios. (Here the Max and Mill arc functions to dctcrminc maxinlUlll and
minimum realizations (amongs t 1/ samples) of spot rate valucs in the period /)
c) The valucs of each sccnario (in a competing distribution with k, scenarios, of period
I) is calculated as: SC; = Mil/(SC, >c+t5/2 +(z - I)t5 Vz = I, ... ,k,
f) The probabilities corresponding to each of the abovc scenarios arc'

Jr,' -

lise,(sc:- ~- )' (SC,)•• , (sc:- ~ ))1
II

.

Wherc 1·1represents th e number of

spot ratcs relatin g to a representativc sccllario (determined as scena rio va luc

± b; 12).

g)Caleulate (m,.m"m,.m, ):·
h) IF k, < K Repeat steps d - g for I ~ k, :5 K ELSE: k, t- k, +1; IF k, <! K+I: Computc
the slope of the line between the latest competing distribution moments

(m,. m, . In" m, ):' and the distribution with K less scenarios. IF slopc :;; <\ (=0.0001)
terminate thc proccss. Sct

IH,I'" k, (current valuc). Usc currcnt set of scenarios and its

co rrespond in g probabilities in cons traints (4-29).
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4. 11.2 Tanker Demand
Estimating the dilTerent possible scenarios of the number of tankers requircd and its
corresponding probabilities

v.. (N,•...• N,,)

is fairly simple. Thc sccnarios arc already

available from the simulations, while the corresponding probabilitics arc cs timatcd by
dividing the number of a specific realization (in the sample sct, for period /) by the total
sample size

11.

4.12 Appendix-C: Price/Rate Estimation
Thc Algorithm for Price/ Rate Estimation is as follows:

Calculatc FTC values by using a Montc Carlo cstimates

TCI·J (S(I~j )'

.,S(T/o'IJ .J) )) using

equation (4-32)
Calculatc Option priccs by using Monte Carlo estimates
equation (4-33). with a strike price

~s

O;"·J (S(1~i )' .,S(l~IJ " )

defined in (4-34)

Calcu late values ofa single period spot charter contracts by lIsing Monte Carlo
estimates SCI (S(T~), ... ,S(~V(J"I) using equation (4-35)
The overall simulation accuracy ofthc estimates can be expressed by the standard
crrors as:

C,", "" SDj;;C,) , where SD stands for the standard deviation
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using

4.13 Appcndix-D: Additional CVaR and % Reduction Charts
Results for Exp/O.95/0.95 Set:
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Figure 4-34: Re sult for U H

Results for Exp/O.9S/0.99 Sel·
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Results for ExplO.99/- Set:
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Figure 4-39: Result for HlL
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5. A Risk-Cost Routing and Scheduling Framework for Maritime
Transportation of Crude Oil

Abstract:

Maritime transportation, the primary mode of global oil supply, is conducted via a neet of large
crude oilwnkeTS. Oil transportation by these tankers has resulted in a large number of oil spill
incidents resulting in billions of dollars worth of losses. In this chaptcr. wc prescnt an integrated
approach to the risk-cost based routing and scheduling of crude oil deliveries. We make use of the
approaches developed in Chapters 2 and 3 for developing th is integratcd approach. A bi-objective
mixed integer programming model is proposed to solve the problem. The results show that risk is
a major factor. wh ich if ignored in the dclivery schedu li ng, may bear significa nt consequences. In
fact, the risk factor appears to dominate the operational cost factor due to large risk estimates for
individual tanker voyages.
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5.1. Introduction
Ma riti me transponation, the primary mode of global oil trade, moves over 1.8 bill ion
tonnes of oil every year [I]. Tmnsponation at such a scale is accompanied with large
number of oil spill incidents, some of which have resulted in billions of dollars worth in
losses. These losses arc a result of associated cleanup activities. propeny and business
losses, as well as environmental damages. Recent figures released by the International
Tanker Owner Pollution Federation lists around 10,000 spills in the period of 1974-2008
with at least 460 incidents having spills of size > 700 tonnes [21. This pers istent problem
has consequently led to stringent global and local regulations. The most prominent of
these regulations is the International Maritime Organization's (IMO) MARPOL
convention that covers pollution of the marine environment from operational or
accidental causes [3]. The European Union's proposed Erika legislative packagcs for
maritime safety [4] and the 1990 Oil Po!lution Act (OPA) of the Uni ted States [5] arc the
other two prominent examples covering similar issues at a local level.
For an oil supplier, these poses serious long tenn to short term planning challenges,
starting from upgrading its fleet in accordance with the new regulations to bringing in the
risk and regulatory considerations in tactical and operational decision making. From the
cost perspective, at the tactical and operational levels, the oil spill related risks 1s arc not
merel y a tangential concern. Rather, it is reflected significantly in the overall cost of

IJ In lhe reSI oflhe chapler, lhe lenn risk refers 10 Ihe risk ofa lanker accidem leading 10 an oil spill
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operations in the form ofhefiy insurance premiums. These premiums are to be negotiated
with the insurers - the globally operating not-for-profit P&I (prevention and indemnity)
dubs, and arc based on what claims a supplicr is likely to bring.
Thus, risk considerations become a vital factor in the transportation planning efforts of an
oil supplier. In the eurrentlitcrature, order delivery planning (or scheduling) at the global
level is generally treated without risk consideration. In chapter 3, we presented a detailcd
literature review l6 dealing with this problem i.e. the problem of global crude oil delivery
scheduling. The works in the literature that consider risk toge ther with the economic costs
arc quite limited, and to our knowledge, restricted only to gcographically local problems.
In fact, the only two works that consider the risk clement besides the cost are Li ct al.]6].
and lakovou ]7]. Both of\hese works focused on developing models for the Gulf of
Mexico area (i.e., a local sClling) and were a result of 1990 OPA of the United States.
To incorporate risk, Li et al. [6J, presented a routing decision model lor a multimodal and
multi-product case, wherc weightcd sum of risks and costs arc minimized. The risk (i.e.
the risk incurred from tanker voyages) is estimated using a risk assessment model
rcported by Douligeris et al.]8], and is developed under the U.S. National Marine Oil
Transportation System Model (NMOTSM). For a similar case i.e. multi-commodities and
multi-modal case, lakovou ]7] presented a strategic interactive multi-objective nctwork
!low model for the Gulf of Mcxico region that allows for risk analysis and routing. The
aim of their paper was to provide regulators with a modcl that help them evaluate and sct
.. For brevily and avoiding repetition. we ",fer to the literature reviewed in (hapler J
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regulations to derive desirable routing schemes. The interactive solution methodology is
provided through a web interface, where non-dominated solutions arc generated based on
decision makers' feedback. The risk assessment models used in both these works arc
essentially local in nature Le. developed specifically for the Gulf of Mexico region [9].
Other similar risk assessment works, to our knowledge, are all local and no work exists
that deals with the intercontinental transportation of crude oill7
[n this work, we address the problem of global crude oil delivery planning with risk
considerations. More specifically, we propose a bi-objective routing and scheduling
framework thai considers both the risk and the cost factors faced by an oil supplier in
making its delivery plans. The underlying approach in delivery scheduling is similar to
the one presented in Chapter 3 (the PRS approach). However, it differs from it in at least
five different ways. That is: Firsl, we consider minimizing the environmental risks
together with the operational costs. Second, we consider additional port restrictions
imposcd due to regulatory and operational factors. For example, we consider restrictions
on the tanker capacity utilization due to a port's maximum cargo handling capacity and
the types of vessels allowed in the port. Third, we consider a vessel's cargo carrying
capacity being a function of the supplies needed (mainly bunker fuel) over a route.

Fourth, we consider the full maritime network with all existing route choices available for
indi vidual tankers. This is something ignored earlier in the PRS approach, where we
,I For brevity and avoiding repetition, we refer to the literature reviewed in ChapTer 2. This liTerature review
covers risk assessment, accidenl rates & cost-of-spili eSlimati on models. and risk based dc<:ision rnodcling
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considcrcd thc most economical routcs only for simplicity. The full network utilization
with alternativc routc choiccs becomes crucial when considering both thc risk and thc
cost factors due to varying risk and cost structurcs. Fifth, a kcy modification as compared
to the PRS approach is the aggregation of all supply points into a single porI. This
modification is bascd on our two key observations during the study of the PRS model i.e.
1) supply points arc mostly located in close vicinity compared to customer locations, and
2) the model was increasingly difficult to solve for large size problems and such a
simplification facilitates solving these problem when the full network is considered.

While the delivery scheduling approach is mainly bui lt around the PRS approach
prcsented in Chapter 3, wc also make usc of our work prcsented in Chapter 2 i.e. the costof-spill approach ror selecting tanker routcs. The mode! presented in Chapter 2 is adapted
to estimate risks incurrcd by individual tanker haulages i.e. the method will be employed
to estimate risk parameters used in the problem.
The rest orthe chapter is organized as rollows: In section 5.2, we present a detailed
problem dcscription, while the proposed bi-objeetive risk-cost mixed integer
programming model is presented in section 5.3. Parameter estimation is presented in
section 5.4, which mainly ineludes available capacity and risk estimation methods ror
individual tankcr voyages. A computational study is presented in section 5.5. Finally, wc
present conclusions of the study in section 5.6.
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5.2. Pro blem Description
In this section, wc present the problem of interest, and then outl ine the basic model ing
assumptions. We consider a ease where an oil suppl ier, through an available fl ect of large
oil tankcrs, nceds to prepare a routing and scheduling plan. That is, the supplier needs to
schedule crude oil delive ries using multiple routes with different cost and risk structures.
Note that we are assuming a single supply port situation only. However, the assumption
may not be as restrictive givcn that most large suppliers either have a single supply port
or a group of ports located in close vicinity (and thus assumed agg regatcd into a single
port). The nature of crude oil demand is the same as presented in Chapter 3 i.e. following
the Periodic Requirements Model (PRS). Recall that PRS assumes a sct of crudc oi l
orders, arbitrarily split amongst a number of ta nker deliveries, which is to be completed
during specific dclivery time-windows.
Relatcd to thc multiple ro ute choices assumption above, an important observation is that
these choices arc a function of the individual vessels available. That is, the physical size
and carryi ng load ofa vessel may eliminate sume available route choices due to the
prescnt geographical lim itations. For example, a route passing thro ugh Suez Canal may
not allow Vl.CCIU LCC class tankers fuJly laden, while allowing the same in their ballast
(i.e. when empty).
An instanec of the above desc ri bed problem is depicted in Figure 5-1. Here 'JJ. denotes the
crude oil order at demand point d fo r period i. The planning ho rizon starts when the
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demand is realized and the first vessel is available for service at the supply point, while it
ends with the end of the last time-window. Note that the planning horizon does not
restrict

11

vessel to return to its supply point within the planning horizon. In this sense, it

only represents

11

time within which all deliveries must be made. Also note that the two

vessels become available for service at different times due to their prior commitments.

Figure 5-1: Vessel Movement between a Supply and

3

Demand I'oint

For this problem, we also assume several restrictions that would make the model more
realistic and practical to implement. Firstly, we consider two key port related restrictions
in the model i.e. I) a limit on the maximum usable capacity of a vessel and, 2) a
restric tion on the vessel types allowed in a port. A limit on the maxim um usable capacity
is mainly due \0 the operational issues at a port, such as the available cargo handling
capacity and the ship draft (portion in water) allowance etc. Vessel type restriction, on the
other hand, is primarily an environmental regulatory constraint. An example of this
restriction is a port not allowing single hulled tankers due to a higher potential of oi l spill
accidents.
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Secondly, we assume the cargo carrying capacity ofa tanker to be a function of a route
length i.e. as the bunker fuel and other operational supplies' loading requirement
increases, the cargo carrying capacity decreases. Note that the reduction in capacity can
be in a range of3000 - 5000 tonnes for large tankers traveling on the major intercontinental routes [10].
For this problem, the supplier has two major considerations pertaining to planning
decisions - the operational cost and the risk (in dollars) of tanker accidents leading to oil
spi llage. The suppl ier would like to minimize both these costs during its planning. The
total operational cost mainly drives itself from the transportation cost of the operations.
The risk is assumed to be represented as an expected maximllm loss amount, incurred due
to associated cleanup, environmental and socia-economic costs, when a tankcr travcls on
a specific route and carries a specific amount of cargo.
Before outlining the mathematical program in the next section, we list the six basic
assumptions pertinent to thc problem outlined above:jirs/, the demand requirements
(assuming crude oil onl y) are known before the start ofa planning horizon; second, all
relevant costs arc known, while all the risk parameters arc estimated; Ihird, every tanker
picks up its cargo from a single supply source and delivers the entire shipment to a single
demand location;jollrlh, no return cargoes are allowed;fljlh, a heterogeneous fleet of
owned oil tankers (various classes) is assumed, which serves the ports capable of
receiving them; and six/h, tankers are allowed to become available anytime within a
planning horizon.
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5.3. Bi-Objective Risk-Cost Model
In this section. we present the basic notations, followed by the bi-objective optimization
model. However, we start with three key definitions:
Route: A complete path followed by a tanker, which starts from the supply point, passes
through a delivery point d and returns back to the supply point.
Voyage: Compri ses of all elements of an oil tanker journey on a route i.e, waiting for
loading at the supply point, the loading of crude oil, traveling to a demand point,
unloading and then returning to the supply point.
Loaded Lcg: Partial voyage ofa tanker till it finishes unloading at a demand point.
Return Leg (Ballast): Partial voyage starting from the return of a tanker from a demand
point to its supply point.
Sets and Indices
D:

Set of demand points, indexed by d

~:

r~

Set of vessels, indexed by v, eompatibldallowed to service at demand point d
:

Set of all routes available for vessel

VE

VJ , to deliver crude oil to demand point d

Number of requirement periods at a customer location, indexed by i
j:

Trip number index

ifvessel \' using roule r, during lripj delivers oil to demand !Xlint d in period i

o olherwisc
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B::

Waiting lidling time ofvcsscl v (at the supply point) before starting trip}

L!..:

rime until vessel v fin ishes loaded-leg on trip}

E::

Time until vessel v finishes (or ends) its voyage on trip}

g.:

Quantity of crude oi l demanded at a cuSlomer location d during requirement

K:, :

Available cargo carrying capacity ofvesscl v, to a dcmand poinl d, when taking

period i

Percentage allowance on periodic rcquirements at d

Ad:

18

Cost:
e~ :

Total trip cost to deliver crude oil by vessc l v, to a demand point d, when using

router
Ie , :

Idling cost per unit time ofvesscl v

Ris k: (in eqllil'alent dollar amollnt)
G~

:

Risk associated with a crude oil delivery by vessel v, to a demand point d. whcn
using router

Time :
T(L) ~.

Time needed by vessel v, for the loaded leg, to demand point d using route r

" This allows comractual nexibilityon actual periodic demand by a customer SceShcmli ctaL [ill for
eX3mple ofsuchapraclice.
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T(E)~,

:Time needed by vessel v, for the return (or empty) leg, from demand point d using

T, :

Time until vessel v is available for service at the supply poim (starting service
time)

TL. :

Time needed to load vessel v

nr::

Time needed to unload vessel v, at demand point d

£].1, : Earliest delivery time at d for period i
1-1.1· : Latest delivery time at d for period i
Maximum number of allowable trips in a planning horizon
Periodic Requirements based Routing and Scheduling Model - With Ri sk:
(J' RRS-WR)
Minimize

Co." ..I v, «,«J.v
I I I•• , ..I r: c; x.;" + ...I r" {c.l I B;)
Ri,k

I I I I I

.~ I',

",«J." .•, "r:

(5-1)

G; X,~'

S ubjc{'t to:

Demand Fulfillment:

I I I

><v, .. r:

Vd e D, i e i

K;X:' >(J'(1-A"l

I~,< ,

Delivery Window'
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(5-2)
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(PRRS·WR) is a mixed-integer programming formulation, having a bi-objective fonn.
I-Icrc, the cost objective in (5-1) represents the total cost of operations resulting from all
the voyages made by vessels and the idling/waiting cost of vessels at its supply point. The
ri~k

objective in (5-1) represents the total risk resulting from the same vessel voyages (as

in the cost objective). Constraints to the problem i.e. constraints (5-2) - (5-10), for
expositional reasons, arc divided into three categories: demand fulfillment, del ivery
window, and structural, wh ich arc presented as follows·
Constraints (5-2) ensure that the total committed delivery capacity to location d in period
i equals or exceeds the requirement Note that here that the capacities of tankers arc a
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function of demand point being served and the route being used. Furthermore, the ro ute
choices to d arc dependent upon individual vessels together with the route characteristics.
A common practice in crude oil supply contracts is to allow a range within which actual
demand can be adj usted as compared to what is ordered [I I [. The specified percentage
allowance (Ad), in fact, facilitates better utilization of tanker capacities since the actual
delivery amount need not be exactly equal to the periodic requirement. It is important to
note that the proposed model will only deliver a set of vessels with sufficient total
capaci ties, which the tra nsport manager would use to meet demand for a requi rements
period by distributing the ordered quantity amo ngst the recommended vessels.

Constraints (5-3) - (5-7) concern delivery time windows and the associated variables.
Constraints (5-3) ensure that vessell' on tripj makes a del ivery at demand location d in
period i leasibly, i.e.

X::' = 1when

~(the time until vessel l', during trip j, fin ishes its

loaded leg) falls withi n the relevant time window. The relationship between
the corresponding

~

X::' = I and

is established through constraints (5-4) - (5-7). Where eonstrnims

(5-4) estimate the time until vessel v fi ni shes its first loaded leg, constraints (5-5) indicate
vessel availability for all other used trips, and constraints (5 -6) and (5-7) estimate

E! and

E: (time until a voyage ends for vessell', during trip}), which is required in constraints
(5-5). Please note that travel times are a function of route a tanker takes. Also note that
we have deli ned r as the maximum allowable trips du ring a planning horizon, which
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bounds the actual number of used trips. Assuming

J to be the last used trip by vessell',

then for the remaining unused trips, (5·5) yield 4 '~

'" 4 '<II :s;o:s; (r -])

Constraints (5-8) - (5-9) ensure the structural integrity of the problem. Constraints (5-8)
ensure that vessel von trip) makes a single delivery of the entire cargo, while (5-9)
ensures that trip ) for a vessel is utilized if and only if) - I has already been utilized i.e.
enforcing trip sequencing. Finally, constraints (5-10) ensure the integer and sign
restrictions of the variables used.

5.4_ I)a ra meters Estimation
For (l'RRS-WR) model there arc two key sets of parameters to estimate i.e. capacity
parameters K:' and the risk parameters G ~,. Other cost and time paramcters arc assumed
to be known beforehand. In the rest of the section, we will discuss estimation of both of
these key sets of parameters.

5.4.1. Cll paeity Para meters

K:,

As discusscd in the problem description (section 5.2), the capacity ofa tllnker varies with
its destination (due to demand point restrictions) as well as the route it takes to that
destination. If tid represents ports handling capacity in terms ofma.-.:imum weight a vessel
can carry. and K,~ rcpresents the maximum carrying capacity of a vessel on route r, then

K:' can simply be estimated as: K! ~ min{HJ.K.,. } .The total numberofthesc parameters,
thus, is vxdx lr:(d ~.
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5.4.2. Risk Parameters

C,~

Another key issue is the estimation of risk paramete rs i.e.

C:,

As a solution, we resoMed

10 the approach of (undesirahle) expected consequence proposed in chaplcr 2, which
delines risk as the probability ofaccident times the resulting consequence. This approach
is used 10 modcl the risk

G;, incurred by the individual oil tanker haulages, which is

presented as follows: Considcr a route-link 1of known length (Figure 5-2), for a vessel v
traveling on a route r to a demand point d. This link is assumed 10 have homogeneolls
characteri stics relevant to the ri sk being estimated i.e. the probabilities of accident and the
associated per unit cost structure do not change within the link . Iffor thi s link I, P:' and

p; arc the probabilities ofa tanker meeting with an accident resulting in major (st' ) or
minor spills (S;) respectively, then the ri sk of an aceidentleading 10 oil spill by a vessel

v i.e. g ~" can be represented as:
g~, == Pi"

S:'ACi" + Pt"Si· AC;

(5-11)

Here in (5 -11), AC, is thc per unit oil-spill cost on link 1 It should be clear that thc risk
fo r a whole route, e.g. the one composed oflwo links I and /-1- 1, is a probabilistic
experiment since the expected consequence for link

1+ 1 depends on whether the tanker

mcets with a major accident on the first link I or nol. Hence, the expected "onsequellce lor
link 1+ I is: (1 - l'Xpt:I Si~'IAC,~, + P,:,.s;:, AG':,). Thus to generalize for the whole route r
having s links, we evaluate the total route risk
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G;,

in a similar manner i.e. using an eve nt

tree bui lt-up along the links ora route. For the case we are dealing with in (PRRS-WR),
i.e. an oil tanker delivering oil to demand point d, a route is a complete path followed by a
tanker that starts from the supply point, passes through a delivery point d and returns baek
to the suppl y point. II is importanl to point out Ihal the loaded leg segment and relurn leg
segment of the path does not necessarily have to be the same. Thus we assume that the
loaded leg segment, carrying crude oil and bunker fuel supplies, is divided into s
segments (i.e. indexed I ,2,... ,s) while for the return leg, carrying bunker fuel supplies
only, the links are indexed from s+ llo s· (Figure 5-3). Thus the expected consequence
over the whole roule r i.e. G~ can be expressed as:

"

~
"

,.-

.1","

I-If ~ p,~
Figure 5-2: Possible Accidenl Related Eventsona Route Link f

(5-12)

~

'-

Suppty Links: 1
Poim

S

s+ 1

S

s ·- t

...

Demand
Point (d)

s+2

Figure 5-3: Links on Route r used by Vessel v. De livering Oil 10 Dcrnund Poin t If
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Here the first term represents the risk of spillage in the first link; the second ternl
represents the risk of spillage on the remaining links of the loaded leg; while the third
term represents thc corresponding risk on the return leg segment ofthc journey. An
important note here is that, although it is possible that a vessel eould faee more than one
accident resulting in minor spills on a particular link, cmpirical data puts thc llssocilltcd
probllbility to lllmost zero, and hence we llssume the possibility ofmecting with one such
accident only on a given link.
Equlltion (5- 12), can thus be used to eVlllullte the

G;, pammcters. However, the

expression requires three more parameters i.e. the probabilities ofllccidents, the spill sizes
lind adjusted cost per tonne of spillage. The approach for estimating these pammeters arc
elllbomted in detai) in chllptcr 2, however, we summarize it liS follows due to relevancc.

Proba bilities of Accident
To estimate llccident probllbilities, we use

II

network wide coarse historical data in a

meaningful manner to deduct values for a specific link. To do so, oil-spill statistics from
1974-2010 WllS pllrscd, and the 1188 dlltll points belonging to the

m~~or

category (i.e.

exceeding 7 tonncs - as defincd in chapter 2) wcre identified on the respective Marsden
Squares (Figure 5-4). Here, a Marsden Square is defined as a square identified by tcndcgrecs of longitude and latitude divides. Such represcntlltion cnllbles locllting accident
hot spots in the world, whereas it also allows us to assign homogeneous altributes within
a given square - a criterion for dividing a routc into links as needed in the equation
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(5-12). For example, over the given period a total of 135 oil spill accidents were
identified, and categorized as a major spill, in the squarc at the intersection of60 degree
longitudc and 30 degree latitude. Clearly any route using this Marsden Square is riskier
than a square with lower number of accidents, and in the absence of a much finer-data
within the given square, it is reasonable to assumc that the probability ofa maritime
accident of major type is constant within this square. Now, considcring Marsden Squarc
passage of a tankcr fonning a link I of any route r, then (5-13) can be used to estimate the
probability ofa major accident

p:f i.c. an aecidcnt resulting in a major spill.

rhus. the

indicatcd probability for link I is:
"
1',

number of tanker accidents resulting in major spill on link I
tolal number of tanker voyages thro ugh link I

(5-13)

Figure 5-4: Distribution of Tanker Accidents Resulting in Major Spills (1974-2010)
Spill Size
For

st'

i.e. large spill size, we assume the full cargo loss scenario, thus S,M will be

estimated as SiAl = K: for the loaded leg, while for the return leg we will use the bunker
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fuel amount loaded for the return route segment. The full eargo loss scenario though
constitutes a conservative approach considering historical data - the wors t case situation,
it is perhaps the most concerning scenario for a decision maker. For S,~ . as argued for in
chapter 2 (i.e. due to a laek of spill size info rmation and being on the conservative side),
we chose 7tonnes as the size of minor spill s, which is the upper limit defined for a minor
spill category.

Spill Cust

For estimating per unit cost of oil spill , we make use of models available in the literature.
i\ detai led discussion on these models is already presented in chapter 2, where Table 5-1

summarizes the four models referred to earl ier. These models can be broadly divided into
linear and non-linear types. The only linear model is by Etkin

112J, which estimates

cleanup cost by incorporating factors such as oil-type, spill size, spill localion, spill
strategy, and di stance fro m shoreline. It has limited usc in that it fails to capture the nonlinear relationship between spill-size and per unit spill cost, and docs not estimate the
total cost; the estimates by this model tends to be highly innated for larger oil spills. On
the other hand, the works ofPsarros et al. [13], Yamada [1 4] and Kontovas et al. [[5]
belong to the non-linear category, wherein a nonlinear-regression model is used 10
estimate the total cost based only on spill sizes. Clearly all the three approaches consider
the non-linear relationship between spill size and per unit spill cost, unfo rtunatel y none of
the three are versatile enough to capture attributes such as location, oil-type, and cleanup
strategy employed.
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Etkin[12.16]

g:" _ p:' (S:' ACi\')+ PI" (Si· A C~")
where:

AC; =2.5C; x(SLOxOTxCLSxSS,)

Psarroseta1.[13]
Yamada[ 14]
Kontovaseta1.(15]

Table 5 I. Modified Spill Cost Ex pressions
Note that for Etkin's I 121 model we introduced some additionaltenns in ehapter2. These
arc: SLO (shoreline oiling); 01' (oil type); C1' cleanup strategy; and, SS (spi lt size). These
modifiers can result in different models depending on the problem instance. For example,
ifone is interested in the most expensive eleanup strategy with shoreline oiling, and
moderate spill size, the cleanup cost expression is: AC; ", (aO.31 +(1- a)O.2S)c, xOT where
(1= 1 if location is near shoreline, otherwise (1=0. Expressions for other seenarios can be
gcnerated similarly.
Based on our insights from Chaptcr 2, where we suggested using two model s i.e. a linear
and a non-linear model for comparison, we decided to use the only linear model i.e. by
Etkin's [121 and the Psarros et al. ll3] model , which is the latest non-linear model
available in the literature for estimating the risk paramcters in this work.

5,5_ Co mpu tational Experime nts
[n this section, we first present a realistic problem instance in seetion 5.5. 1. rhi s instance
will be rclcrred to as the base-case instance. The solution and analysis for this base-case
problem aTe presented in section 5.5.2. In this section, we also explain the use of
weighted sums approach to convert the original bi-objective fonn of the PRRS-WR
'II

model into a single objective function i.e. a weighted sum of risk and cost functions. For
the base-case we assume equal weights for both the risk and the cost functions. A Pareto
amlysis using this base-case is presented in section 5.5.3, where a set of non-dominated
solutions is generated and analyzed by varying risk-cost weights. Finally we also
performed an analysis on the effect of vessel type composition in section 5.5.5.

5.5. 1. I' roblcm Description

We focus on the tanker fleet operation of Vela International Marine Limitcd
(www.vela.ae). the wholly owned subsidiary of Saudi Ammco - the largest producer and
exportcr of crude oil. Vela is primarily responsible for deliveries to North America and
Europe, which is handled from its four ports in the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. Saudi
Aramco (via Vela) runs most of its operations from the eastern ports, and aims to limit
crudc oil supply to less than 25% from the western ports due to its upstream supply
network restrictions. We aggregate all these points into a single point (the eastern point)
as shown in Figure 5-5. The distance from its supply point to the U.S. GulfofMcxico
dcmimd point when the south route (around Africa) is used is 12084 nautical miles, while
it is 6792 nautical milcs when the north route (passing through the Suez Canal) is used.
Similarly for Europe, the lengths of the south and the north routes arc 6393 and 3803
nautical miles respectively. Vela make use of a heterogeneous fleet of tankers that
includes thc VLCC class tankers (>200,000 DWT), besides tankers of other classes
including Suezmax (120,000-199,999 DWT) and Aframax (80,000-119,999 DWT)
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tankers. The capacities and average speeds orall available vessels are presented in Table

5-[1.

Figure 5-5: Primary Routes used by Vela (Souree: www.vcla.ae)
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Table S II. VelaFlect

'111e periodic erude oil requirements for the U.S. (through thc Gulf of Mexico region) is
based on the June, 2011 oil impon data from Saudi Arabia (www.cia.gov),while the
Euro pean numbers are approximated to be 25%ofthc U.S. oil demand (Table 5-1[1 ).

2lJ

Euro c
Weekt
W~k2

Week3

11 74.6
466
1000.8

293.7

10o.s
2t6.4

1140.2
~
Table 5-111: Weekly Crude Oil Imports in K. TOlmes (Source: www.eia .gov)
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5.5.2. Oase-Case Solution
Since the PRRS-WR is a bi-objeetive model and both the objectives represent dollar
amounts related to operational cost and risk of tanker accidents leading to oil spills
respectively, we employ a weighted sums approach to solve the problem. Thus Ihe
objcctive fum:lion (5- 1), is re-writtcn as:

Whcre a is the weight associated with the operational cost function and ( I -a) the weight
associated with the risk function . For the base-case analysis we set a =O.5 and (l-a)=O.5
Le. equal weight for both the cost and the risk objectives. Thc risk parameters

c: arc

generated with both the Elkin's 1121 and the Psarros et al. [l3] models sepamlcly using
Ihe method described in section 5.4.2, whi le the capac ity paramcters

K: arc also pre-

processed as described in section 5.4.1. Thc problem instances were solved using CI'L[X
12.1 [17J, with the inpulliles generated using MATLAB [181,
The solution for both the problems i.e. where risk parameters arc generated by Etkin' s
1121 and the Psarros el al. (131 models are presented in Table 5-IV. The to tal opti mal risk
when risk parameters arc based on Etkin's (12] model is around $693 million, while it is
around $ 119 million when the I'sarros et al. [13 I model is used. The large discrepancy in
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the two total-risk values is expected as Etkin's [121 is shown (in Chapter 2) to estimate
values thai arc far inflated as compared to the Psarros et al. [13[ model when spill sizes
arc largc i.e. roughly over the average major spi ll size of 3 181 tonnes. The IOtal
operational costs with the two models are shown to be around $9.4 million and $9.6
million respectively. Note that thc lota\ ris k val ues appear much larger than the total
operational cost values; this is because the risk estimates are based on fu ll loss scenarios
resulting in highly conservative (large) values for the risk parameters.

VL.CC

Co.t
( milli llll )

(million)

9.38

692.95

TripJ

Surzmax +
Afra ma.

TripJ

7

"

17

"

Trips

Throu gh
L.on gtT
Rout ••

2

"

2
21

S. Time
(St rs.)

G~I)

W·)

~Q,.2 l..11

24.32

0.00

r ab le 5-1V: Solution of the Base-Case

[n tenns of vessel preference, thc solutio n with Etki n's [12] modcl clearly show a higher
prcferenee for smaller ships i.e. it relies on only seven VLCC class vessels which is ten
when the Psarros et al. [13] model is used. The tolal num ber of vessel trips in the tirst
case is 24 while it is 2 1 (due to heavier reliance on larger ships) in the second case. It is
also notable that all the trips arc scheduled through longer routes to both the U.S. and the
European destinations i.e. using the south route passing arou nd the Cape of Good Hope
(South Africa). This is reasonable as given the larger values of the ri sk cstimates (G:),
compared to the corresponding cost values

(C~ );

the vessels avoided the riskier although

cheaper routes i.c. thc riskier north ro utes passing through the Suez Canal.
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5.5.3. Risk-Cost Tradeoff Analysis
The base-case presented in section 5.5.2, assumes equal weights to both the risk and cost
functions. We also performed an analysis where the weight a is varied from 1-0 i.e.
covering the full range of risk-cost preferences between the two cxtreme cases ofpurc
cost minimization (0= 1) and pure risk minimization «(1"'0) problems. The results are
shown in Table 5-V and Table 5-VI respectively for the two cost-or-spill models used.
For the cost minimization only cases i.e. (Cases A where a = I, in Table 5-V and Table
S-VI) the solution (same for both the cases) show a heavy reliance on the smaller
Suezmax and Aframax vessels, which is at a total cost of$8.03 million. The
corresponding total risk values arc $974.33 million and $180.42 million respectively
using Etk in's [121 and Psarros et al. [13] estimatcs respectivel y. Note that these two
classes of vessels i.e. Aframax and Suezmax arc the only two types that that can pass
through the smaller and cheaper north routes fully laden both to U.S. and European
destinations, while the largest VLCC class vessels cannot due to vessel size limitation at
the Suez Canal. Clearly, the only times a vessel uses a longer but more expensive route is
when a larger VLCC vessel is employed thaI cannot pass through the north route fully
loaded i.e. all the six VLCC trips through the longer south routes.
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0.45
0.36
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0.28
0.18
0.28
0.27
.27
0.19

Table 5-V: Results and Solutions with Etkin's (12)

For the risk minimization only cases (i.e. Cases N where a =0, in Table 5- V and Table
5-VI), with Etkin's ( 12J model the total risk tumsout 10 be $692.91 million, while wilh
Psarros et al. [13] this value is $119.34 million. In the first case, the number of the largest
VLCC class vessels is six, while in the latter it is ten vessels. Similarly, the number of
smaller Suezmax and Aframax vessels are 19 and II respectively. In both cases, all trips
arc scheduled through longer but safer soulh routes. The explanation for the preference of
smaller vessels when the Elkin's [12] model is used is Ihal the larger spills results in
considerably larger risk estimates, thus with Elkin's [12] smaller vessels are dominantly
used. While with Psarros el al. ] I 3], as the risk estimates arc considerably smaller, the
model is able 10 use larger VLCC vessels that arc able 10 exploit the economies of scale
better.
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Table 5-Y I: Results and Solutions with I'sarros ct al. [13J

The actual total risk and total cost values for problcms having weights ranging between I·
0, i.e. between the two extreme cases of cost minimization and risk minimization, are
plolled to fonn a Pareto frontier of non, dominated solutions (Figure 5·6 and Figure 5·7
respec tively). In these problems, especially where Etkin"s [12J model is used, the results
show a much greater dominance of risk minimization as compared to cost except for a
values very close to I. Note that, any adjustment in risk/cost can be achieved through
adjusting the two facto rs i.e. the number (or the size) of the vessels utilized and the longer
and safer vs. shorter and riskier routes used. The employment of these factors in the
solutions with the Psarros et al. [ I3J estimates is relatively straightforward, i.e. as the
weight on the risk function increases, the trend is to firstly to use fewer (& consequently
bigger) vessels, then to increasingly schedule these vessels over lengthier but S<1fer routes.
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The first approach i.e. /Cwcr

vc~scls

reduces thc risk by reducing the number of trips

while the second approach reduces risk by routing vessels through the safer but more
cxpcn~ive

rou tes

In the cases where Etkin"s (121 estimates are used, risk reduction is primarily achieved
through using thc lengthier routes. The results also showed a tendency towards using
smaller sizcd

ves~el~ .

This is cxplainable, as with the Etkin's [12] model, largcr vcssels

results in very high-risk cstimatcs.

Ri,\;( Smiliions)

Figure 5-6: Risl;-CostCurvc
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Ris k ($ milliom)

Figure 5-7: Risk-Cost Curve
[n terms or the computational performance, all the problems we re either so lved to
optimality or terminated by 1000 seconds; all the tcrminatcd problems fell within a gap of
1.2% with the best available bounds.

5.5.4. Ana lysis with Sca led Risk Para meters
Risk-cost trade oIT analysis (section 5.5.3) showed a clctlr dominance or the risk over the
operational cost, which is far more prominent when Etkin's fl2J model is used. This
behavior is clearly dcmonstrated e.g. in Figure 5-6, whe re the eITect of the

C(

increase

takcs a morc prominent elTect on the cost reduction only for values 2',0.9 (Le. used in the
problems [-1\). For these problems ([.A), the optimal cost of operations reduced by
$ 1. 11 million (Le. = $ 9. 14 million - $8.03 million), but is only $0.28 million between the
N-E cases. For the same E-A problem set, the corresponding increase in the risk value is
$280.94 million, while it is $0.48 million for the N-[ cases. This dominance is easily
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attributable to the exceedingly high values of risk parameters (G!) as compared to the
cost parameters

(C.~)

values used.

To deal with this disproportionality, we also perfornled a scaled analysis, which is useful
for a decision maker who would prefer to have a balance between the two factors. For the
scaling. we used the ratio of the average cost to average risk parameter values. The results
with scaled risk parameters arc shown in Table 5·Y II and Table 5·YIII (with Etkin's [ 12]
and Psarros et al. [131 models respectively). The Pareto frontiers fOrlhe same arc shown
in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5·9. The overall pattern in tenns of the vessel usage and the
choice oflengthier but safer routes is more or less the same, except that with a reduced
emphasis on the risk, the solution changes more evenly as the weights (a & I-a) change.
For example, in the base case without the risk scaling the numbcrofYLCCs were 7 and
10 respectively fo r the two cost·of·spill models, but is 6 and 9 with the risk scaling. The
corresponding numbers for the Aframax and Suezmax vessels arc 17 and II without
scaling and with risk scaling 20 and 13 respectively. 1-1cnce the solutions, with risk
scaling, tend to show a higher preference for smaller vessels that can avail smaller and
cheaper routes.
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Figure 5·9: Ri sk-Cost Curve

5.5.5. Vessel Composition
At the base-case weight values of 0.5/0.5 fur the cost and risk funct ions, we also
perfomlcd a vessel composition analysis to capture any effect ufthe vessel types. Fur this
analysis, we employcd fleets having certain fixed ratios between the total VLCC vessel
capacities available to that of the Suezmax and Af'ramax vessels together. That is, we
tested the cases where this capacity ratio was 25-75, 50-50, and 75-25. For example, in
the 50-50 capacity ra tio case, the total available capacity for the VLCC I9 fleet segment is
8x300,000 = 2,400,000 OWl, while it is also 8xI50,000+ 12x 100,000 = 2,400,000 OWT
for the other two classes 20 . Recall that the main distinction (other than the size) between

.. Alilhe VLCCs in thc analysis are assumed to bc ofsizc 300,000 DWT.
l()

All Ih e SUClmax and the Afrdmax vesset s in the anaty sis are ass umed 10 be t50.000 DWT and 100,000

DWTrespectively.
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the Suezmax and Aframax compared to the VLCC type vessels is the ability to pass or not
to pass through the Suez Canal fully laden.
The results arc provided in Table 5-IX and Table 5-X (for the Etkin 's [121 and the Psarros
et al. [13] models) respectively. The results show the preference to be slightly tilted
towards the larger vessels. For example, for the 25-75 case (with both models), the
utilization mtio is 27· 73 . That is, given the avai lable numbers ofVLCCs and Suezmax &
Af'ramax vessels to be 4 and 10+21 ; 31, the numbers of the utilized vessels aTe 4 and 28
respecti vely. Forthe 50-50 case th is ratio is 53-47. Thc only exccption is when I'sarros et
al. [13] is used for estimating risk parameters and the available capacity ratio is 75-25. [n
this case, the ratio is tilted towards smaller vessels i.e. utilization ratio is 73-27. The
reason is as explained earlier i.e. as Psarros ct al. [13] based risk cstimates arc
considerably lesser, smaller vessels can be utilized to makc usc of the available smaller
and cheaper routes. Note that for the 25-75 and the 50-50 cases, the number ofVLCCs
arc already small and hence showed no difference compared to the Etkin's 1121 model .
A~ailabte

Ratio VLCCJOlher
(Tolilt Capacity 480 K.
Tonnes)

~~:~ 75-25

VLCC

Stln. +

Mra.

,
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Cost
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Table S-IX . Vessel CompoSlllon AnalySIS (Etkm s [12])
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Table SoX: Vessel ComposlllOn AnalysIs (I'sarros et 81.! 131)

5.6. Conclusion
In this chaptcr, we presenled an intcgrated approach lowards the risk-cost based rouling
and scheduling of crude oil deliveries. We made usc of the approaches developed in
Chapters 2 and 3 for developing this integrated approach. The results show that ri sk is a
major factor, which ifignored in the delivery scheduling planning, may bear significant
risk-related cost consequences. In fact , the risk factor appears to dominale the operalional
cost facto r due to large risk estimates for individual tanker voyages. This is even more
prominent when these risk estimates arc based on the linear Elkin's [12J model. An
important point here is that we have varied the weight a values (between 0-1) to capture
the full range of preferences ofa decision maker i.e. between cost and risk. However,
detenninal ion of its suitable value, in a real world situation, is an important queslio n thai
needs to be addressed and is not analyzed in our work .
In tenns of solution, the model seems to balance Ihe total risk and total cost values by
either conlrolling the type (or size) of vessels or through exploiting the routing options.
Use of these two options is more prominent when the risk estimates arc based on the
Psarrosel al.1131 model. In contrast, with the Etkin' s [121 model resulling in highly
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inflated risk estimates, the model seems to rely more on the smaller vessels with the
routing options balancing the risk lind cost fllctors.
["his work can be extended in many different ways. For example, we assumed crude oil to
be delivered only, which is moved from its supply to dcmand points i.e. the cargo moving
in onc direction only. With smaller class vessels i.e. Suezmax and Aframax capable of
carrying petroleum products, the problem can be extended for the case of multi-product
deliveries, which can lIssume ports acting liS both supply points lind demand points and
the products being transported in both directions.
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6

Conclusions

In this dissertation, we presented an inlegraled approach towards thc tactical planning of
crudc oil transportation. More precisely, we proposed a set of four comp(I(ible
frameworks that can bc used togcthcr to perfonn key dcpendent tactical planning tasks in
an inlegrOlive fashion. The integrated approach is enabled through a systematic treatment
of the overall planning process. Fonning such an approach is only possible when the
relationship between all the interacting dccision tasks is clear. Hence, for the oil
transportation problem as given here, we first outlined (in Chapter I) four key decision
tasks i.e. the delivery scheduling, the tanke r routing, thc cnvironmcntal risk assessment
and the flcct adjustmcnttasks. Thc relationship between these tasks is then established
(Scction 1.1 , Chaptcr I), which is presented as a complete planning decision process
shown in Figure 6-1. Figurc 6-1 isa high-level process flowdiagrmn showing all the ke y
decision processes besides all the major information and the decisions Oows between
these planning tasks.

The planning process starts with the Oeet size and mix adjustmcnt task i.c. a decision
process tagged as 'A '. For this task, the planner Iypically considers tanker requirements
for a number of sequential oil delivery scheduling plans. The primary inputs to this
planning process liTe Ihe Oeet at hand, the tanker requirements lind the spot chllrtcr wlcs
for the planning horizon considered. As these inputs i.e. thc tllnkcr requirements and the
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spot chartcr rates arc stochastic in nature, the planner also faces a considerable amount o f
financial risks.

Delivery
PO"

Figure 6-1: Taclical Crude Oil Transportation Planning Process
For this necl adjustment task, we proposed a methodology that combines Montc Carlo
simulation together with an optimization model. This simulation-optimization ifamework,
presenled in Chapter 4, aims to optimize the total chartering costs and Ihe financial risks
under a strategic policy of financial (downside) risk aversion. Thc proposed model can be
used 10 appropriately adjust the present neet size and mix using vcssels on various types
of charter contracts and opt ions. Key features oflhis framework arc the modeling oflhe
uncertainty sources, the characterization of the resulting risks involved, a suitable charter
contract and options valuation scheme, and a neet sile and mix optimization model.
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The output of this neet

~ize

and mix adjustment task is the available neet, which is used

as an input to the delivery scheduling and tanker routing tasks (the process tagged as 'B'
in Figure 6-1). The other key input to this process is the oil supply orders. This task may
include delivery scheduling and/or tanker routing dl'Cisions depending upon the
objectives ofa decision maker. lflhe cost of operations is the only consideration, then
only the delivery scheduling task is performed. On the other hand, ifboth the cost of
operations and the environmental risks arc considered, the process involves both the
tanker routing and the scheduling decisions. For the first case, our contribution presented
in Chapter 3 suHices - i.e. the PRS based scheduling model. The primary feature of the
PRS approach is the direct employment of the crude oil demand structure, which replaces
the traditionally used fully specified cargo scI. This approach enables a more eHicient
exploitation or the available resources that can be matched up directly with the prevalent
oil demand structure
For the latter case, where both the cost of the operations and the environmental risk are
considered, we proposed a bi-objective risk-cost based routing and scheduling model ,
which is presented in Chapter S. This model also caters for several real world
generalizations such as port restrictions and routing options, thus far more applicable as
compared to the PRS model. This risk-cost based modeling process also makes use of a
risk assessment methodology for estimating lhe risks of oil spills incurred by individual
tanker voyages. The contribution related to

thi~

task is presented in Chapter 2, which is

tagged as process 'C' in Figure 6-1. The primary feature of this contribution is a risk
2JI

assessment methodology applicable at a global level i.e. useful for estimating risks
incufTed by tbe intercontinental tanker voyages. It is worthwhile to rccallthat all the
present models arc locally applicable and thus none are able to support the risk
assessment task at a global level. The input to this planning task is the available neet and
the route information relevant to each of the dema nd points conside rcd. The output of
process 'C' arc the risk estimates eorrcsponding to aJllhe potcntial tan ker voyagcs.

Making use of all the processes i.e. A, 13 & C, the eventual output of the whole planning
process is a complete oil delivery plan Ihal includes the delivery schedule and a routing
plan for the available neet. As the actual transpo rtation problem is pervasive in nature, the
wholc process is periodically repeatcd in Ihc manner described above i.e. performing task
A fo llowed by task Band C (if needed).

6.1

Future Research

Specific extensions related to each of the four contributions are elaborated in the
respective chapters i.e. Chapters 2-5. In this section, wc presenl potential future rescarch
directions for the problcm at the OI'eNlII planning process level.
At an overall level, the problem considered is that of crude oi/transportat ion planning
using a glohalmaritime netll'ork. The physical scope of this problem is defined by the
first segment of the global oil supply chain i.e. the segment betll'een the production and
the refining stages (as explained in Chaptc r I). The actual clements constituting this
segment are far more complex in reality than considered in the thesis. An example of such
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a complexity, which was ignored for simplicity, arises when the largest VLCCIULCC
tankers pass through the Suez Canal. That is, these fully laden tankers when passing
through the Suez Canal need to offioad some of the cargo near the eastern end due to its
limited depth allowance. The offioaded cargo is then transported through the so called
SUMED pipeline to the western side for a pickup again [II. This essentially fonns a
multi-modal (tankers & pipelines) transshipment problem with several managerial issues
including inventory routing and management, pickup and repackaging of the cargo etc.
The problem is further convoluted when pol ices such as cargo exchanges amongst ships
arc exercised [I]. Most ofthesc issues, to our knowledge, arc eompletcly ignored or
hardl y touched upon in the literature and thus pose interesting problems to solve.

Another example of such a complexity arises near the tail-end of this maritime supply
segment. Here the problem arises as most large tankers, due to their size, arc unable to
enter the serving demand ports. To overcome this problem, these tankers typically offload
oil into smailer vessels at the lightering zones (offioading arcas in open sea). The smailer
vessels then carry the oil to the respective demand ports. This lightering operation results
in several challenging managerial issues such as the crude oil pickup and delivery
scheduling, uti1i7..ation policy of these vessels e.g. single vs. multiple pick-up and drop
oITs, managing the risk of oil spillages at transfer points, selection oflightering zones etc.
Lightering operat ion has received limited attention which is mainly in the scheduling area
e.g. we refer to the works of Lin et al. 12J , Huang and Karimi [3,4] who all proposed
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schcduling models under various assumptions. Thus, several major research problems
exist that arc worth investigating for the problems related to this lightering operation.
Another future research direction, which is more strategic in nature, is the investigation of
problems having a scope cxtended beyond the considered maritime segment (for example
issues related to the whole supply chain). Complex managerial and modeling challcngcs
exit for these cases such as network design issues, and integration of processes between
diffcrent supply ehain stages and links that may be owned by differcnt players.
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